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A P P E N D I X B

Online Appendices

B.1 LINEAR ALGEBRA

Linear algebra deals with operations on real or complex vector spaces, where infinite-
dimensional versions of the latter feature prominently in quantum mechanics, but here,
we confine ourselves to finite-dimensional real vector spaces Vn, where n is the dimension.
Elements of this vector space can be visualized as n–dimensional column vectors of real
numbers. We denote an element of the vector space either by v⃗ or by |v⟩ ∈ Vn, a no-
tation we borrow from quantum mechanics, because it sometimes makes equations more
transparent. We use these notations interchangeably and pick whichever is more conve-
nient. The key property is that the scaled sum of two vectors |v1⟩ and |v2⟩ , defined by
|v3⟩ = a1 |v1⟩+ a2 |v2⟩ , with arbitrary real coefficients a1 and a2, is also an element of the
same vector space.

We can now define the dual vector spaceV∗
n to the original vector spaceVn. The elements

of the dual space V∗
n can be visualized as row vectors and we denote them either by x⃗t or

by ⟨x| . Elements of V∗
n can be used to map column vectors to real numbers r by virtue

of a bilinear form, of which the simplest form is the conventional scalar product, defined
by r = x⃗t · y⃗ = ⟨x|y⟩ , where ⟨x| ∈ V∗

n and |y⟩ ∈ Vn. The form is bilinear, because it is
linear in both ⟨x| and |y⟩ . Note that the existence of a scalar product permits us to define
orthogonality by the requirement that the scalar product is zero. Moreover, often there is a
one-to-one correspondence of the elements in the dual and the real space (here the vectors
are just the transpose of one another) and this allows us to define the norm ∥x∥2 = ⟨x|x⟩
of a vector |x⟩. As a consequence, we can normalize a vector by dividing it by its norm.
A group of n normalized vectors |ei⟩ , which are mutually orthogonal with ⟨ei|ej⟩ = δij , is
called a basis for the vector space and the |ei⟩ are called basis vectors. Here δij is Kronecker’s
symbol. It is 1 for i = j and zero otherwise.

The elements of the dual space V∗
n mapped the elements of Vn to the real numbers,

but an operator A maps a vectors |x⟩ onto another vector |y⟩ , such that |y⟩ = A |x⟩ . In
particular, linear operators can be represented by matrices with matrix elements Aij . They
are calculated by sandwiching the operator between base vectors Aij = ⟨ei|A |ej⟩ . Note
that the matrix depends on the choice of base vectors |ei⟩ . Since both the original set of
base vectors and a second set |êj⟩ consist of normalized and mutually orthogonal vectors,
they are related by an operator O, which preserves ortho-normality of the base vectors.
It can be shown that the matrix representation O, with matrix elements Oij , of such an
operator is an orthogonal matrix, which is a generalized rotation matrix that preserves the
scalar product and that implies Ot = O−1. It is easy to show that changing all vectors to a
new base is accomplished by multiplying them by O. This can be visualized as rotating all
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vectors by the same rotation matrix, such that |v̂⟩ = O |v⟩ . An operator, represented by a
matrix A, then transforms according to Â = OAOt = OAO−1.

The scalar product, introduced in the previous paragraphs, can be written as ⟨w|1|v⟩
with the unit operator 1 in between the vectors. It remains unaffected, if the vectors are
transformed by an orthogonal transformation. Instead of using the unit matrix, we can also
define a scalar product with respect to an operator S, which is represented by a matrix S.
If we restrict ourselves to even dimensions, in two and four dimensions we can choose the
following matrix representations

S2 =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
and S4 =

(
S2 02
02 S2

)
, (B.1)

where 02 is the 2 × 2–matrix containing only zeros. The operators R with matrix R that
map vectors |ṽ⟩ = R |v⟩ , such that the scalar product, defined by ⟨w|S|v⟩ , is preserved,
are called symplectic. They play a central role in the dynamics described by Hamiltonian
systems, because all transfer maps and transfer matrices are symplectic. Preserving the
scalar product implies that S = RtSR and that matrices R must have even dimensions.
An immediate consequence that follows from taking the determinant of the equation is
1 = (detR)2, which implies that the determinant of all symplectic matrices R is ±1. All
transfer matrices, encountered in the main part of the book, are symplectic, because they can
be derived from the Hamiltonians discussed in Section 2.2 and they all had determinant 1.

A commonly encountered problem with linear systems, described by a matrix A, is to
find an unknown vector |x⟩ that produces another vector |y⟩ = A |x⟩ as its image. Solving
this linear set of equations requires inverting the matrix A, provided that the dimensions
of the vector spaces in which |y⟩ and |x⟩ “live” have equal dimensions. Later we will drop
this requirement, but for now, we assume the dimensions are equal. The equality therefore
implies that we need to invert the matrix A, which entails solving a linear system of equa-
tions. There are several numerical methods, Gaussian elimination among them, to achieve
this. We will not discuss this further, but will later rely on MATLAB to pick an appropriate
algorithm, if asked to invert a matrix. Occasionally, the inversion fails and this means that
the Matrix is ill-conditioned and has a very small determinant. How badly it is conditioned
is quantified by the condition number, a quantity whose definition we will address below.
We point out that finding solutions of many partial differential equations, with boundary
conditions specified, can be formulated as large systems of linear equations, that are solved
by robust inversion methods.

Instead of trying to find a vector |x⟩ that produces |y⟩ = A |x⟩ we may ask to find
a vector |x⟩ that is mapped onto itself, possibly with a scale factor λx, as defined by
A |x⟩ = λx |x⟩ . This equation describes an eigen-value problem, namely finding combinations
of eigen vectors |x⟩ and associate eigen values λx that fulfill the condition. A second class of
partial differential equations, especially those seeking to find periodically repeating patterns
or modes (corresponding to the eigen vectors) with definite frequencies (corresponding to
the eigen values) are internally transformed to an eigen-value problem in the PDE toolbox,
used in several chapters of this book.

We now drop the requirement that the vectors y⃗ ∼ |y⟩ and x⃗ ∼ |x⟩ that are connected
by a matrix A via y⃗ = Ax⃗ have the same dimensions. For example, y⃗ is a column vector
for measurement values; the system matrix A describes a model of the dependence of the
measurements y⃗ on model parameters x⃗. Normally the number n of measurements (the
number of rows in A or y) is larger than the number of fit parameters m (the number of
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columns in A). For the sake of definiteness, we write the linear system explicitely as
y1
y2
...
yn

 =


A11 A12 . . . A1m

A21 A22 . . . A2m

...
...

. . .
...

An1 An2 . . . Anm




x1
x2
...
xm

 . (B.2)

If n > m the system is over-determined, if n = m the matrix is determined, provided the
matrix A is invertible, and if n < m it is under-determined.

Over-determined systems occur most frequently in fitting applications, where the matrix
A is not invertible, because it is not square. We can, however, request that the squared
difference between the measurements and the model, the χ2 defined by

χ2 =
n∑

i=1

yi − m∑
j=1

Aijxj

2

, (B.3)

is at a minimum. This equation can also be written in matrix form as

χ2 = (y⃗t − x⃗tAt)(y⃗ −Ax⃗) ≈ (y⃗ −Ax⃗)2 , (B.4)

where the superscript t denotes the transpose. Minimizing the χ2 with respect to the fit
parameters x⃗ can be either done in the component version Equation B.3 or the vectorized
version B.4. We choose the second form and find

0 =
∂χ2

∂x⃗
= −2At(y⃗ −Ax⃗) , (B.5)

where ∂/∂x⃗ denotes the gradient with respect to the fit parameters x⃗. The latter equation
can be rewritten as AtAx⃗ = Aty⃗ or

x⃗ = (AtA)−1Aty⃗ , (B.6)

which is called the pseudo-inverse of the matrix A.
If we want to take the measurement errors σi into account we weigh each row of the

defining equation y⃗ = Ax⃗ by the inverse of σi. For example, if we know that a measurement
is rather noisy and has a large σi, the corresponding measurement value yi and the i-th
row of the matrix A are divided by σi and their contribution to the fit result will carry
less weight. Taking the measurement errors into account, we can thus define the χ2 in the
following way

χ2 =
n∑

i=1

(
yi −

∑m
j=1Aijxj

σi

)2

. (B.7)

This way of defining the χ2 is equivalent of writing

Λy⃗ = ΛAx⃗ , (B.8)

where Λ is the diagonal matrix of rank n (same as number of measurements) containing the
inverse error bars on the diagonal

Λ = diag(1/σ1, 1/σ2, . . . , 1/σn) . (B.9)

Comparing with the original version of the least squares problem y⃗ = Ax⃗, we note that the
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difference is just using ΛA instead of A and Λy⃗ instead of y⃗. For the pseudo-inverse, we
therefore find

x⃗ = (AtΛ2A)−1AtΛ2y⃗ =My⃗ , (B.10)

where we implicitly defined the matrixM and we used that (ΛA)t = AtΛt = AtΛ. The latter
equation follows from the fact that Λ is diagonal with zeros in all off-diagonal elements. It
is therefore equal to its transpose.

Now we realize that Equation B.10 provides a linear map from the measurement space
(where the y⃗ live) to the fit-parameter-space, where the x⃗ live. This is very similar to the
role the transfer matrices in beam optics play. It maps coordinates at one location to those
at another location.

The question now arises how the error bars σi of the measurements y⃗ determine the
error bars of the fit parameters. We start by constructing the covariance matrix Cyy of the
measurement errors, which is given by

Cyy = diag(σ2
1 , σ

2
2 , . . . , σ

2
n) = Λ−2 . (B.11)

There are simply the squares of the error bars on the diagonal and the absence of off-
diagonal elements means that we assume that the individual measurements are uncorrelated.
Propagating this covariance matrix to that of the fit–parameters Cxx, we use the analogy
that this is equivalent to mapping the sigma matrix (which is the covariance matrix of beam
phase space coordinates) from one location to another σ2 = Rσ1R

t. We thus obtain for Cxx

Cxx = MCyyM
t =

[
(AtΛ2A)−1AtΛ2

]
Λ−2

[
Λ2A(AtΛ2A)−1

]
= (AtΛ2A)−1 , (B.12)

where we used the fact that AtΛ2A is a symmetric matrix by construction. The interpre-
tation of the matrix elements of the covariance matrix Cxx is that the diagonal elements
are the square of the error bars for the fit-parameters. In particular, for the error bar σ(x1)
of the first fit-parameter x1, we have σ(x1) =

√
(Cxx)11, and equivalently, for the other

fit-parameters. This is conceptually similar to the interpretation of the 11 element of the
beam-matrix as the square of the beam size and we can interpret the beam size as the
uncertainty (or error bar) of knowing where the individual particles, that constitute the
beam, are.

The bottom line is that under a linear transformation the covariance matrix transports
just as the beam matrix. If the transformation is non-linear, the Jacobi-matrix J of the
variable transformation xi = fi(yj) is given by

Jij =
∂fi
∂yj

. (B.13)

Jij takes the role of the transfer matrix and you recover the well-known rule of error prop-
agation that the covariance matrices transform as

Cxx = JCyyJ
t . (B.14)

Occasionally, the above procedure does not work because AtA is degenerate and calculating
the inverse fails. But in this case we can employ singular value decomposition (SVD) to save
the day. SVD is a linear algebra algorithm, which provides a decomposition of any matrix
B (which may be AtA but can be anything) and provides three matrices

B = OΛU t , (B.15)
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where Λ is a diagonal matrix with eigen values λ on the diagonal and O and U are orthogonal
matrices (which are generalized rotations) that have the nice property that their inverse
equals their transpose. The condition number, alluded to earlier in this appendix, is actually
defined as the ratio of the largest to the smallest eigen value λ.

The SVD decomposition has a nice interpretation: the effect of a matrix B on any
vector is to apply the orthogonal matrix U t first, which is just a rotation into a different
coordinate system. Then the diagonal matrix Λ stretches the respective axes in the new
coordinate system by the eigen value and finally the matrix O rotates the stretched vectors
into some other direction. This intuitive view aids us in calculating the inverse of B.

The inverse of B in terms of the matrices O,U, and Λ is simply given by

B−1 = UΛ−1Ot . (B.16)

We see that we need to invert the diagonal matrix Λ which is done by inverting the entries
on the diagonal. But if one eigen value, say λk, is actually zero, we have to calculate 1/0
which would lead to infinities. On the other hand, the interpretation from the previous
paragraph guides us to the realization that the problem is located in the subspace spanned
by the eigen vectors (columns) of O and U. The rule we apply is thus to invert the matrix
where we can (where the eigen values are different from zero) and remove any projection
onto the subspace where the eigen values are zero. This leads to the strange rule to set
1/0 to zero when calculating Λ−1. For further discussions on SVD we refer to Numerical
Recipes [54].
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B.2 MATLAB PRIMER

In this appendix, we step through most of the MATLAB functionality needed to follow
the scripts developed in this book. It is intended for readers without prior exposure to
MATLAB.

MATLAB is the shortened form of Matrix laboratory, which describes the strong points
very well. It has powerful built-in commands to manipulate matrices, vectors and arrays.
For example, a column and a row vector with the first three cardinal numbers are created
with

c=[1; 2; 3]; r=[1, 2, 3]

where the square bracket denotes the array constructor and the semicolons in the bracket
define that the next entry follows under the previous one. In the definition of the row vector
r on the right the entries are separated by a comma and stand side-by-side. Note that the
semicolon at the end of the c=[1; 2; 3]; has two purposes: first, it denotes the end of a
command, and second, it suppresses displaying the result. Note that r is the transpose of
c and we can turn one into the other with the prime-operator; r2=c’ makes r2 equal to r.
Another way of creating arrays and filling them with numbers is the following statement

x=0:0.2:2*pi

which creates an array x with numbers from zero in steps of 0.2 up to 2π. We can display
the last entry by x(end) to inspect its value. We can suppress displaying the resulting array
by adding a semicolon at the end of a command. Occasionally, it is desirable to see more
significant figures of a displayed number. We use the command format long to increase
it and format short to revert to the default, which is about five figures. To find out the
many options of the format command, we use the command help format which explains
all available options and features of the format command. We can use help to find out
information about every command in MATLAB.

Having defined the array (or vector) x in the previous command, we can use it to
calculate an array y, containing the values of the sine, and immediately plot y versus x

with

y=sin(x); plot(x,y)

where we used the semicolon to separate the two commands and write them on the same
line. After a short while, MATLAB should display a plot of a sine curve. But now we want
to display sin2(x) as well on the same plot. After inspecting the features supported by the
plot command with help plot, we issue the command

plot(x,y,’*’,x,y.^2,’r’)

and will see the sine displayed with asterisks and the squared sine as a red line. Here
we observe the funny-looking operator y.^2, which, in MATLAB, denotes element-wise
multiplication of the array elements in y. We return to discussing this operation shortly,
but first annotate the axes of the plot with

xlabel(’\sigma_x’)

ylabel(’Blabla [mm]’)

title(’Most important plot’)

legend(’foo’,’bar’)
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which is fairly self-explanatory. Note that MATLAB understands basic LaTeX commands,
such that \sigma_x produces the Greek letter σ with a subscript x and that legend produces
a legend inside the graph window, which explains the displayed lines in a plot.

After being able to display the contents of arrays with the plot command, we now clear
the workspace with the command

clear

and turn to a closer discussion of ways to manipulate arrays, for example with the operations
that are prepended by a dot. Let us inspect the previously encountered operator with a
shorter table, here row vector x, that we create first, before applying the dot-caret operator

x=[1, 2, 3]

y=x.^2

We see that y now contains a row vector with the squared values from the array x. Instead
of squaring we can also multiply x with itself y2=x.*x and y2 will also contain a row vector
with the squares. Note that, if element-wise calculations of array-elements are required,
all basic operators to multiply, divide, or exponentiate must be prepended by a dot. After
having introduced the element-wise operations, we try out what the command z=x*x will
produce, but it fails with an error message, because we try to multiply two column vectors,
which is not a well-defined operation. By default, MATLAB treats the asterisk operator as
matrix multiplication and we need to transpose the second copy of x with the apostrophe,
which turns it into a column vector. Now z=x*x’ contains the numerical value of the scalar
product of vector x with itself. Transposing the other x instead returns the tensor product
of x with itself z2=x’*x, which makes z2 a 3× 3 matrix.

We can create general matrices by entering elements, one row at a time, and separate
the rows by semicolons. After first issuing clear to start from a fresh workspace, we create
a 2× 2 matrix A and a column vector x and then calculate their product

A=[1,2;3,4]

x=[1;2]

y=A*x

We find that the asterisk behaves as a normal product of a matrix with a vector, but does
its job without requiring many iterated loops over the indices, which is one of the very
convenient features of MATLAB. Normal operations, such as adding, subtracting, multi-
plication, division, and exponentiation act in a very natural way on matrix-like quantities.
Multiplying A by itself B=A*A returns the square of A. Exponentiation B2=A^2 returns the
same result. Note that we did not use the dot-caret operator, but the un-dotted version,
because we needed the second power of the matrix as a whole, and not the square of its
elements.

The built-in function inv returns the inverse of a matrix B=inv(A), such that A*B or B*A
returns a unit matrix. This works only for square matrices, but for matrices describing over-
determined systems, we can calculate the pseudo inverse Apinv, mentioned in Appendix B.1,
by Apinv=inv(A’*A)*A’. Optionally, we can also use the built-in function pinv(), which
does the same thing, when calling Apinv2=pinv(A). When checking for the syntax with help

pinv, we find that it internally uses singular value decomposition (SVD), also mentioned
in Appendix B.1, and even allows us to remove eigen values, smaller than a given tolerance.
Even SVD is available with [u,s,v]=svd(A) which returns three matrices, u and v are
orthogonal and s is diagonal, such that A=u*s*v’. Here s contains the eigen values and the
columns of u and v contain the left and right eigen vectors. If the matrix A is symmetric SVD
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reduces to a normal eigen-value decomposition, where the eigen values of A are returned by
lambda=eig(A) and, if also the eigen vectors v are required, [v,lambda]=eig(A) returns
the eigen vectors in the columns of the matrix v.

In the previous paragraph, we repeatedly referred to columns of a matrix. We can extract,
for example, the third column of the matrix by c3=v(:,3), where the colon indicates “all
elements in the column.” Equivalently, v(2,:) returns the second row. Even sub-matrices
are accessible by, for example, s=A(1:2,2:3), where s now contains the columns 2 to 3 of
the first two rows, provided the matrix A is big enough.

MATLAB has several built-in convenience functions to generate standard matrices. For
example, A=zeros(3,5) returns a 3× 5 matrix of zeros and B=ones(3,5) a 3× 5 matrix of
ones. The function C=eye(3) surprisingly returns the 3 × 3 unit matrix and D=rand(3,5)

returns a 3× 5 matrix of uniformly distributed (pseudo-)random numbers. In all cases the
help function provides additional information about the respective functions.

Occasionally, it is desirable to define additional functions, for example, to integrate
numerically. We can use the following construction to define an anonymous function

anonfun=@(x)x.^2;

y=anonfun([3,4,7])

which returns the square of the input arguments, such that passing the array [3,4,7] as
input argument, returns y as an array containing 9,16,49. Note that the input argument x
is specified by the construction =@(x). In the definition of anonfun the use of the element-
wise operator is mandatory. Instead of an anonymous function that is defined inline in the
MATLAB session, we can also write a separate file, let us call it fun1.m, which contains
the following lines

% fun1.m

% Usage: [y2,y3]=fun1(x)

function [y2,y3]=fun1(x)

y2=x.^2;

y3=x.^3;

Since MATLAB ignores anything following a %–sign, the first two lines are comments, but
they are returned when help fun1 is issued. The keyword function indicates that the
definition of a function follows with the return values specified before the equal–sign and
the function name, which should agree with the name of the file, followed by the argument
list, enclosed in brackets. In the following two lines the output variables, here the square
and the third power of the input argument, are defined. Again, note the use of the dotted
operators. Once the file is saved, we invoke it by

[q2,q3]=fun1([3,4,7])

which returns the squares in the variable q2 and the third powers in q3. If only the first
argument is needed y2=fun1([3,4,7]) returns the squares only.

Once functions are available, we can numerically integrate them with the integral()

function, using the following syntax

y=integral(@fun1,0,1)

which returns the integral of fun1() in the interval from zero to one. Since fun1 returns
the squares per default, y now contains 0.3333. Note that the function is specified with a
prepended @ indicating that it is a handle to an external function. The @ should be omitted
when using anonymous functions; help integral provides more information.
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Apart from evaluating integrals numerically, can MATLAB also integrate ordinary dif-
ferential equations, typically with a Runge-Kutta algorithm. In the following example, we
use ode45, other variants are also available and listed at the end of the output of help
ode45. To use it, we have to encode the differential equation as a set of first order differen-
tial equations. We illustrate this with a harmonic oscillator, described by ẍ+ ω2x = 0 and
construct first order differential equations for the auxiliary variables y1 = x and y2 = ẋ. We
therefore find ẏ1 = y2 and ẏ2 = −ω2y1 and define a function fun2() in a file fun2.m with
the following contents

% fun2.m, containing the derivatives for a harmonic oscillator

function dydt=fun2(t,y)

global omega

dydt(1)=y(2);

dydt(2)=-omega^2*y(1);

dydt=dydt’;

The input arguments are the time t, which is not used in our case, and the vector y with x
and ẋ. The function returns an array dydt, containing the right-hand side of the equations
for ẏ1 and ẏ2, evaluated with y1 and y2 provided as input argument. Inside the function,
we define the frequency omega as a global variable to pass it as additional variable to the
function. The array dydt is then filled with the appropriate values and returned as a column
vector, which is the required syntax for ode45(). We can then numerically integrate the
differential equation, as defined by fun2, with the following commands

global omega % global parameter

omega=1

[t,y]=ode45(@fun2,[0,10], [0,1]);

plot(t,y(:,1),t,y(:,2)) % trajectory

% plot(y(:,1),y(:,2)) % phase space

where we first define omega as a global variable and set it to one. We then call ode45()
with the handle to @fun2 specified and the time interval [0,10] over which the integration
should be performed and the initial values of y specified as [0,1]), whence ode45() returns
two arrays: t contains the values of the time at which the phase-space variables y are
evaluated. The times t are needed, because ode45() uses an algorithm with adaptive step
size. Subsequently plotting y(:,1) versus t shows the positions x = y1 and y(:,2) shows
the velocities ẋ = y2. If we choose to plot y(:,1) versus y(:,2), we obtain a display of
the phase space, and should see an ellipse.

Very often some measured data should be fitted to a known function, which is frequently
a polynomial. Let us explore the options by first creating a noisy parabola with the following
commands

x=-5:5; y=x.^2+5*randn(1,11); plot(x,y)

We first prepare an array x with integers from -5 to 5, then make y the square of these
values, add Gaussian (normal) random numbers with an rms of 5 to it, and plot the data.
This opens a plot window and we select the Basic Fitting option from the Tools menu
on the graphics window. This opens a second window with a table of fitting options, from
which we select quadratic by checking the small box. On the plot a fit polynomial is added
and a legend indicates which colors are used for the individual lines. Clicking on the right
arrow on the bottom of the second window extends the window and shows the fitted values.
Instead of relying on the graphical user interface, we can also use the polyfit() function.
The following commands fit a quadratic polynomial
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p=polyfit(x,y,2); % fit polynomial to x,y data

y2=polyval(p,x); % evaluate fit-polynomial at x

plot(x,y,’*’,x,y2) % plot both

and essentially mimics what the graphical interface does. The polyfit() function can fit for
polynomials, but occasionally it is useful to define the function to fit oneself. The following
code fragment first defines an anonymous function square() with input arguments a,b,c,x
where the fit parameters a,b, and c come first and the independent argument x last. Then
the data points x and y are passed as column vectors to the built-in function fit(), square

is declared as the function to fit to, and some reasonable starting values are provided.

square=@(a,b,c,x)a.*x.^2+b.*x+c;

result=fit(x’,y’,fittype(square),’Start’,[1,0,0])

plot(result,’k’,x,y,’r*’)

This construction enables us to very flexibly fit functions to data points. For example, in
Appendix A.5 we use it to find the parameters that describe the cookie-jar resonator.

Yet another way to find fit parameters is to use the built-in function fminsearch() to
minimize a cost or a χ2–function that depends on the data points (x, y) and fit parameters p.
To fit a parabola in this way, we define the cost function as

% chisq_parabola.m

function out=chisq_parabola(p)

global x y

tmp=polyval(p,x)-y;

out=sum(tmp.^2);

which returns the variable out and receives the fit parameters p as argument. It also receives
the arrays with the data points x and y as global variables. Inside the function, it first
calculates the difference between the polynomial, evaluated at the x values and the data
points y, and then returns the sum of the squared differences as the variable out. With x

and y prepared as before, we find the fit parameters and display them with

[p,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_parabola,[1,0,0])

y2=polyval(p,x); plot(x,y,’*’,x,y2)

Here we supply the function to minimize and the starting guesses to the minimizer
fminsearch(), which returns the parameters of the fit-polynomial as p and the small-
est achievable value of the cost function as fval. Inspect help fminsearch for additional
options. Next, we evaluate the fit-polynomial at the values x to obtain y2 and plot both the
data points y and y2 to inspect how well the fitting worked. In the main part of the book, we
use the function fminsearch() extensively to match magnet values to satisfy constraints.

The polyfit() function, used above, returns the polynomial as an array of coefficient
values. An this is how MATLAB treats polynomials in general. For example p=[2,0,1]

represents p = 2x2 + 1, because the first entry in the array p contains the numerical factor
before the highest non-zero coefficient, here x2. The coefficient before the next highest one
is zero, and the lowest, constant term, is one. A frequent requirement is to find the roots
of a polynomial and that is accomplished by r=roots(p), which returns their numerical
values as r = ±i/

√
2. Here we see that MATLAB has built-in support for complex numbers.

The imaginary unit is denoted by i and i2=sqrt(-1) actually returns i. Moreover, c=3+4i
or c=3+4*i denote c = 3 + 4i and c2=c^2 returns -77+24i.

There are numerous additional built-in functions for statistical analysis, such as mean()
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to return the mean value of an array supplied as argument, std() returns the standard
deviation, the rms, and var() returns the variance. If only the sum of elements are required,
sum() calculates that. Here we need to point out that almost all of MATLAB’s built-
in functions operate on entire arrays, rather than on components of the array and this
vectorized mode of operation is highly optimized for speed. It should always be preferred
to element-wise operation instead of the explicit for–loop in the following example

for J=1:10

y(J)=x(J)*x(J)

end

which calculates the square of the first ten elements in x and stores them in y. This type
of loop should be reserved for cases where iterations depend on earlier ones. An example is
stepping through a beam line and progressively assembling the transfer matrices Racc from
the start of the beam line to the end of the element that is presently addressed in the loop.
Another example is iterating over turns, for example, when tracking particles, discussed in
Chapter 12.

After spending a little time with the examples in this appendix, the reader should be
ready to follow the examples in the main part of the book.
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B.3 OPENSCAD PRIMER

OpenSCAD is a modeling program for solid geometries. We use it to construct the 3D-
visualizations of accelerator geometries, such as the one shown in Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2 and
also to describe other models such as the frames for the Halbach magnets in Appendix A.3.

The basic building blocks to construct solid geometries are spheres, cylinders, and cubes.
More complicated structures can be defined by a polygonal path and extruding it into the
third dimension, but more on that later. Furthermore, there are commands to describe the
position of the solids by describing their rotation and translation with respect to a given
coordinate system. Holes and other more complicated relations can be described by Boolean
operations, such as union or difference of solids. To complement the excellent tutorials on
the Internet we only describe the few basic commands that we use in this book.

OpenSCAD can be used both interactively and from the command line. In this primer,
we describe the interactive mode, but placing the commands in a text file geometry.scad

and writing on the command line

openscad geometry.scad

will open the openscad in interactive mode with the geometry already loaded in the same
way had we directly typed the commands in interactive mode.

Let us start with opening openscad and defining a cube in the command text field on
the left-hand side with the command cube([10,6,1]);. The numbers are the dimensions
in the three coordinate directions. The command must be terminated with a semicolon!
Subsequently pressing the F5-key will show the image shown in Figure B.1, which displays
the command on the left-hand side and a display of the cube in the window on the right-
hand side. We can change the viewport by clicking the left mouse-button and moving the
mouse which rotates the viewport; clicking the right mouse-button and moving the mouse
pans the viewport, and the mouse-wheel zooms in and out. Below the viewport are buttons
to show different orientations and below that the console window shows status and error
messages. The most important items on the menu are the commands to Preview [F5] and
Render [F6] the geometry behind the Design menu point. The keys in the square brackets
denote the shortcut keys. In the File menu we find the point Export, which allows us to
convert the geometry either to an image or a solid model, typically an .stl file, that can
be handled by 3D-printer software, so-called slicers.

We observe that by default the cube is positioned with one corner on the origin, but if
we want to place its center in the origin, we specify the additional argument center=true
such that the command now reads cube([10,6,1],center=true); which places the center
of the cube in the origin. Next we want to rotate the cube by 45 degrees around the x−axis,
which is done by adding the rotate command to the text window on the top left. It should
now read

rotate([45,0,0]) {cube([10,6,1],center=true);}

Moving the rotated cube to a different position is achieved by the translate command,
such that

translate([0,10,0]) {rotate([45,0,0]) {cube([10,6,1],center=true);}}

places it 10 units along the positive y−axis. Note that the translate command takes a
vector with the displacement, here [0,10,0], as argument and whatever is translated is
enclosed in braces. In this example, we place all commands in one line but we can also
split the commands across several lines. Apart from the basic commands to rotate and
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Figure B.1 The OpenSCAD user interface.

translate there is the multmatrix command which combines both. Other commands allow
us to resize, mirror, and color the solids. Explore the OpenSCAD manual [6] for their
description and syntax.

More complex solids can often be described by the difference or union of basic shapes.
We illustrate this by making one hole with a radius of 2 units with center offset by 2.5 units
and a second hole with radius 1 unit displaced by 1.5 units along the x−axis in the cube
from the above example. The following OpenSCAD commands achieve this

difference() {

cube([10,6,1],center=true);

translate([2.5,0,-5]) {cylinder(r=2,h=10,$fn=30);}

translate([-1.5,0,-5]) {cylinder(r=1,h=10,$fn=6);}

}

Here we use the difference operator. It requires empty brackets to mark it as an operator.
The first element in the braces—the cube—denotes the base element and all subsequent
elements are subtracted from it. These subtracted solids are cylinders with radius and
height specified with r= and h=, respectively. The variable $fn determines the number of
faces used in the approximation of the cylinder–$fn=6 used to specify the second cylinder
results in a hexagonal cylinder and, since it is subtracted, a hexagonal hole. Besides the
command difference there is union available. It results in a solid comprising of the sum of
all point lying in any of the parts. It is similar to a logical or. The command intersection

results in a solid comprising points that lie in all parts simultaneously. This is similar to a
logical and operation.

In OpenSCAD we can also define two-dimensional shapes, such as polygons or even text
and extrude the shape into the third dimension. The following command defines a polygon
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with three points specified by the x− and y−coordinate and then extrudes it along the
z–coordinate

linear_extrude(height=5) {polygon([[0,0],[0,1],[1,1]]);}

Extruding text works in the same way: we specify the text, here the name of the lab I
work, and the font size. Then we use the linear extrude command to pull the text into
the third dimension. As an added feature, we specify the color with the color command,
which accepts either basic color names as argument, or arrays, specifying red, green, and
blue contents, such as [1,0,0] which is equivalent to naming it "red".

color("red") {

linear_extrude(height=2,center=true) {text("FREIA", size=12);}

}

We can generate rotationally symmetric solids from 2D-shapes that are described in the
x− y–plane with the command rotate extrude. As an example we create a torus with the
following commands

rotate_extrude($fn=60) {

translate([5,0]) {circle(r=2,center=true,$fn=80);}

}

where the innermost command defines a centered circle with radius r = 2, and translates
it by 5 units along the x–axis. The command rotate extrude then rotates this 2D-shape
around the z–axis. Both in the definition of the circle and the extrusion we use $fn to
specify the number of sides or faces used to approximate the circular shape. Experiment by
setting it to $fn=6 and see how the solid changes.

In this book we combine the above commands to create more complex solids, representing
models of accelerators or frames for magnets. Once we are satisfied we are ready to render
the solid by pressing F6. This internally generates a mesh that can sub-sequentially be
exported as a .stl file and further used to create 3D prints of the solids on a 3D printer.

OpenSCAD provides more commands than those discussed here, especially for iteration
and looping, which allows to easily create solids made of many equal parts. Since in this
book we mostly use MATLAB to do the iterations and then write text files with the Open-
SCAD commands, we will not discuss these features further. Instead, we suggest to consult
the online OpenSCAD cheat sheet from http://www.openscad.org/cheatsheet/, or the
respective sections of the online manual [6].
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B.4 LIGHT OPTICS, RAYS, AND GAUSSIAN

Similar to the transfer matrices to describe the optics of charged particles or the ABCD–
matrices to describe electrical networks in Chapter 6, are matrices used to describe rays of
light in the paraxial approximation. This approach is also called the ABCD–method, where
the coefficients A,B,C, and D are matrix elements in the transfer matrix that propagates
rays specified by the radial offset r and angle r′ with respect to the optical axis. The ray at
the second position (r2, r

′
2) is given in terms of the ray (r1, r

′
1) at the first position by(

r2
r′2

)
=

(
A B
C D

)(
r1
r′1

)
= R

(
r1
r′1

)
, (B.17)

which defines the transfer matrix R and specifies the behavior of individual rays. This
is completely equivalent to the use of transfer matrices for particle optics discussed in
Chapter 3. In particular, we will use the same matrices for drift spaces and thin lenses as
in Chapter 3.

Single rays are described by position r and angle r′. Ensembles of rays, emanating from
a diffraction limited source, are described by the wave front radius of curvature ρ and the
width w of the Gaussian distribution in the radial coordinates r. Note that w and ρ describe
properties of an ensemble of many rays, and not individual rays. Following the conventions
used in Gaussian optics, we describe the radial intensity distribution I(r) by

I(r) = I0 e
−2r2/w2

= I0 e
−r2/2σ2

, (B.18)

where the second equality defines the conventional rms beam size σ.We thus deduce that the
width of the intensity distribution of a optical ensemble of rays or beam, w = 2σ is twice the
rms beam size radius σ. The variation of the beam width w and the wavefront curvature ρ
through a beam line described by the transfer matrix specified through A,B,C,D is given
by

q2 =
Aq1 +B

Cq1 +D
, (B.19)

where q1 is a complex quantity, given in terms of width w1 and wave-front curvature ρ1
through

1

q1
=

1

ρ1
− iλ

πw2
1

. (B.20)

Here the subscript labels the location and λ is the wavelength of the radiation. Note that
the wave-front curvature ρ1 is given by the real part of 1/q1 and the beam width w1 by the
imaginary part. Historically, q is defined in this way, because it propagates in a simple way,
Equation B.19, and the matrices describing consecutive optical elements are described by
normal matrix products of the respective ABCD matrices. It is straightforward to extract
ρ and w from the real and imaginary part of q. At this point, we note that a diffraction
limited Gaussian beam is uniquely defined by the three parameters wavelength λ, wave-front
curvature ρ, and beam width w.

In [119], a correspondence is established between the λ, ρ, w and three equivalent quan-
tities emittance εL, βL, αL that are commonly used in the description of Gaussian particle
beams. The correspondence is encapsulated in the following equations

εL =
λ

4π
, βL =

πw2

λ
= zR , and αL = −β

ρ
= −πw

2

λρ
, (B.21)

where we see that the equivalent emittance of a diffraction-limited optical beam is given
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by λ/4π, the beta function corresponds to the Rayleigh length, and αL is related to the
wave-front curvature. This table allows us to seamlessly translate between between the two
descriptions of Gaussian beams. In particular, we can also use almost the same MATLAB
code to simulate optical systems. It is reproduced in the following lines:

% optics.m, gaussian and ray light optics, see

% http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/AccelConf/ipac2016/papers/thpmb040.pdf

clear all; close all

D=@(L)[1,L; 0,1];

Q=@(F)[1 0; -1/F,1];

lambda=500e-9; % wavelength

w0=1e-4; % waist/focus size in meter

eps0=lambda/(4*pi); % emittance of diffraction limited beam

beta0=(w0/2)^2/eps0; % Rayleigh length

alpha0=0; % at waist

sigma0=eps0*[beta0,-alpha0;-alpha0,(1+alpha0^2)/beta0];

%...............................define optical system

beamline=[1, 10, 0.1, 0;

2, 1, 0, 1; % lens

1, 25, 0.1, 0;

2, 1, 0 , 2.5; % lens

1, 25, 0.1, 0];

nlines=size(beamline,1); %....bookkeeping

nmat=sum(beamline(:,2))+1;

Racc=zeros(2,2,nmat);

Racc(:,:,1)=eye(2);

spos=zeros(nmat,1);

ic=1;

for line=1:nlines %...Loop over elements and segments

for seg=1:beamline(line,2)

ic=ic+1;

Rcurr=eye(2);

switch beamline(line,1)

case 1 % drift

Rcurr=D(beamline(line,3));

case 2

Rcurr=Q(beamline(line,4));

otherwise

disp(’unsupported code’)

end

Racc(:,:,ic)=Rcurr*Racc(:,:,ic-1); % transfer matrix

spos(ic)=spos(ic-1)+beamline(line,3); % positions

end

end

for k=1:nmat % step through beamline and calculate beam size

sigma=Racc(:,:,k)*sigma0*Racc(:,:,k)’; % map to after element k

w(k)=2*sqrt(sigma(1,1))*1e3; % w=2*sigma, in mm

end

plot(spos,w); xlabel(’s [m]’); ylabel(Beam size w [mm]’)

We find that the code closely resembles the first 2D version of the beam optics code in
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MATLAB from Section 3.3.1. We first define the functions to return the matrices for drift
length and thin lens, followed by the “translation,” according to Equation B.21, of the
descriptive quantities for optical systems λ,w, and ρ = ∞ (waist) to those used in beam
physics ε, β, and α. Next, the initial “beam matrix” sigma0 is assembled. The description
of the beam line follows, as well as the determination of some bookkeeping parameters,
such as number of elements in the beam line. Inside the two nested loops, first the transfer
matrix Rcurr for the current element is assembled, and later concatenated with all previous
elements to update the array of all transfer matrices from the start of the beam line to the
end of the current element Racc. After all these matrices are assembled, we use them in
the loop k=1:nmat to map the initial beam matrix sigma0 to each point in the beam line
and fill the array w with the values of w = 2

√
σ11. Finally, we plot w as a functions of the

position s along the beam line and label the axes.
If, on the other hand, we want to follow individual rays, we have to define the starting

angle and position, for example x0=[0;1e-3], and map it in the final loop to each location
in the beam line with x=Racc(:,:,k)*x0; and later display x(1) as function of spos.
These tools should enable the user to perform a preliminary design of simple light optical
system. Note that the discussion about imperfections from Chapter 8 applies to light optical
systems as well. For example, the effect of alignment tolerances for lenses on the pointing
stability at some important point can be analyzed with Equations 8.2 and 8.9.
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B.5 MATLAB FUNCTIONS

In this appendix the code used in the MATLAB simulations is discussed in detail.

B.5.1 Section 2.1, Layout of the accelerator

Here we describe the supporting functions and the MATLAB program that generates the 2D
and 3D views of the accelerator layout. The function wmake() receives three angles phix,
phiy, and phiz in radians around the respective axes as input. It returns a rotation matrix,
which is the product of the three rotations in the sequence that we first rotate around the
z–axis, then around the y–axis, and last around the x–axis.

% wmake.m, rotation around Euler angles

function dw=wmake(phix,phiy,phiz)

wx=eye(3);

wx(2,2)=cos(phix); wx(3,3)=wx(2,2);

wx(2,3)=sin(phix); wx(3,2)=-wx(2,3);

wy=eye(3);

wy(1,1)=cos(phiy); wy(3,3)=wy(1,1);

wy(1,3)=sin(phiy); wy(3,1)=-wy(1,3);

wz=eye(3);

wz(1,1)=cos(phiz); wz(2,2)=wz(1,1);

wz(1,2)=sin(phiz); wz(2,1)=-wz(1,2);

dw=wx*wy*wz;

The function wprop() propagates a point in space vv and an orientation, as described by the
rotation matrix ww, through a beam-line element. The beam trajectory through this element
is described by the vector dv and the change of orientation by the rotation matrix dw. These
operations can be visualized as transporting the Frenet-Serret tripod along the reference
trajectory of an accelerator.

% wprop.m, updates the new vector vv and matrix ww

function [vnew,wnew]=wprop(vv,ww,dv,dw)

vnew=vv+ww*dv;

wnew=ww*dw;

The function drawbox() draws the magnets on the 2D view, as shown in Figure 2.1, by
plotting a rectangle from the start point v0 of the trajectory as it propagates through the
element to its end point v. The rectangle has the width width and is drawn with the color
color, given as a triplet of numbers between zero and one, defining the base colors red,
green, and blue.

% drawbox.m, draws a rectangle for the 2D view

function drawbox(v0,v,width,color)

box=zeros(2,6);

tmp=hypot(v(3)-v0(3),v(1)-v0(1));

if tmp > 1e-8

p=[v(3)-v0(3),0,-(v(1)-v0(1))]/tmp;

box(:,1)=[v0(3),v0(1)];

box(:,2)=[v0(3)+p(3)*width,v0(1)+p(1)*width];

box(:,3)=[v(3)+p(3)*width,v(1)+p(1)*width];

box(:,4)=[v(3)-p(3)*width,v(1)-p(1)*width];
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box(:,5)=[v0(3)-p(3)*width,v0(1)-p(1)*width];

box(:,6)=[v0(3),v0(1)];

end

plot(box(1,:),box(2,:),color,’LineWidth’,3);

The next routine draws 3D solids that describe the magnets on their pedestal. The data
are written to the file with handle f. The starting position and orientation of the magnets
are v0 and w0, respectively. The size of the magnet is given by a box, a vector containing
the three dimension of the magnet of color color. The magnet feet are derived from the
size of the box.

% draw3D.m, draws a box for the 3D view

function draw3D(f,v0,w0,box,color);

fprintf(f,’multmatrix([ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ],\n’,w0(1,1),w0(1,2),w0(1,3),v0(1));

fprintf(f,’ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ],\n’,w0(2,1),w0(2,2),w0(2,3),v0(2));

fprintf(f,’ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ],\n’,w0(3,1),w0(3,2),w0(3,3),v0(3));

fprintf(f,’ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ] ])\n’,0,0,0,1);

fprintf(f,’translate([%f,%f,%f])\n’,-box(1)/2,-box(2)/2,0);

fprintf(f,’color([%f,%f,%f]){\n’,color(1),color(2),color(3));

fprintf(f,’cube([%f,%f,%f]);\n’,box(1),box(2),box(3));

fprintf(f,’translate([%f,%f,%f]) ’,box(1)/2,-0.5,box(3)/2);

fprintf(f,’cube([%f,%f,%f],center=true);}\n’,box(1)/3,1,box(3)/3);

The function draw3Dpipe() draws a cylindrical beam pipe, with radius specified, between
the magnets. The starting location and orientation are v0 and w0, respectively.

% draw3Dpipe.m, draws a cylindrical beam pipe

function draw3Dpipe(f,v0,w0,radius,len)

fprintf(f,’multmatrix([ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ],\n’,w0(1,1),w0(1,2),w0(1,3),v0(1));

fprintf(f,’ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ],\n’,w0(2,1),w0(2,2),w0(2,3),v0(2));

fprintf(f,’ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ],\n’,w0(3,1),w0(3,2),w0(3,3),v0(3));

fprintf(f,’ [ %f , %f , %f , %f ] ])\n’,0,0,0,1);

fprintf(f,’translate([%f,%f,%f])\n’,0,0,len/2);

fprintf(f,’color([0.7,0.7,0.7])\n’);

fprintf(f,’cylinder($fn=30, h=%f,r=%f,center=true);\n’,len,radius);

The following routine layout.m follows the Frenet-Serret tripod along the reference trajec-
tory of the beamline. In the script, the definition of the beam line is embedded in the file,
but that can easily be replaced by loading it from a file. Next, the number of lines in the
beam-line description and the total number of segments are determined. The array vvpos

will hold the x, y and z–positions at the start of each segment. Then the output file for the
3D-model is opened and the origin and orientation of the beam line is defined in vv and ww,

before we step through the beam-line description including all segments. According to the
code, given in the first position in each line of the beam-line description, the loop branches.
The first case handles elements that are straight, such as a drift or quadrupole. The second
case handles dipoles, which deflect the reference trajectory. The third case handles coordi-
nate rotations. Depending on the branch, the change of position dv and orientation dw are
determined and used to update the position vv and the orientation ww of the Frenet-Serret
tripod. Then, a second switch statement branches again and draws the 2D images with
drawbox to the currently open figure and writes the description of the 3D-solids to the file
with file handle f.
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% layout.m, draw 2D images and 3D solid model of a beam line.

clear all; close all

hold on

fodo=[ 1 1 2.5 0 ;

5 1 1.0 0 ;

1 1 1.5 0 ;

4 1 2.0 60;

1 1 1.5 0;

5 1 1.0 0;

1 1 2.5 0;];

beamline=repmat(fodo,6,1);

nlines=size(beamline,1); % number of lines

nmat=sum(beamline(:,2))+1; % number of segments

vvpos=zeros(3,nmat); % element positions

f=fopen(’layout.scad’,’w’); % open output file for 3D view

vv=[0;0;0]; % x,y,z or origin

ww=eye(3); % orientation of tripod

ic=1; % element counter

for line=1:nlines % loop over input elements

for seg=1:beamline(line,2) % loop over repeat-count

v0=vv; w0=ww; % remember previous point

ic=ic+1;

switch beamline(line,1)

case {1,2,5,7} % drift, quadrupole, solenoid

dv=[0;0;beamline(line,3)];

dw=eye(3);

case 4 % sector dipole

phi=beamline(line,4)*pi/180; % convert to radians

if abs(phi)>1e-7

rho=beamline(line,3)/phi; % bending radius

dv=[rho*(cos(phi)-1);0.0;rho*sin(phi)]; % sagitta

dw=wmake(0,-phi,0);

dw2=wmake(0,-phi/2,0); % for 3D renderer only

else

dv=[0;0;beamline(line,3)];

dw=eye(3);

end

case 20 % coordinate rotation

dv=[0;0;0];

dw=wmake(0,0,beamline(line,4)*pi/180);

otherwise

disp(’unsupported code’)

dv=[0;0;0]; dw=eye(3);

end

[vv,ww]=wprop(vv,ww,dv,dw);

vvpos(:,ic)=vv’;

switch beamline(line,1) % plots boxes for magnets and pipe

case 4 % sector dipole

drawbox(vv,v0,0.5,’b’);
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draw3D(f,v0,w0*dw2,[1,0.6,beamline(line,3)],[0,1,1]);

case 5 % quadrupole

drawbox(vv,v0,0.7,’r’);

draw3D(f,v0,w0,[0.8,0.8,beamline(line,3)],[1,1,0]);

otherwise % draw beampipe

draw3Dpipe(f,v0,w0,0.05,beamline(line,3));

end

end

end

plot(vvpos(3,:),vvpos(1,:),’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

xlim([-12,12]); ylim([-23,2])

axis equal

xlabel(’z [m]’); ylabel(’x [m]’);

fprintf(f,’color([0.99,0.99,0.99]) translate([-80,-1.5,-50])’);

fprintf(f,’cube([100,0.2,100]);’);

fclose(f);

%system(’openscad layout.scad’)

After the loop, the reference trajectory, that was stored in vvpos, is plotted in the currently
open figure and a large light-gray cube is written to the 3D-model to indicate the floor
on which the accelerator rests. Finally, the file with the handle f is closed and optionally
(commented out in the above example) openscad is automatically called to display the
3D-model.

Adapting this example to any other beam line is straightforward. Only the new beam-line
description needs to be loaded, the axes scaled appropriately, and the floor in the 3D-model
adjusted to a suitable size and height. It is also possible to change the description of the
magnets in the draw3D() function and prepare nicer-looking magnets.

B.5.2 Section 3.3, 2D beam optics

First, we describe the fairly straightforward routines for the transfer matrices in one trans-
verse dimension. The function DD() receives the length L of a drift space as input argument
and returns the 2× 2–matrix for a drift space in the variable out.

% DD.m, drift space

function out=DD(L)

out=[1,L;0,1];

Likewise, the function Q() receives the focal length as input argument and returns the
transfer matrix for a thin-lens quadrupole. If the focal length is very close to zero, we
assume that the quadrupole is turned off, instead of infinitely strong.

% Q.m, thin quadrupole

function out=Q(F)

out=eye(2);

if abs(F)<1e-8 return; end

out=[1,0;-1/F,1];

The following function QQ() receives the k1 value and the length L as input and returns
the transfer matrix of a thick-lens quadrupole. Note that the code branches, depending
on whether the magnet is turned off, in which case the transfer matrix of a drift space is
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returned. If k1 is larger than zero, the matrix of a focusing quadrupole is returned, otherwise
that of a defocusing quadrupole is returned.

% QQ.m, quadrupole

function out=QQ(L,k1)

ksq=sqrt(abs(k1));

if abs(k1) < 1e-6

out=[1,L;0,1];

elseif k>0

out=[cos(ksq*L),sin(ksq*L)/ksq;-ksq*sin(ksq*L),cos(ksq*L)];

else

out=[cosh(ksq*L),sinh(ksq*L)/ksq;ksq*sinh(ksq*L),cosh(ksq*L)];

end

The above routines were used in the first example beamoptics1.m, already shown in the
main part of the book, and also to prepare Figure 3.8. In the MATLAB script, first the beam
line is defined and the usual book-keeping numbers and arrays are prepared, before stepping
through the beam line. Inside the loop, we update the current matrix Rcurr, depending on
the type of element which causes branching with a switch-case construction. After the
branch, the accumulated transfer matrices Racc and position in spos are updated.

% beamoptics1.m, V. Ziemann, 181017

clear all; close all

ndim=2; % 2 for 2x2 matrices

F=2.1; % focal length of the quadrupoles

fodo=[ 1, 5, 0.2, 0; % 5* D(L/10)

2, 1, 0.0, -F; % QD

1, 10, 0.2, 0; % 10* D(L/10)

2, 1, 0.0, F; % QF/2

1, 5, 0.2, 0]; % 5* D(L/10)

beamline=repmat(fodo,20,1); % name must be ’beamline’

nlines=size(beamline,1); % number of lines in beamline

nmat=sum(beamline(:,ndim))+1; % sum over repeat-count in column 2

Racc=zeros(ndim,ndim,nmat); % matrices from start to element-end

Racc(:,:,1)=eye(ndim); % initialize first with unit matrix

spos=zeros(nmat,1); % longitudinal position

ic=1; % element counter

for line=1:nlines % loop over input elements

for seg=1:beamline(line,2) % loop over repeat-count

ic=ic+1; % next element

Rcurr=eye(2); % matrix in next element

switch beamline(line,1)

case 1 % drift

Rcurr=DD(beamline(line,3));

case 2 % thin quadrupole

Rcurr=Q(beamline(line,4));

otherwise

disp(’unsupported code’)

end

Racc(:,:,ic)=Rcurr*Racc(:,:,ic-1); % concatenate

spos(ic)=spos(ic-1)+beamline(line,3); % position of element
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end

end

x0=[0.001;0]; % 1 mm offset at start

data=zeros(1,nmat); % allocate memory

for k=1:nmat

x=Racc(:,:,k)*x0;

data(k)=x(1); % store the position

end

plot(spos,1e3*data,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’s [m]’); ylabel(’ x [mm]’); xlim([spos(1),spos(end)])

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

After the loop over the elements, all matrices Racc are available, and we use them to
propagate a trajectory with a starting position of x0 = 1mm through the beam line and
store the values we later want to print in the array data. Finally, we display the trajectory,
annotate the axes, and adjust the font size.

The part of the script with the bookkeeping and the loop over the elements in the
beam-line description will be used in many contexts and we therefore encapsulate it in a
function calcmat(). It receives the beamline as input and returns the accumulated transfer
matrices Racc, the element positions spos, the number of matrices nmat and the number
of input lines in the beam-line description. Instead of hard-coding the dimensionality of the
matrices, here 2, we check the size of the matrix for a drift space to determine ndim. With
this ”trick”, we can use the same calcmat() function for higher dimensionalities in later
sections as well. The rest of the routine follows the description from above.

% calcmat.m, calculate the transfer-matrices

function [Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline)

ndim=size(DD(1),1);

nlines=size(beamline,1); % number of lines in beamline

nmat=sum(beamline(:,2))+1; % sum over repeat-count in column 2

Racc=zeros(ndim,ndim,nmat); % matrices from start to element-end

Racc(:,:,1)=eye(ndim); % initialize first with unit matrix

spos=zeros(nmat,1); % longitudinal position

ic=1; % element counter

for line=1:nlines % loop over input elements

for seg=1:beamline(line,2) % loop over repeat-count

ic=ic+1; % next element

Rcurr=eye(2); % matrix in next element

switch beamline(line,1)

case 1 % drift

Rcurr=DD(beamline(line,3));

case 2 % thin quadrupole

Rcurr=Q(beamline(line,4));

case 5 % thick quadrupole

Rcurr=QQ(beamline(line,3),beamline(line,4));

otherwise

disp(’unsupported code’)

end

Racc(:,:,ic)=Rcurr*Racc(:,:,ic-1); % concatenate

spos(ic)=spos(ic-1)+beamline(line,3); % position of element

end
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end

The following function R2beta() receives a transfer matrix as input. Assuming that the
transfer matrix describes a periodic system, it calculates the tune and the Twiss-parameters
α, β, and γ from Equation 3.60 and returns them to the calling program.

% R2beta.m, calculate Twiss parameters and tune from transfer matrix

function [Q,alpha,beta,gamma]=R2beta(R)

mu=acos(0.5*(R(1,1)+R(2,2)));

if (R(1,2)<0) mu=2*pi-mu; end

Q=mu/(2*pi);

beta=R(1,2)/sin(mu);

alpha=(0.5*(R(1,1)-R(2,2)))/sin(mu);

gamma=(1+alpha^2)/beta;

These function are then used to produce plots of the beta functions and the beam sizes
along the beam line, as shown in Figure 3.10 with the following script

% beamoptics2_sigmas.m

clear all; close all

ndim=2; % 2 for 2x2 matrices

F=2.1; % focal length of the quadrupoles

fodo=[ 1, 5, 0.2, 0; % 5* D(L/10)

2, 1, 0.0, -F; % QD

1, 10, 0.2, 0; % 10* D(L/10)

2, 1, 0.0, F; % QF/2

1, 5, 0.2, 0]; % 5* D(L/10)

beamline=repmat(fodo,1,1); % name must be ’beamline’

[Racc,spos,nmat]=calcmat(beamline); % just to find periodic betas

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Q,alpha0,beta0,gamma0]=R2beta(Rturn);

eps0=1; sigma0=eps0*[beta0, -alpha0; -alpha0,gamma0]

% sigma0=[4,0;0,1]; % use to define mismatched beam

beamline=repmat(fodo,20,1); % and now for the long beam line

[Racc,spos,nmat]=calcmat(beamline);

for k=1:nmat

sigma=Racc(:,:,k)*sigma0*Racc(:,:,k)’;

data(k)=sqrt(sigma(1,1));

end

plot(spos,data,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’ s[m]’); ylabel(’\sigma_x [mm]’)

axis([0, spos(end), 0, 1.05*max(beta)])

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

After the definition of a single FODO cell, we calculate the transfer matrices with calcmat()

and the Twiss parameters for a cell with R2beta(). Next, the beamline with 20 cells is
constructed and the transfer matrices calculated in a second call to calcmat(). Then, the
beam sizes are calculated after each element in the beam line and written to the array data.

Finally, the stored beam sizes are plotted and the axes annotated.
The calculation of the chromaticity in Section 3.4.1 uses code very similar to the previous

example. After defining the beam line, updating the matrices with calcmat and the periodic
Twiss parameters with R2beta, we calculate the beta functions in the loop k=1:nmat and
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store them in the array beta, which is subsequently used to calculate the chromaticity as
described in Section 3.4.1.

% chromaticity1.m

clear all; close all

ndim=2; % 2 for 2x2 matrices

F=2.1; % focal length of the quadrupoles

fodo=[ 1, 5, 0.2, 0; % 5* D(L/10)

2, 1, 0.0, -F; % QD

1, 10, 0.2, 0; % 10* D(L/10)

2, 1, 0.0, F; % QF/2

1, 5, 0.2, 0]; % 5* D(L/10)

beamline=repmat(fodo,20,1); % name must be ’beamline’

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Q,alpha0,beta0,gamma0]=R2beta(Rturn);

eps0=1; sigma0=eps0*[beta0, -alpha0; -alpha0,gamma0]

beta=zeros(1,nmat);

for k=1:nmat % calculate beta functions

sigma=Racc(:,:,k)*sigma0*Racc(:,:,k)’;

beta(k)=sigma(1,1);

end

xi=0; % initialize chromaticity

ic=1;

for line=1:nlines

for seg=1:beamline(line,2)

ic=ic+1;

if beamline(line,1)==2

xi=xi-beta(ic)/(4*pi*beamline(line,4));

end

end

end

disp([’Chromaticity = ’ num2str(xi,4)])

The calculation of the chromaticity conceptually already belongs to the calculations with
3D transfer matrices, discussed in Section 3.4, which we cover in the next section.

B.5.3 Section 3.4, 3D beam optics with dispersion

In order to calculate the dispersion in a beam line, we need to update the transfer matrices
to handle the momentum offset δ. In the reduced model, discussed in Section 3.4, all transfer
matrices become 3×3–matrices. To maintain both the 2D matrices from the previous section
and the 3D matrices from this section, we create a new subdirectory that contains the 3D
matrices only. First, we update the function DD() to return the matrix for a drift space

% DD.m, drift space

function out=DD(L)

out=eye(3);

out(1,2)=L;

and then the matrix for a thin quadrupole
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% Q.m thin quadrupole

function out=Q(F)

out=eye(3);

if abs(F)<1e-8 return; end

out(2,1)=-1/F;

and for a thick quadrupole

% QQ.m, quadrupole

function out=QQ(L,k1)

ksq=sqrt(abs(k1));

out=eye(3);

if abs(k1) < 1e-6

out(1,2)=L;

elseif k1>0

out(1:2,1:2)=[cos(ksq*L),sin(ksq*L)/ksq;-ksq*sin(ksq*L),cos(ksq*L)];

else

out(1:2,1:2)=[cosh(ksq*L),sinh(ksq*L)/ksq;ksq*sinh(ksq*L),cosh(ksq*L)];

end

New is the function SB() that receives the length L and the bending radius ρ as input and
returns the matrix for a sector dipole, given by Equation 3.90.

% SB.m, sector bend

function out=SB(L,rho);

phi=L/rho;

out=eye(3);

if abs(phi)<1e-8

out(1,2)=L;

else

out(1:2,1:3)=[cos(phi),rho*sin(phi),rho*(1-cos(phi)); ...

-sin(phi)/rho,cos(phi),sin(phi)];

end

Now we also have to update the calcmat() function to handle the sector dipole, which
results in the following function.

% calcmat.m, calculate the transfer-matrices

function [Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline)

ndim=size(DD(1),1);

nlines=size(beamline,1); % number of lines in beamline

nmat=sum(beamline(:,2))+1; % sum over repeat-count in column 2

Racc=zeros(ndim,ndim,nmat); % matrices from start to element-end

Racc(:,:,1)=eye(ndim); % initialize first with unit matrix

spos=zeros(nmat,1); % longitudinal position

ic=1; % element counter

for line=1:nlines % loop over input elements

for seg=1:beamline(line,2) % loop over repeat-count

ic=ic+1; % next element

Rcurr=eye(2); % matrix in next element

switch beamline(line,1)

case 1 % drift
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Rcurr=DD(beamline(line,3));

case 2 % thin quadrupole

Rcurr=Q(beamline(line,4));

case 4 % sector dipole

phi=beamline(line,4)*pi/180; % convert to radians

rho=beamline(line,3)/phi;

Rcurr=SB(beamline(line,3),rho);

case 5 % thick quadrupole

Rcurr=QQ(beamline(line,3),beamline(line,4));

otherwise

disp(’unsupported code’)

end

Racc(:,:,ic)=Rcurr*Racc(:,:,ic-1); % concatenate

spos(ic)=spos(ic-1)+beamline(line,3); % position of element

end

end

Note that the only difference to the version from the previous section is the addition of
handling the code 4 for the sector dipole. Inside the branch for the sector dipole first the
bending radius is calculated from the deflection angle. It is used in the beam-line description
and then passed to the SB() function, which returns the transfer matrix and stores it in
Rcurr.

When displaying Twiss parameters and dispersion, it is convenient to also see the po-
sitions of the respective magnets drawn in the same plot. This helps in interpreting the
behavior of the beta function and later, also the dispersion. The function drawmag() re-
ceives the beamline, the vertical position and the vertical scale of the magnets to be drawn
as input. It then steps through the beam line and draws rectangles at the places where
quadrupoles or dipoles are located. The rectangles for focusing quadrupoles are slightly
shifted upwards. The defocusing quadrupoles are shifted downwards. Finally, a horizon-
tal line is drawn from the start to the end of the magnet lattice to indicate the reference
trajectory.

% drawmag.m, draw magnet lattice

function drawmag(beamline,vpos,height);

hold on

nlines=size(beamline,1);

nmat=sum(beamline(:,2))+1;

spos=zeros(nmat,1);

ic=1;

for line=1:nlines

for seg=1:beamline(line,2)

ic=ic+1;

switch beamline(line,1)

case 2

dv=0.15*height*sign(beamline(line,4));

rectangle(’Position’,[spos(ic-1),vpos+dv,0.1,height])

case 4

L=beamline(line,3);

rectangle(’Position’, ...

[spos(ic-1),vpos+0.25*height,L,0.5*height])

case 5
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L=beamline(line,3);

dv=0.15*height*sign(beamline(line,4));

rectangle(’Position’,[spos(ic-1),vpos+dv,L,height])

end

spos(ic)=spos(ic-1)+beamline(line,3);

end

end

plot([spos(1),spos(end)],[vpos+0.5*height,vpos+0.5*height],’k:’);

With all matrices defined, the routine to calculate the transfer matrices updated, a function
to draw the magnet lattice available, we can prepare Figure 3.13 with the following script.

% dispersion_trajectory.m

clear all; close ’all’

fodo=[ 1 5 0.5 0 ;

5 5 0.2 -0.1799;

1 3 0.5 0 ;

4 10 0.2 20/10 ;

1 3 0.5 0 ;

5 5 0.2 0.1799;

1 5 0.5 0 ];

beamline=repmat(fodo,3,1);

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

delta0=1e-3;

x=delta0*reshape(Racc(1,3,:),1,nmat);

plot(spos,x*1e3,’k’,’LineWidth’,2); xlabel(’s [m]’); ylabel(’x [mm]’);

drawmag(beamline,0,1)

axis([0, max(spos), 0, 1.05e3*max(x)])

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

After the definition of the beam line and calculating the transfer matrices with calcmat(),
we define the initial momentum offset δ0 = 10−3 and fill the array x with x = R13δ0. Note
that the reshape() function is required to squash the array Racc, which has three indices
to the single-index array x. Finally, the position of the trajectory is plotted and the magnet
lattice drawn.

The matched dispersion for the same lattice, shown in Figure 3.14, is calculated in the
following script.

% dispersion_matched.m

clear all; close ’all’

fodo=[ 1 5 0.5 0 ;

5 5 0.2 -0.1799;

1 3 0.5 0 ;

4 10 0.2 20/10 ;

1 3 0.5 0 ;

5 5 0.2 0.1799;

1 5 0.5 0 ];

beamline=repmat(fodo,1,1);

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end) % alias for full-turn matrix

[Q,alpha0,beta0,gamma0]=R2beta(Rturn(1:2,1:2));
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eps0=1; sigma0=eps0*[beta0, -alpha0,0; -alpha0,gamma0,0;0,0,0]

for k=1:nmat

sigma=Racc(:,:,k)*sigma0*Racc(:,:,k)’;

beta(k)=sigma(1,1);

end

plot(spos,beta,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’ s[m]’); ylabel(’\beta_x, D [m]’)

drawmag(beamline,0.5,1)

axis([0, max(spos), 0, 1.05*max(beta)])

hold on

D=(eye(2)-Rturn(1:2,1:2))\Rturn(1:2,3);

dd0=[D;1]; % initial periodic dispersion

for k=1:nmat

eta(k)=Racc(1,:,k)*dd0;

end

plot(spos,eta,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

After defining the beam line, calculating the transfer matrices with calcmat() and the
periodic Twiss parameters with R2beta(), we construct the matched sigma matrix sigma0

at the start of the beam line. We then step through the beam line, calculate the beta
functions, and store them in the array beta, before plotting them. Because we want the
dispersion to be shown on the same plot we use hold on before we calculate the periodic
dispersion as described by Equation 3.94 and propagate it through the beam line before
plotting it on the same plot.

B.5.4 Section 3.5, 4D beam optics

In order to analyze the beam sizes in both transverse planes simultaneously and to inves-
tigate the effect of coupling in Section 3.5, we have to update the functions that return
the transfer matrices to return 4 × 4–matrices. Again, we place the updated functions in
a separate subdirectory. The function DD() that returns the matrix for a drift space is the
following:

% DD.m, drift space

function out=DD(L)

out=eye(4);

out(1,2)=L;

out(3,4)=L;

and the function Q() that returns the matrix for a thin quadrupole

% Q.m, thin quadrupole

function out=Q(F)

out=eye(4);

if abs(F)<1e-8 return; end

out(2,1)=-1/F;

out(4,3)=1/F;

and for the thick quadrupole, we have to branch according to magnitude and sign of the
excitation k1. It determines in which plane the quadrupole is focusing and in which it is
defocusing.
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% QQ.m, long quadrupole

function out=QQ(L,k1)

ksq=sqrt(abs(k1));

out=eye(4);

if abs(k1) < 1e-6

out(1,2)=L;

out(3,4)=L;

else

A=[cos(ksq*L),sin(ksq*L)/ksq;-ksq*sin(ksq*L),cos(ksq*L)];

B=[cosh(ksq*L),sinh(ksq*L)/ksq;ksq*sinh(ksq*L),cosh(ksq*L)];

if k1>0

out(1:2,1:2)=A;

out(3:4,3:4)=B;

else

out(1:2,1:2)=B;

out(3:4,3:4)=A;

end

end

The function SB(), which returns the matrix for a sector dipole, only focuses in the hori-
zontal plane and acts like a drift space in the vertical plane. Note that we do not consider
the chromatic effects in this reduced model, because the matrix operates on the reduced
phase space of x, x′, y, and y′, only.

% SB.m, sector bend

function out=SB(L,rho);

phi=L/rho;

out=eye(4);

out(3,4)=L;

if abs(phi)<1e-8

out(1,2)=L;

else

out(1:2,1:2)=[cos(phi),rho*sin(phi); ...

-sin(phi)/rho,cos(phi)];

end

Additionally, we need a function ROLL() that returns the matrix from Equation 3.34, which
describes a coordinate rotation around the longitudinal, the s–axis.

% ROLL.m, roll-angle around s-axis

function out=ROLL(phi) % phi in degree

c=cos(phi*pi/180); s=sin(phi*pi/180);

out=zeros(4);

out(1,1)=c; out(1,3)=s; out(2,2)=c; out(2,4)=s;

out(3,1)=-s; out(3,3)=c; out(4,2)=-s; out(4,4)=c;

Since displaying the beta functions and the beam sizes is frequently required, we prepared
two service routines that receive the beam-lines description and the initial 4 × 4–sigma
matrix sigma0 as input. The routines either generate a plot of the un-coupled βx and βy
or of the respective beam sizes σx and σy.

In order to plot the beta functions, we assume that both emittances, used to construct
sigma0, have value unity. This allows us to interpret sigma0(1,1) as beta function. In the
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function plot betas(), first the transfer matrices Racc are calculated and arrays for the
beta functions are allocated. In the loop over the beam-line elements, we calculate the sigma
matrix sigma after each element and store sigma(1,1) in betax and sigma(3,3) in betay.
After the loop, the beta functions are plotted and the axes are annotated.

% plot_betas.m, display the un-coupled beta functions

function plot_betas(beamline,sigma0)

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline);

betax=zeros(1,length(spos)); betay=betax;

for k=1:length(spos)

sigma=Racc(:,:,k)*sigma0*Racc(:,:,k)’;

betax(k)=sigma(1,1); betay(k)=sigma(3,3);

end

plot(spos,betax,’k’,spos,betay,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’ s[m]’); ylabel(’\beta_x,\beta_y [m]’)

axis([0, max(spos), 0, 1.05*max([betax,betay])])

legend(’\beta_x’,’\beta_y’);

The function plot sigmas() is organized in the same way, but instead of the beta functions
it displays σx =

√
σ(1, 1) and σy =

√
σ(3, 3). Note that here the initial sigma matrix sigma0

is the “real” sigma matrix. No constraints on the emittances need to be imposed.

% plot_sigmas.m, display the beam sizes along the beam line

function plot_sigmas(beamline,sigma0)

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline);

for k=1:length(spos)

sigma=Racc(:,:,k)*sigma0*Racc(:,:,k)’;

betax(k)=sqrt(sigma(1,1)); betay(k)=sqrt(sigma(3,3));

end

plot(spos,betax,’k’,spos,betay,’k-.’);

xlabel(’ s[m]’); ylabel(’\sigma_x,\sigma_y [m]’)

axis([0, max(spos), 0, 1.05*max([betax,betay])])

legend(’\sigma_x’,’\sigma_y’)

These functions are used to prepare Figure 3.16 with the following script. First, the lattice
description, stored in fodo.bl and fodoroll.bl, are loaded and the periodic Twiss param-
eters for one unperturbed FODO cell are determined. This entails to calculate the matrices
Racc in calcmat() and using R2beta() to determine the periodic Twiss parameters. They
are subsequently used to construct the input sigma matrix sigma0. Then the perturbed
beam line description is defined by concatenating a single “good” FODO cell, one “rolled”
cell, and six more “good” cells, before passing the beamline and the initial sigma matrix
sigma0 to the function that plots the beta functions.

% display_beta_beating.m, V. Ziemann

clear all; close all

fodo=dlmread(’fodo.bl’);

fodor=dlmread(’fodoroll.bl’);

beamline=fodo;

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Qx,alpha0x,beta0x,gamma0x]=R2beta(Rturn(1:2,1:2));

[Qy,alpha0y,beta0y,gamma0y]=R2beta(Rturn(3:4,3:4));
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eps0=1; % or eps0=1e-6;

sigma0x=eps0*[beta0x, -alpha0x; -alpha0x,gamma0x];

sigma0y=eps0*[beta0y, -alpha0y; -alpha0y,gamma0y];

sigma0=[sigma0x,zeros(2);zeros(2),sigma0y]

beamline=[fodo;fodor;repmat(fodo,6,1)]; % perturbed beam line

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

plot_betas(beamline,sigma0) % or plot_sigmas(beamline,sigma0)

In the previous example, the initial sigma matrix was periodic in only one “good” FODO
cell, but in Figure 3.17 the eigen-beta functions, which are periodic for the entire perturbed
beam line, are displayed. As discussed in Section 3.5, can we determine the eigen-beta
functions for coupled lattices from the Edwards-Teng parameterization, described in [13].
The following function edteng() is a one-to-one implementation of this algorithm. It simply
follows the steps outlined in [13]. The function receives a transfer matrix R as input and
returns the three matrices O,A, and T from Equation 3.104 and 3.105. Moreover, it returns
an array p that contains the tunes, eigen-beta functions and additional parameters that
describe the coupling in the following sequence

p = (Q1, α1, β1, Q2, α2, β2, ϕ,D11, D12, D21, D22) , (B.22)

where ϕ is the so-called coupling angle, which quantifies the magnitude of the cross-plane
coupling, and the matrix elements Dij describe a matrix that features prominently in [13].
We refer to the original publication for further details.

% edteng.m, Edwards-Teng coupling parametrization

function [O,A,T,p]=edteng(R)

TRMN=0.5*(R(1,1)-R(3,3)+R(2,2)-R(4,4));

DETM=R(3,1)*R(4,2)-R(3,2)*R(4,1);

TR=R(1,3)*R(3,1)+R(1,4)*R(4,1)+R(2,3)*R(3,2)+R(2,4)*R(4,2);

CCMU=sqrt(TRMN*TRMN+2*DETM+TR)*sign(TRMN);

if (abs(DETM) < 1E-10 & abs(TR)<1E-10) CCMU=TRMN; end

QQ=TRMN/CCMU;

if (abs(QQ)>1) QQ=0; end

phi=0.5*acos(QQ);

DENOM=CCMU*sin(2D0*phi);

if (abs(DENOM)>1E-10)

D11=-(R(3,1)+R(2,4))/DENOM; D12=-(R(3,2)-R(1,4))/DENOM;

D21=-(R(4,1)-R(2,3))/DENOM; D22=-(R(4,2)+R(1,3))/DENOM;

else

D11=0; D12=0; D21=0; D22=0;

end

A11=R(1,1)-(D22*R(3,1)-D12*R(4,1))*tan(phi);

A12=R(1,2)-(D22*R(3,2)-D12*R(4,2))*tan(phi);

A21=R(2,1)-(D11*R(4,1)-D21*R(3,1))*tan(phi);

A22=R(2,2)-(D11*R(4,2)-D21*R(3,2))*tan(phi);

B11=R(3,3)+(D11*R(1,3)+D12*R(2,3))*tan(phi);

B12=R(3,4)+(D11*R(1,4)+D12*R(2,4))*tan(phi);

B21=R(4,3)+(D21*R(1,3)+D22*R(2,3))*tan(phi);

B22=R(4,4)+(D21*R(1,4)+D22*R(2,4))*tan(phi);

[Q1,alpha1,beta1,gamma1]=R2beta([A11,A12;A21,A22]);

[Q2,alpha2,beta2,gamma2]=R2beta([B11,B12;B21,B22]);
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if ~isreal(Q1) disp(’Mode 1 unstable’); end

if ~isreal(Q2) disp(’Mode 2 unstable’); end

A=zeros(4);

A(1,1)=1/sqrt(beta1); A(2,1)=alpha1/sqrt(beta1); A(2,2)=sqrt(beta1);

A(3,3)=1/sqrt(beta2); A(4,3)=alpha2/sqrt(beta2); A(4,4)=sqrt(beta2);

O=eye(4);

O(1,1)=cos(2*pi*Q1); O(1,2)=sin(2*pi*Q1);

O(2,1)=-O(1,2); O(2,2)=O(1,1);

O(3,3)=cos(2*pi*Q2); O(3,4)=sin(2*pi*Q2);

O(4,3)=-O(3,4); O(4,4)=O(3,3);

T=eye(4)*cos(phi);

T(3:4,1:2)=[D11,D12;D21,D22]*sin(phi);

T(1:2,3:4)=[-D22,D12;D21,-D11]*sin(phi);

p=[Q1,alpha1,beta1,Q2,alpha2,beta2,phi,D11,D12,D21,D22];

We now use the edteng() function to revisit the FODO line with the rolled quadrupole and
after loading the beam-line description and calculating all transfer matrices Racc, we iterate
through the beam line and use a similarity transformation to move the full-turn matrix to
start after each element. Then we use edteng() to determine the eigen-beta functions at
that location and copy the values from the array p to beta1 and beta2. After the loop, the
values are displayed and produce Figure 3.17.

% display_edteng_betas.m

clear all; close all

fodo=dlmread(’fodo.bl’);

fodor=dlmread(’fodoroll.bl’);

beamline=[fodo;fodor;repmat(fodo,6,1)];

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end); % full-turn-matrix at start

beta1=zeros(1,nmat); beta2=beta1;

for k=1:nmat

R=Racc(:,:,k)*Rturn*inv(Racc(:,:,k)); % move FTM to point k

[O,A,T,p]=edteng(R); beta1(k)=p(3); beta2(k)=p(6);

end

plot(spos,beta1,’k’,spos,beta2,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’ s[m]’); ylabel(’\beta_1, \beta_2 [m]’);

axis([0, max(spos), 0, 1.05*max([beta1,beta2])])

xlim([0, max(spos)]); ylim([0, 1.05*max([beta1,beta1])])

The following script contains the simulation with the closest-tune approach, shown in Fig-
ure 3.18. We first load the beam-line description and the loop over the desired excitations
of the first QF in the beam line. For each excitation, we determine the transfer matrices
with calcmat, and pass the full-turn matrix Racc(:,:,end) to edteng(), which returns
the eigen-tunes that are saved to arrays Q1 and Q2. After the loop, the tune values, stored
in Q1 and Q2, are displayed as asterisks.

% display_eigen_tunes.m, V. Ziemann

clear all; close all

fodo=dlmread(’fodo.bl’); fodor=dlmread(’fodoroll_1deg.bl’);

beamline=[fodo;fodor;repmat(fodo,6,1)];

k=0;
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for ff=1.85:0.01:2.3

k=k+1; xval(k)=ff;

beamline(4,4)=ff; % QF is 4th element and F is 4th column

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline); % update lattice

[O,A,T,p]=edteng(Racc(:,:,end)); % eigen-tunes

Q1(k)=p(1); Q2(k)=p(4);

end

plot(xval,Q1,’k*’,xval,Q2,’k*’); xlim([1.83,2.32]);

xlabel(’ Focal length [m]’); ylabel(’Eigen tunes Q_1, Q_2’)

B.5.5 Section 3.6, Matching

Matching the phase advance for a FODO cell, discussed in Section 3.6.1, is accomplished by
minimizing the following χ2–function chisq tunes(). It receives values for the quadrupoles
in the variable x as input and returns the squared deviation of the calculated tunes to the
desired values in the variable chisq. Internally, it first sets the quadrupoles to the values
specified in x, calculates the transfer matrices Racc and uses R2beta() to determine the
tunes. They are finally compared to the desired values, here 1/6 and 1/4.

% chisq_tunes.m, find focal length to set Qx and Qy of cell

function chisq=chisq_tunes(x)

global beamline % need info about the beamline

beamline(2,4)=x(1); % change quadrupole excitations

beamline(4,4)=x(2);

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Qx,alpha0x,beta0x,gamma0x]=R2beta(Rturn(1:2,1:2));

[Qy,alpha0y,beta0y,gamma0y]=R2beta(Rturn(3:4,3:4));

chisq=(Qx-0.166666)^2+(Qy-0.25)^2; % desired tunes

The function chisq tunes() is passed to the minimizer fminsearch() in the script
match phase advance and display, which first declares the beamline global, because it is
needed inside chisq tunes(). Then the beam-line description is loaded from file and after
sensible starting guesses are specified, fminsearch() is called. It returns the quadrupole
excitations in the variable x. We then save the updated beam-line description to a file and
re-calculate the matrices for the updated beamline, now containing the quadrupole values
after the, hopefully successful, match. Finally, we determine the periodic Twiss parameters
with periodic beammatrix() and display the beta functions.

% match_phase_advance_and_display.m

clear all; close all

global beamline

beamline=dlmread(’fodo.bl’);

x0=[-3,3.]; % starting guesses

[x,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_tunes,x0) % matching

dlmwrite(’fodo6090.bl’,beamline,’\t’); % save to file

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

sigma0=periodic_beammatrix(Rturn,1,1);

plot_betas(beamline,sigma0)
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The function periodic beammatrix() is a convenience function that encapsulates the
frequently-used task to determine the periodic sigma-matrix sigma from a full-turn transfer
matrix Rend. We had discussed the steps previously and will not go into details, but only
mention that we also have to specify the emittances in the horizontal and vertical planes,
because they are not determined by the lattice, but by external conditions, such as the
emission of synchrotron radiation, as discussed in Section 10.1.

% periodic_beammatrix.m, return the periodic beam-matrix

function sigma=periodic_beammatrix(Rend,epsx,epsy)

[Qx,alphax,betax,gammax]=R2beta(Rend(1:2,1:2));

[Qy,alphay,betay,gammay]=R2beta(Rend(3:4,3:4));

sigma=zeros(4,4);

sigma(1:2,1:2)=epsx*[betax,-alphax;-alphax,gammax];

sigma(3:4,3:4)=epsy*[betay,-alphay;-alphay,gammay];

Matching the beta functions to a waist is described in Section 3.62 and the χ2–function
chisq waist() used there is also reproduced below. It receives the quadrupole excitation as
input in the variable x, updates the respective slots in the beam-line description, calculates
the matrices, and then propagates the input beam matrix sigma0 to the end of the beam
line. Finally, the calculated sigma-matrix elements are compared to the desired values, here
βx = βy = 1m and αx = αy = 0 (waist). The sum of the squared differences are finally
returned in the variable chisq.

% chisq_waist.m, find focal length to set waist at end

function chisq=chisq_waist(x)

global beamline sigma0 % need info about the beamline

beamline(7,4)=x(1); % set quadrupole focal lengths

beamline(9,4)=x(2);

beamline(12,4)=x(3);

beamline(14,4)=x(4);

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline); Rend=Racc(:,:,end);

sigma=Rend*sigma0*Rend’;

chisq=(sigma(1,1)-1)^2+(sigma(3,3)-1)^2+sigma(1,2)^2+sigma(3,4)^2;

The following script is used to produce the two plots shown in Figure 3.19. It first loads
the beam-line description and determines the periodic beam matrix for a single FODO cell.
Next, it builds the longer beam line with the additional drift space at the end, as discussed
in Section 3.6.2. Then initial values for the quadrupole excitations x0 are specified and
fminsearch() is called. Afterwards, beamline contains the matched quadrupole values.
Finally, the beta functions are displayed and produce the plot on the left-hand side in
Figure 3.19.

% match_to_waist.m, V. Ziemann

clear all; close all

global beamline sigma0

beamline=dlmread(’fodo6090.bl’);

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline); Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

sigma0=periodic_beammatrix(Rturn,1,1);

extra_drift=[1,5,0.2,0];

beamline=[repmat(beamline,3,1);extra_drift];

%...uncomment to change the positions

% beamline(11,2)=13; % change quadrupole positions
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% beamline(13,2)=2;

%

x0=[-1,2.,-2,2];

[x,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_waist,x0)

plot_betas(beamline,sigma0); %drawmag(beamline,25,4)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

The figure on the right-hand side in Figure 3.19 is produced by essentially the same script,
except the geometry of the beam line is adjusted by changing the repeat-codes of two drift
spaces. This adjusts the longitudinal position of the last two quadrupoles. To implement
this change, we remove the %-signs before the two indicated lines and re-run the script,
which results in the plot on the right-hand side in Figure 3.19.

Varying quadrupoles to adjust transfer-matrix elements to desired values is illustrated
in Section 3.6.3, where we recovered the well-known imaging equation for an optical lens.
The χ2–function to minimize is chisq R12(). Is receives the focal length f as input and
returns the square of the transfer-matrix element R(1,2) at the end of the short beam line
in the variable chisq.

% chisq_R12.m, fit for matrix element

function chisq=chisq_R12(f)

global beamline

beamline(2,4)=f;

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline);

chisq=Racc(1,2,end)^2;

The beam line is defined in the following short script, already shown in Section 3.6.3, and
a starting guess for the focal length is provided, before fminsearch() is used to minimize
chisq R12(). Since the call is not terminated by a semicolon, the final fit-parameter f

and the achieved minimum value fval are directly displayed in the MATLAB command
window.

% match_point_to_point.m, match the R12

global beamline

beamline=[1, 1, 1, 0; % g

2, 1, 0, 3; % f

1, 1, 2, 0]; % b

f0=3; % starting guess

[f,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_R12,f0)

Based on these scripts to match the tunes, beam sizes, and transfer-matrix elements, more
complicated systems can be analyzed in the following sections.

B.5.6 Section 3.7, Beam optical modules

The χ2–function chisq tune triplet() to match the tunes of the triplet cell, referred to
in Section 3.72, is reproduced below. It receives the quadrupole excitations as input in the
variable x and returns the squared difference to the desired tunes in the variable chisq.

Inside the routine, the beam-line description is updated, the matrices are calculated with
calcmat() and the tunes are determined by R2beta(), before calculating the return value
chisq.

% chisq_tune_triplet.m, find focal length to set Qx and Qy of cell
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function chisq=chisq_tune_triplet(x)

global beamline % need info about the beamline

beamline(2,4)=x(1);

beamline(4,4)=x(2);

beamline(6,4)=x(1);

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Qx,alpha0x,beta0x,gamma0x]=R2beta(Rturn(1:2,1:2));

[Qy,alpha0y,beta0y,gamma0y]=R2beta(Rturn(3:4,3:4));

chisq=(Qx-0.25)^2+(Qy-0.25)^2; % desired tunes

This χ2–function is passed to the minimizer fminsearch(), which finds the optimum
quadrupole excitations that result in the desired tunes and internally updates the beamline,
such that it can be used to find the transfer matrices Racc and the periodic sigma matrix
sigma0. Finally, the beta functions are plotted with the magnet lattice displayed below, as
shown in Figure 3.22.

% match_triplet_tune.m, match the phase advance of triplet cell

clear all; close all

global beamline sigma0

beamline=dlmread(’triplet.bl’);

f0=[3.6,-1.8]; % starting guess

[f,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_tune_triplet,f0)

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline); Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

sigma0=periodic_beammatrix(Rturn,1,1);

plot_betas(beamline,sigma0);

drawmag(beamline,1,1); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

dlmwrite(’triplet_25.bl’,beamline,’\t’)

In the next exercise, these triplet cells are used in the telescope, shown in Figure 3.20.
It follows the same pattern as the previous examples to find a waist. The function
chisq waist triplet() receives the quadrupole excitation as input in the variable x and
returns the squared difference to the desired values of the sigma matrix in the variable
chisq. Inside the function, the beamline is updated with the new quadrupole values, the
matrices Racc are calculated, and the initial sigma matrix sigma0 is propagated to the end
using Equation 3.43.

% chisq_waist.m, find focal length to set waist at end

function chisq=chisq_waist_triplet(x)

global beamline sigma0 % need info about the beamline

beamline(9,4)=x(1); beamline(11,4)=x(2); beamline(13,4)=x(1);

beamline(16,4)=x(3); beamline(18,4)=x(4); beamline(20,4)=x(3);

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline); Rend=Racc(:,:,end);

sigma=Rend*sigma0*Rend’;

chisq=(sigma(1,1)-0.5)^2+(sigma(3,3)-0.5)^2+sigma(1,2)^2+sigma(3,4)^2;

The matched beta functions, shown in Figure 3.23, are calculated in the following script
match waist triplet. First the triplet cells, saved while running the pervious example in
the file triplet 25.bl, are loaded, the periodic sigma matrix sigma0 is calculated, and a
short negative drift is added to the beam-line description. After providing starting guesses
for the matching procedure, fminsearch()minimizes chisq waist triplet() and updates
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the beamline, which is then displayed with the plot betas() function, resulting in the
plot shown in Figure 3.23.

% match_waist_triplet.m, V. Ziemann

clear all; close all

global beamline sigma0

t1=dlmread(’triplet_25.bl’);

beamline=repmat(t1,1,1);

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline); Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

sigma0=periodic_beammatrix(Rturn,1,1);

negdrift=[1,4,-0.5,0];

beamline=[repmat(t1,3,1);negdrift];

f0=[3.6,-1.8,3.6,-1.8]; % starting guess

[f,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_waist_triplet,f0)

plot_betas(beamline,sigma0);

drawmag(beamline,2,3); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

The plot of two doublet cells shown on the left-hand side in Figure 3.24 is based on the fol-
lowing lattice description, which is stored in the file doublet.bl. In the example a beamline
consisting of two consecutive cells is built.

1 10 0.5 0

2 1 0 2.69

1 5 0.2 0

2 1 0 -2.69

1 1 0.5 0

The tunes of this doublet cell are found by minimizing the following χ2–function
chisq tunes doublet(), which receives the quadrupole values as input and returns the
squared difference to the desired tunes in chisq. The code inside is just a copy of previ-
ously examples, for example, from chisq tune triplet().

% chisq_tunes_doublet.m, find tunes of a doublet cell

function chisq=chisq_tunes_doublet(x)

global beamline % need info about the beamline

beamline(2,4)=x(1);

beamline(4,4)=x(2);

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Qx,alpha0x,beta0x,gamma0x]=R2beta(Rturn(1:2,1:2));

[Qy,alpha0y,beta0y,gamma0y]=R2beta(Rturn(3:4,3:4));

chisq=(Qx-0.2)^2+(Qy-0.2)^2; % desired tunes

The plot on the left-hand side in Figure 3.24 is generated in the following script. It loads
the beam-line description from the file, provides starting values for the minimizer, and
passes chisq tunes doublet() to fminsearch(), which updates the beamline to satisfy
the constraint, here to adjust the tunes to 0.2 in both planes. Using the new beamline,

the transfer matrices Racc are updated, the periodic beam matrix sigma0 is calculated,
the beam line is doubled to consist of two doublet cells, and the beta functions are finally
displayed.

% match_doublet_symmetric_full.m
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clear all; close all

global beamline

beamline=dlmread(’doublet.bl’)

f0=[3.44,-3.44]; % starting guess

[f,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_tunes_doublet,f0)

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline); Rend=Racc(:,:,end)

sigma0=periodic_beammatrix(Rend,1,1);

beamline=repmat(beamline,2,1);

plot_betas(beamline,sigma0); drawmag(beamline,1,1);

The plot of the anti-symmetric doublet cell, shown on the right-hand side in Figure 3.24, is
only periodic after two cells and we need to set the tunes to 0.4 for the two cells. For this
purpose, we use the following χ2–function. It follows the same pattern as previous matching
routines.

% chisq_tunes_doubletb.m, find tunes for two anti-symmetric doublet cells

function chisq=chisq_tunes_doubletb(x)

global beamline % need info about the beamline

beamline(2,4)=x(1);

beamline(4,4)=x(2);

beamline(7,4)=x(2);

beamline(9,4)=x(1);

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline);

Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Qx,alpha0x,beta0x,gamma0x]=R2beta(Rturn(1:2,1:2));

[Qy,alpha0y,beta0y,gamma0y]=R2beta(Rturn(3:4,3:4));

chisq=(Qx-0.4)^2+(Qy-0.4)^2; % desired tunes

The plot on the right-hand side in Figure 3.24 is then generated with the following script.
It loads the doublet cell, doubles the beam line with the repmat() function and provides
starting values for the minimizer. Passing chisq tunes doubletb() to fminsearch() up-
dates the beamline to have tunes of 0.4. in both planes. Finally, the transfer matrices and
the periodic beam matrix sigma0 are calculated, and the beta functions displayed.

% match_doublet_antisymmetric_full.m

clear all; close all

global beamline

beamline=dlmread(’doublet.bl’);

beamline=repmat(beamline,2,1);

f0=[3.44,-3.44]; % starting guess

[f,fval]=fminsearch(@chisq_tunes_doubletb,f0)

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline); Rend=Racc(:,:,end)

sigma0=periodic_beammatrix(Rend,1,1);

plot_betas(beamline,sigma0); drawmag(beamline,1,1)

The beta functions of the TME cell, shown in Figure 3.29, are produced with the following
script tme dispersion matched full, which uses the 3 × 3–matrices, because we need to
calculate the dispersion. The script first loads the lattice description from the file tme.bl,
calculates the transfer matrices Racc and the periodic beta functions with R2beta(), before
plotting the beta functions and the lattice. After the hold on command, which allows us
to display the dispersion on the same graph, we calculate the periodic dispersion with
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Equation 3.94 and display it. Since the numerical values are so small, we convert the units
to cm by multiplying with the factor 100.

% tme_dispersion_matched_full.m

clear all; close ’all’

beamline=dlmread(’tme.bl’)

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines]=calcmat(beamline); Rturn=Racc(:,:,end);

[Q,alpha0,beta0,gamma0]=R2beta(Rturn(1:2,1:2));

eps0=1; sigma0=eps0*[beta0, -alpha0,0; -alpha0,gamma0,0;0,0,0]

for k=1:nmat

sigma=Racc(:,:,k)*sigma0*Racc(:,:,k)’;

beta(k)=sigma(1,1);

end

plot(spos,beta,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’ s[m]’); ylabel(’\beta_x [m], D [cm]’)

drawmag(beamline,0.5,1)

axis([0, max(spos), 0, 1.25*max(beta)])

hold on

D=(eye(2)-Rturn(1:2,1:2))\Rturn(1:2,3);

dd0=[D;1]; % initial periodic dispersion

for k=1:nmat

eta(k)=100*Racc(1,:,k)*dd0; % times 100 to convert to cm

end

plot(spos,eta,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

The dispersion in the dispersion suppressor, shown in Figure 3.30, is based on FODO cells
with 90 degree phase advance in both planes. Below, the file for one normal cell, from
file fodo90.bl, is shown on the left and for the cells in the dispersion suppressor, from
file fodo90ds.bl, is shown on the right. The only difference is that the dipoles in the
dispersion-suppressor cells are shorter and the adjacent drift spaces are longer.

-----fodo90.bl------- -----fodo90ds.bl-----

2 1 0 8.5511 2 1 0 8.5511

1 5 0.2 0 1 10 0.2 0

4 8 0.5 1 4 4 0.5 1.0000

1 5 0.2 0 1 10 0.2 0

2 1 0 -4.2483 2 1 0 -4.2483

1 5 0.2 0 1 10 0.2 0

4 8 0.5 1 4 4 0.5 1.0000

1 5 0.2 0 1 10 0.2 0

2 1 0 8.5511 2 1 0 8.5511

Since calculating the dispersion has proven to be a recurring task, we provide a ser-
vice function to determine the periodic dispersion at the start of the beam line,
periodic dispersion(), to encapsulate these calculations. It receives the full-turn ma-
trix Rend as input and returns the periodic dispersion from Equation 3.93 and 3.94.

% periodic_dispersion.m

function D0=periodic_dispersion(Rend)

D=(eye(2)-Rend(1:2,1:2))\Rend(1:2,3);

D0=[D;1];
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The function calculate dispersion() uses the beam-line description and the initial dis-
persion D0 to return the dispersion function along the beam line. Inside the routine, the
transfer matrices are calculated and the starting dispersion D0 is propagated along the beam
line.

% calculate_dispersion.m

function D=calculate_dispersion(beamline,D0);

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline);

D=zeros(length(spos),1);

for k=1:length(spos)

D(k)=Racc(1,:,k)*D0;

end

The plot in Figure 3.30 is generated in the following script, which loads the beam-line
descriptions from the two files, calculates the periodic beta functions and dispersion for a
fodo90.bl cell in order to determine the initial conditions for the Twiss parameters and
the dispersion. Then the full beamline consists of a single normal cell and two dispersion
suppressor cells. After calculating the transfer matrices Racc, the dispersion along the beam
line is calculated in calculate dispersion() and subsequently plotted.

% dispersion_supppressor.m

clear all; close all;

global beamline

fodo=dlmread(’fodo90.bl’);

fodods=dlmread(’fodo90ds.bl’);

beamline=fodo;

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline); Rend=Racc(:,:,end);

D0=periodic_dispersion(Rend);

beamline=[fodo;repmat(fodods,2,1)]; % full beamline

[Racc,spos]=calcmat(beamline); Rend=Racc(:,:,end);

D=calculate_dispersion(beamline,D0);

plot(spos,D,’k’,’LineWidth’,2); drawmag(beamline,0.2,0.2)

xlim([0,36.1]); xlabel(’ s[m]’); ylabel(’D_x [m]’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

After the description of the code used in Chapter 3, we now turn to the code used to
calculate magnets in Chapter 4.

B.5.7 Section 4.2, Equipotential lines

The equipotential lines and the field vectors for quadrupole and sextupole, shown in Fig-
ure 4.2, are generated with the following script. We first define the potential Vpot() for the
respective multipoles as an anonymous function that is subsequently evaluated on a fine
meshgrid to produce the equipotential lines in the call to the contour() function. Then we
calculate the potential on a coarser meshgrid and calculate the fields Bx and By with the
built-in function gradient(). Finally, we display the components in an arrow plot with
quiver().

% equipotential_lines.m

clear all; close all

%Vpot=@(x,y)-y; % dipole

%Vpot=@(x,y)-0.5*x.*y; % quadrupole
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Vpot=@(x,y)-(3.*x.^2.*y-y.^3); % sextupole

r=-5:0.05:5; [X,Y]=meshgrid(r,r); V=Vpot(X,Y); % Pot on fine grid

contour(X,Y,V,’LevelList’,[0,quantile(V(:),10)],’Color’,’k’);

r=-5:1:5; [XX,YY]=meshgrid(r,r); % Fields on coarse grid

V=Vpot(XX,YY); [Bx,By]=gradient(-V);

hold on; quiver(XX,YY,Bx,By,’Color’,’r’);

axis square; axis off; xlim([-5,5]); ylim([-5,5])

B.5.8 Section 4.3, Irondominated magnets with PDE toolbox

The examples from Chapter 4 describe the new workflow for the PDE toolbox, which we
also discuss in this appendix. The software was developed with MATLAB R2018b. The
corresponding routines, using the old workflow and tested with R2015b, are included in the
software archive, available from this book’s web page.

The key ingredients of the MATLAB script to calculate the fields in the C-shaped dipole
magnet pdeCmagnet1.m were already discussed in Section 4.3.2. Here we show the script
in its entirety and briefly address the important points. The yoke is defined as a poly-
gon. The coils C1,C2,C3, and C4, the enclosing integration volume, and the World are
defined as rectangles. Next, the geometry description gd, the name strings of the regions
ns, their relation sf, and the geometry g are defined. Next, the one-dimensional model
container model is initialized, before assigning labels to the domains and edges with the
geometryFromEdges() function. We then inspect the geometry with pdegplot(). At this
point, the script is initially stopped with return in order to note the labels on the domains
and edges. We later need this information to assign material properties and boundary con-
ditions. Figure 4.5 shows examples of plots where the edges (left) and domains (right) are
shown separately. After commenting out return and using the edge labels on the outer
boundaries of the World to set the boundary conditions with applyBoundaryCondition(),

we re-run the script. The calls to generateMesh() and pdemesh() generate and then display
the mesh. Note that we specified the maximum mesh size with Hmax. The following calls
to specifyCoefficients() define material properties in the different domains. The coeffi-
cients m, d, c, a, and f refer to MATLAB’s standard way of specifying partial differential
equation from Equation 4.22. The call to solvepde() finally solves the PDE, subject to the
specified boundary conditions, and stores the solution in result.

% pdeCmagnet1.m, full C-shaped magnet

clear all; close all

%..........................describe geometry

yoke=[2; 13; ...

0;0;0.3;0.3;1;1;-0.6;-0.6;1;1;0.3;0.3;0; ...

0;0.3;0.3;0.05;0.05;0.8;0.8;-0.8;-0.8;-0.05;-0.05;-0.3;-0.3];

%..coils

C1=[3;4;0;0;0.3;0.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(18,1)];

C2=[3;4;1;1;1.3;1.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(18,1)];

dy=0.4;

C3=[3;4;0;0;0.3;0.3; 0.1-dy;0.3-dy;0.3-dy;0.1-dy;zeros(18,1)];

C4=[3;4;1;1;1.3;1.3; 0.1-dy;0.3-dy;0.3-dy;0.1-dy;zeros(18,1)];

World=[3;4;-1.8;1.8;1.8;-1.8;-1.2;-1.2;1.2;1.2;zeros(18,1)];

%.....................................................

gd=[World,yoke,C1,C2,C3,C4]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’World’,’yoke’,’C1’,’C2’,’C3’,’C4’)’; % names of the regions
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sf=’World+yoke+C1+C2+C3+C4’;

g=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

model=createpde(1);

geometryFromEdges(model,g);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’)

% return

figure; pdegplot(model,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

%......Boundary Conditions

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1,2,25,26],’u’,0);

%....Meshing

figure; generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.05);

pdemesh(model); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

%.....specify model coefficients and solve

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0.8378,’Face’,[2,4]);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-0.8378,’Face’,[3,5]);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1/5000,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,6);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’XYdata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

% superimpose the geometry

hold on; pdegplot(model); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

Bn=hypot(result.XGradients,result.YGradients);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,Bn,’contour’,’on’);

hold on; pdegplot(model);

x=0.05:0.01:1.4; y=zeros(1,length(x));

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx; B=hypot(Bx,By);

figure; plot(x,B,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’); ylim([0,1.1]);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

dlmwrite(’temp_field.dat’,[x’,B],’delimiter’,’\t’);

We then preceed to post-process the result, which is a structure that contains several
members. NodalSolution is the solution, called u in Equation 4.22, which corresponds
to A in Equation 4.10, and we plot it with pdeplot(). The commands hold on and
pdegplot(model) superimpose the geometry on the plot. The structure result also con-
tains the XGradients and the YGradients, which, in our case, are the components of the
magnetic flux B. The hypot() function simply calculates its magnitude and stores it in the
variable Bn, which we plot in the next call to pdeplot(). Next, we plot the magnetic flux
density along the path, specified by x and y. The call to evaluateGradient() returns the
fields, but we have to take Equation 4.10 into account to calculate the fields from the vector
potential and plot its magnitude along the path and label the axes. Finally, we write the
data to a file for later processing and to compare fields from runs with different parameters.

In the next script pdeCmagnet3.m, we exploit the up-down symmetry of the mag-
net, shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.5, and prepare a reduced model of the upper half of
the magnet only. This is reflected in the definition of the geometry, which now contains
fewer elements; only the two upper coils need to be defined. We also need to specify von-
Neumann boundary condition on the edges of the mid-plane, which accounts for the call
to applyBoundaryCondition() that specifies them. The rest of the script follows the same
logic as the previous one.

% pdeCmagnet3.m, upper half only
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clear all; close all

model=createpde(1);

%..........................describe geometry

Cmag=[2; 8; ... %..Yoke

0;0;0.3;0.3;1;1;-0.6;-0.6; ...

0;0.3;0.3;0.05;0.05;0.8;0.8;0];

C1=[2;4;0;0;0.3;0.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(8,1)];

C2=[2;4;1;1;1.3;1.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(8,1)];

World=[2;4; -1;1.6;1.6;-1;0;0;1;1]; World=[World;zeros(8,1)];

gd=[World,Cmag,C1,C2]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’World’,’Cmag’,’C1’,’C2’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’World+Cmag+C1+C2’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’); axis square

figure; pdegplot(model,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis square

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

% return

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:3],’u’,0); % Dirchlet

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[8:10],’q’,0,’g’,0); % von Neumann

figure; generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.02); pdemesh(model);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-0.8378,’Face’,2);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0.8378,’Face’,3);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1/5000,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,4);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

hold on; pdegplot(model); axis square

Bn=hypot(result.XGradients,result.YGradients);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,Bn,’contour’,’on’);

hold on; pdegplot(model);

x=0.05:0.01:1.4; y=zeros(1,length(x));

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx; B=hypot(Bx,By);

figure; plot(x,B,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’); ylim([0,1.1]);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

dlmwrite(’Cmag3field.dat’,[x’,B],’delimiter’,’\t’);

In the next script pdeCmagnet3b.m we explore the use of shims to increase the good-field
region of the magnet. Small iron shims S1 and S2 are added to the geometry of the model. We
parameterized the height and the width of the shims in order to make studying different
sizes more convenient. Since we use the model with half the magnet, as in the previous
example, the von Neumann boundary conditions on the mid-plane edges are defined in a
call to applyBoundaryCondition(). The rest of the script is similar to the earlier described
examples.

% pdeCmagnet3b.m with shims

clear all; close all

model=createpde(1);

%..........................describe geometry
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Cmag=[2; 8; ... %..Yoke

0;0;0.3;0.3;1;1;-0.6;-0.6; ...

0;0.3;0.3;0.05;0.05;0.8;0.8;0];

C1=[2;4;0;0;0.3;0.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(8,1)];

C2=[2;4;1;1;1.3;1.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(8,1)];

dx=0.05; dy=0.002; % shim width and height

S1=[2;4;0.3;0.3+dx;0.3+dx;0.3;0.05-dy;0.05-dy;0.05;0.05;zeros(8,1)];

S2=[2;4;0.95;0.95+dx;0.95+dx;0.95;0.05-dy;0.05-dy;0.05;0.05;zeros(8,1)];

World=[2;4; -1;1.6;1.6;-1;0;0;1;1]; World=[World;zeros(8,1)];

gd=[World,Cmag,C1,C2,S1,S2]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’World’,’Cmag’,’C1’,’C2’,’S1’,’S2’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’World+Cmag+C1+C2+S1+S2’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

%pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’)

pdegplot(model,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’);

axis square; set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.02); figure; pdemesh(model);

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:3],’u’,0); % Dirichlet

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[9:11],’q’,0,’g’,0); % von Neumann

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-0.8378,’Face’,2);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0.8378,’Face’,3);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1/5000,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,4:6);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

hold on; pdegplot(model)

Bn=hypot(result.XGradients,result.YGradients);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,Bn,’contour’,’on’);

hold on; pdegplot(model);

x=0.05:0.01:1.4; y=zeros(1,length(x));

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx; B=hypot(Bx,By);

figure; plot(x,B,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’); ylim([0,1.1]);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

dlmwrite(’Cmag3field_shim_2mm.dat’,[x’,B],’delimiter’,’\t’);

The following simulation pdeCmagnet3c.m explores saturation in the magnet using the de-
pendence of µr, given in Equation 4.25. The script is based on the upper half of the magnet,
but without shims. The only difference to that model is the definition of Equation 4.25 as
an anonymous MATLAB function mufun(). It receives the input arguments location and
state, which are structures that contain the information about the position x and y of each
node on the mesh in location and the solution u and its gradients ux and uy at that point.
This function is then referenced in the call to specifyCoefficients(), which defines the
material properties in the iron. The rest follows the previously described pattern.

% pdeCmagnet3c.m, simple geometry, with saturation

clear all; close all

model=createpde(1);

Cmag=[2; 8; ... %..Yoke
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0;0;0.3;0.3;1;1;-0.6;-0.6; ...

0;0.3;0.3;0.05;0.05;0.8;0.8;0];

C1=[2;4;0;0;0.3;0.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(8,1)];

C2=[2;4;1;1;1.3;1.3; 0.1;0.3;0.3;0.1;zeros(8,1)];

World=[2;4; -1;1.6;1.6;-1;0;0;1;1]; World=[World;zeros(8,1)];

gd=[World,Cmag,C1,C2]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’World’,’Cmag’,’C1’,’C2’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’World+Cmag+C1+C2’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’)

%return

figure; generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.05); pdemesh(model);

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:3],’u’,0);

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[8:10],’q’,0,’g’,0);

mufun=@(location,state)1./(200+5000./(1+0.05*(state.ux.^2+state.uy.^2)));

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-0.8378,’Face’,2);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0.8378,’Face’,3);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,mufun,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,4);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16); hold on; pdegplot(model)

Bn=hypot(result.XGradients,result.YGradients);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,Bn,’contour’,’on’);

hold on; pdegplot(model);

x=0.05:0.01:1.4; y=zeros(1,length(x));

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx; B=hypot(Bx,By);

figure; plot(x,B,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’); ylim([0,1.1]);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

dlmwrite(’Cmag3field_nonlin.dat’,[x’,B],’delimiter’,’\t’);

In Section 4.3.3, the fields in a quarter of a quadrupole are calculated exploiting the sym-
metry of the magnet and shown in Figure 4.11. We specify the geometry of the yoke, the
coils C1 and C2, and the enclosing volume World as rectangles. A small triangle from the
lower left corner is cut out from the World, because we need to avoid that two von Neu-
mann boundary conditions for orthogonal directions to have a point in common. Instead
we require Dirichlet conditions with zero field on the short segment. Inspecting the edges
and domains in conjunction with the corresponding call to applyBoundaryCondition()

will clarify this issue. Once this ambiguity is resolved, we proceed as before.

% pdeQmagnet2.m

clear all; close all

model=createpde(1);

%..........................describe geometry

yoke=[2;16; ...

0; 0.25;0.3;0.3;0.2;0.2;0.15;0.07;0.06;0.05;0.04;0.03;0.02;0.10;0.10;0;

0.3;0.3;0.25;0;0;0.1;0.1;0.02;0.0233;0.028;0.035;0.0467;0.07;0.15;0.2;0.2];

C1=[2;5;0.1;0.2;0.2;0.15;0.1;0;0;0.1;0.1;0.05;zeros(22,1)];

C2=[2;5;0;0.1;0.1;0.05;0;0.2;0.2;0.15;0.1;0.1;zeros(22,1)];
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World=[2;5; 0.001;0.4;0.4;0;0; 0;0;0.4;0.4;0.001; zeros(22,1)];

gd=[World,yoke,C1,C2]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’World’,’yoke’,’C1’,’C2’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’World+yoke+C1+C2’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’); axis off; axis equal

figure; pdegplot(model,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis off; axis equal

% return

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:3],’u’,0); % Dirichlet

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[12:15,26:29],’q’,0,’g’,0); % v.N.

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.005); figure; pdemesh(model);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1/5000,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,[2,5]);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-1.2566,’Face’,3);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,1.2566,’Face’,4);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

hold on; pdegplot(model)

Bn=hypot(result.XGradients,result.YGradients);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,Bn,’contour’,’on’);

hold on; pdegplot(model); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

x=0.001:0.001:0.035; y=x; % Diagonal

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx; B=hypot(Bx,By);

figure; plot(hypot(x,y),B,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’r [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

dlmwrite(’Qmag2.dat’,[x’,B],’delimiter’,’\t’);

In the last part, we define the path on which to evaluate the field to be along the diagonal
from the origin to the pole tip. The right-hand side in Figure 4.11 shows the result.

After the iron-dominated magnets, we now turn to the super-conducting magnets.

B.5.9 Section 4.4, Superconducting magnets with PDE toolbox

The first example in Section 4.4.2 uses the pdeModeler graphical user interface. The actions
needed to generate the fields are described there. The following example reproduces the
same geometry, but uses the same workflow as the previous examples, where all actions are
encoded in the file SCdipole1.m. In the first few lines the geometry with the two intersecting
circles C1 and C2 and the enclosing World is defined. After setting up the mesh, applying
boundary conditions, and defining the material properties with specifyCoefficients(),
the system of equations is set up and solved with solvepde(), which returns the result.

% SCdipole1.m, two intersecting circles

clear all; close all

model=createpde(1);

C1=[1;0.05;0;0.5;zeros(6,1)];

C2=[1;-0.05;0;0.5;zeros(6,1)];

World=[2;4; -1;1;1;-1;-1;-1;1;1];

gd=[World,C1,C2]; % assemble geometry
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ns=char(’World’,’C1’,’C2’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’World+(C1-C2)’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

%pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’)

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’); axis square;

figure; pdegplot(model,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis square;

figure; generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.05);

pdemesh(model); axis square;

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:4],’u’,0);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,[1,4]);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,100,’Face’,2);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-100,’Face’,3);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

hold on; pdegplot(model)

By=result.XGradients; Bx=-result.YGradients;

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,By,’contour’,’on’);

hold on; pdegplot(model); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

x=-0.4:0.01:0.4; y=zeros(1,length(x));

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx;

figure; plot(x,By,’k’,’LineWidth’,2); ylim([0,4.7]);

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

The result is then post-processed to calculate the field components Bx and By and finally
plot the vertical field component in the mid-plane of the magnet.

When constructing real magnets, instead of using crescent-shaped conductors, circular
segments are sometimes used. They are visible on the left-hand plot in Figure 4.16, and
the corresponding geometry is prepared with the circlesegment() function. It receives
the inner radius Ri, outer radius Ro, the starting and ending angles phi1 and phi2, the
number of segments N, and the number of zeros to add at the end of the list zeropad as
input. It returns a column vector that can be directly used to define a polygon for the
geometry.

% circlesegment.m

function cseg=circlesegment(Ri,Ro,phi1,phi2,N,zeropad)

p1=phi1*pi/180; p2=phi2*pi/180;

dphi=(p2-p1)/N;

ic=0;

for k=0:N

ic=ic+1;

xlist(ic)=Ri*cos(p1+k*dphi);

ylist(ic)=Ri*sin(p1+k*dphi);

end

for k=0:N

ic=ic+1;

xlist(ic)=Ro*cos(p2-k*dphi);

ylist(ic)=Ro*sin(p2-k*dphi);

end

cseg=[2;ic;xlist’;ylist’];
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Using the circlesegment() function makes it easy to set up the geometry of two segments
and the enclosing World. The following example SCdipole2.m was used to generate the
plots in Figure 4.16. The rest of the example follows the generic pattern of setting up the
geometry, meshing it, defining boundary conditions and material properties, before solving
the system with solvepde().

% SCdipole2.m

clear all; close all

model=createpde(1);

CS1=circlesegment(0.05,0.07,180-60,180+60,10,0); nn=length(CS1);

CS2=circlesegment(0.05,0.07,-60,60,10,0);

ws=0.2;

World=[2;4; -ws;ws;ws;-ws;-ws;-ws;ws;ws;zeros(nn-10,1)];

gd=[World,CS1,CS2]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’World’,’CS1’,’CS2’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’World+CS1+CS2’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

%pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’)

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’); axis off; axis square;

figure; pdegplot(model,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis square;

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.005);

figure; pdemesh(model); axis square;

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1,2,46,47],’u’,0);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-628,’Face’,1);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,628,’Face’,2);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,3);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16); hold on; pdegplot(model)

Bx=result.YGradients; By=-result.XGradients;

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’xystyle’,’off’, ...

’flowdata’,[Bx,By],’contour’,’on’,’colorbar’,’off’);

hold on; pdegplot(model); axis equal; set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

x=-0.04:0.001:0.04; y=zeros(1,length(x));

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx;

B=hypot(Bx,By);

figure; plot(x,B,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

Also the post-processing stages are very similar to the previously encountered examples.
We plot the vector potential NodalSolution (u in Equation 4.22 or A in Equation 4.10),
the arrow-plot, and the magnitude of the magnetic flux density B.

The field of a super-conducting quadrupole magnet, shown in Figure 4.17 is generated
in the following script SCQuadrupole2.m, which also uses the circlesegment() function
to define the four coils of the quadrupole. The rest of the script proceeds as before.

% SCQuadrupole2.m

clear all; close all

model=createpde(1);

a=30;
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CS1=circlesegment(0.05,0.07,-a,a,10,0); nn=length(CS1);

CS2=circlesegment(0.05,0.07,90-a,90+a,10,0);

CS3=circlesegment(0.05,0.07,180-a,180+a,10,0);

CS4=circlesegment(0.05,0.07,270-a,270+a,10,0);

ws=0.2;

World=[2;4; -ws;ws;ws;-ws;-ws;-ws;ws;ws;zeros(nn-10,1)];

gd=[World,CS1,CS2,CS3,CS4]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’World’,’CS1’,’CS2’,’CS3’,’CS4’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’World+CS1+CS2+CS3+CS4’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’); axis off; axis square;

figure; pdegplot(model,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis square;

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.01);

figure; pdemesh(model); axis square;

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1,2,90,91],’u’,0);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,628,’Face’,[1,3]);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,-628,’Face’,[2,4]);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,5);

result=solvepde(model);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’contour’,’on’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16); hold on; pdegplot(model)

Bx=result.YGradients; By=-result.XGradients;

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,result.NodalSolution,’xystyle’,’off’, ...

’flowdata’,[Bx,By],’contour’,’on’,’colorbar’,’off’); axis equal;

hold on; pdegplot(model); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

x=-0.04:0.001:0.04; y=zeros(1,length(x));

[dAx,dAy]=evaluateGradient(result,x,y); Bx=dAy; By=-dAx;

figure; plot(x,By,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’B [T]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

In the last plot, the vertical field By is plotted as a function of the horizontal position x

in the mid-plane y=0 of the magnet, which allows to directly determine the gradient of the
quadrupole.

After the magnets are covered, we turn to the longitudinal dynamics in the accelerators.

B.5.10 Section 5.4, Longitudinal oscillations

The phase portrait of the motion in the longitudinal phase space, shown on the left-hand
side in Figure 5.3, is generated by the following short script separatrix.m. It is based on
Equation 5.39, which is coded as an anonymous function phidot for different maximum
phase excursions ϕ̂ =phimax. Note that the axes are annotated with multiples of π/2.

% separatrix.m

clear all; close all;

hold on

for phimax=pi/5:pi/5:pi

phidot=@(phi)sqrt(2*(cos(phi)-cos(phimax)));

phi=-phimax:phimax/500:phimax;

om=phidot(phi);

if phimax==pi
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plot(phi,om,’k’,phi,-om,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

else

plot(phi,om,’k-.’,phi,-om,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2);

end

end

xlim([-pi,pi]); ylim([-2.2,2.2]);

xlabel(’\phi’); ylabel(’(d\phi/dt)/\Omega_s’)

text(1.35,1.7,’Separatrix’,’FontSize’,16)

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,16, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

The plot with the oscillation period as a function of the maximum phase amplitude ϕ̂,
shown on the right-hand side in Figure 5.3, is produced by the following script, named
large oscillation period.m. It is a straight implementation of Equation 5.43. Note that
the xlabel uses more advanced LaTeX commands in order to put the caret on the ϕ.

% large_oscillation_period.m

clear all; close all

hold off

phihat=0:0.02:pi;

m=sin(phihat/2).^2;

Tp=(2/pi)*ellipke(m);

plot(phihat,Tp,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([0,pi]); ylim([0,5.7])

xlabel({’$\hat{\phi}$’},’Interpreter’,’latex’)

ylabel(’T_p/T_s’)

set(gca,’xtick’,[0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,16, ...

’xticklabels’,{’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

The trajectories with six different starting amplitudes, shown in Figure 5.4, are based on
the integration routine for the mathematical pendulum, called pendulumtracker.m, which
is based on the Equations 5.52 and 5.54, depending on whether the variable k, defined just
below Equation 5.52, is larger or smaller than unity, where k = 1 defines the separatrix as
the boundary that separates periodic from non-periodic trajectories.

% pendulumtracker.m

function xout=pendulumtracker(x,omega,dt)

k2=(0.5*x(2)/omega)^2+sin(0.5*x(1))^2; k=sqrt(k2);

if (x(1)>pi) x(1)=x(1)-2*pi; end

if (x(1)<-pi) x(1)=x(1)+2*pi; end

s=1; if (x(1)<0) s=-s; x(1)=-x(1); end

s1=1; if (x(2)<0) s1=-s1; end

if (k>1) % outside separatrix; check this part next

% kelf=ellipticK(1/k2); % slow, uses symbolic

kelf=ellipke(1/k2); % much faster

trev=2*kelf/(k*omega);

t0=mod(dt,trev);

% tmp=s1*k*omega*t0+s*ellipticF(0.5*x(1),1/k2); % slow, uses symbolic

tmp=s1*k*omega*t0+s*elliptic12(0.5*x(1),1/k2); % much faster

[sn,cn,dn]=ellipj(tmp,1/k2);

if (abs(tmp) > kelf) sn=-sn; end
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xout(1)=2*asin(sn);

xout(2)=2*s1*omega*k*dn;

else % inside separatrix

% trev=4*ellipticK(k2)/omega; % slow, uses symbolic

trev=4*ellipke(k2)/omega; % much faster

t0=mod(dt,trev);

z0=asin(min(1,sin(0.5*x(1))/k));

% tmp=s1*omega*t0+s*ellipticF(z0,k2); % slow, uses symbolic

tmp=s1*omega*t0+s*elliptic12(z0,k2); % much faster

[sn,cn,dn]=ellipj(tmp,k2);

xout(1)=2*asin(k*sn);

xout(2)=2*s1*omega*k*cn;

end

Note that some of the built-in routines to evaluate elliptic functions are very slow,
because they rely on the symbolic toolbox. There is, however, a faster numerical im-
plementation available at https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/

8805-elliptic-integrals-and-functions. After unpacking the archive, we access the
faster routines by including an addpath statement that points to the subdirectory, where
they are located.

Figure 5.4 is generated by the following script, called one synchrotron period.m,

which is based on pendulumtracker() to move particles by 1/100 of one synchrotron os-
cillation period Ts and plot a dot at every instance. This is repeated for six particles with
different starting amplitudes phidot.

% one_synchrotron_period.m, track one particle at a time

clear all; close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/elliptic % needed for the fast routines

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas; dt=0.01*Ts;

phi=-pi:0.01:pi; separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*phi);

hold off; plot(phi,separatrix,’k’,phi,-separatrix,’k’)

axis([-pi,pi,-0.67,0.67]); hold on; pause(0.001)

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

for phidot=0.09:0.1:0.6

x=[0.0,phidot]; % initial value

plot(x(1),x(2),’k.’)

for k=1:100

x=pendulumtracker(x,Omegas,dt);

plot(x(1),x(2),’k.’); pause(0.001)

end

end

xlabel(’\phi’); ylabel(’$\dot\phi$’,’interpreter’,’latex’)

The two plots in Figure 5.5 are produced by the following script, called longitudinal_

matching_example.m, which first defines the synchrotron frequency Omegas and the syn-
chrotron period Ts. Then, one has to specify the duration of the simulation. Note that the
actual simulation always takes the same time, because pendulumtracker() always maps the
starting coordinates to those at the end. After the number of particles N is selected and the
initial distribution is defined as x0 and dx. The separatrix is calculated from Equation 5.47
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and then we loop over the N particles. For each particle, we select a random starting po-
sition within the box specified by x0 and dx and plot a green dot at that point. Then, we
call pendulumtracker() to map the starting coordinates to those after the desired tracking
time and make a black dot at that point. The plot on the left-hand side in Figure 5.5 is
produced when running the script with dt=3*Ts and the plot on the right-hand side with
dt=100*Ts.

% longitudinal_matching_example.m, track distribution for many Ts

clear all; close all

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas; % synchrotron frequency

dt=3*Ts; % or 100*Ts % <--- set time here

N=1000; % number of particles

x0=[0.0,0.0]; dx=[2,0.1]; % center and spread of distribution

phi=-pi:0.01:pi; separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*phi);

hold off; plot(phi,separatrix,’k’,phi,-separatrix,’k’)

axis([-pi,pi,-0.67,0.67]); hold on; pause(0.001)

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

text(-2.8,-0.57,[’After ’,num2str(dt/Ts),’ T_s’],’fontsize’,16)

for k=1:N % loop over particles

x=x0+(rand(1,2)-0.5).*dx; plot(x(1),x(2),’g.’);

x1=pendulumtracker(x,Omegas,dt); plot(x1(1),x1(2),’k.’);

pause(0.001)

end

The six plots in Figure 5.6 are based on the previous example, only the line, where starting
point x0 and range dx are defined, is changed to

x0=[0.0,0.4]; dx=[0.3,0.1];

and then the duration dt of the simulation is varied in six selected values between 0.2Ts to
100Ts. A script, named filamentation.m and not reproduced here, is enclosed with the
software, available from this book’s web page.

The left-hand side in Figure 5.7 is produced by landau damping.m, which is based on
the previous example, but follows 200 particles that start in the range specified by x0 and
dx and after each time step dt the mean of the distribution in the phase ϕ and the mean
of η = ϕ̇ is calculated and stored in the arrays phase and eta. These arrays are finally
displayed with axes annotated. Note that this script is very time-consuming, unless the fast
functions to evaluate the elliptic functions are used.

% landau_damping.m, track many particles simultaneously

clear all; %close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/elliptic % needed for the fast routines

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas; % synchrotron frequency

dt=0.05*Ts; % time step

N=200; % number of particles

x0=[0.0,0.4]; dx=[0.3,0.1]; % center and spread of distribution

phi=-pi:0.01:pi; separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*phi);

hold off; plot(phi,separatrix,’k’,phi,-separatrix,’k’)

axis([-pi,pi,-0.67,0.67]); hold on; pause(0.001)

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})
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text(-2.8,-0.57,[’After ’,num2str(dt/Ts),’ T_s’],’fontsize’,16)

xx=zeros(N,2); xx1=xx;

for k=1:N % loop over particles

xx(k,:)=x0+(rand(1,2)-0.5).*dx; plot(xx(k,1),xx(k,2),’g.’);

xx1(k,:)=pendulumtracker(xx(k,:),Omegas,dt);

end

M=500;

phase=zeros(1,M); eta=phase;

phase(1)=mean(xx(:,1)); eta(1)=mean(xx(:,2));

for steps=2:M

for k=1:N

xx1(k,:)=pendulumtracker(xx(k,:),Omegas,dt);

end

xx=xx1;

phase(steps)=mean(xx1(:,1)); eta(steps)=mean(xx1(:,2));

disp([num2str(steps),’ : ’ num2str(phase(steps))])

end

hold off

plot((1:M)*dt/Ts,phase,’k’,(1:M)*dt/Ts,eta,’k-.’);

xlabel(’t/T_s’); ylabel(’\langle\phi\rangle and \langle\eta\rangle’)

set(gca,’ytick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’yticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

The plot on the right-hand side in Figure 5.7 shows the initial distributions as the localized
and clustered distributions. The final distributions are almost homogeneously smeared out
across the entire range. It is produced by the following script landau projections.m, which
is rather similar to the previous examples. The starting coordinates are randomly spread in
the range, defined by x0 and dx, and then tracked for 100Ts with pendulumtracker(). His-
tograms of both initial and final distributions are produced and displayed on two subplots,
each with axes properly annotated.

% landau_projections.m, initial and final projections

clear all; close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/elliptic % needed for the fast routines

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas; % synchrotron frequency

dt=100*Ts; % time step

N=1000; % number of particles

x0=[0.0,0.4]; dx=[0.3,0.1]; % center and spread of distribution

xx=zeros(N,2);

for k=1:N % loop over particles

xx(k,:)=x0+(rand(1,2)-0.5).*dx;

xx1(k,:)=pendulumtracker(xx(k,:),Omegas,dt);

end

subplot(2,1,1)

histogram(xx(:,1),-pi:pi/40:pi);

hold on; histogram(xx1(:,1),-pi:pi/40:pi);

xlim([-pi,pi])

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

xlabel(’\phi’)

subplot(2,1,2)
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histogram(xx(:,2),-0.5:0.02:0.5);

hold on; histogram(xx1(:,2),-0.5:0.01:0.5);

xlabel(’\eta’); set(gca,’fontsize’,14)

B.5.11 Section 5.5, Bunch tomography

In order to explore longitudinal bunch tomography, we first have to prepare the projections
in the following script tomography make projections.m. As before, it sets the parameters
for the synchrotron tune Omegas and the time dt between recording projections, initial-
izes the distribution and then launches into nstep iterations, in which the distribution is
propagated forward in time with pendulumtracker(). In each iteration, the hist() func-
tion is used to calculate the projection, which is stored in subsequent columns in the array
projections. Both the phase-space distributions and the projections are displayed in two
subplots.

% tomography_make_projections.m

clear all; close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/elliptic

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas; dt=0.05*Ts;

N=1000; % number of particles

x0=[1.0,0.3]; dx=[0.3,0.1]; % center and spread of distribution

x1=zeros(N,2);

for k=1:N % initial distribution

x1(k,:)=x0+(rand(1,2)-0.5).*dx;

end

nstep=20; xbins=-pi:pi/128:pi;

projections=zeros(length(xbins),nstep); % allocate space

projections(:,1)=hist(x1(:,1),xbins); % save initial projection

for m=1:nstep-1

subplot(2,1,1); hold off;

phi=-pi:0.01:pi; separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*phi);

plot(phi,separatrix,’k’,phi,-separatrix,’k’);

hold on

parfor k=1:N

x1(k,:)=pendulumtracker(x1(k,:),Omegas,dt);

end

plot(x1(:,1),x1(:,2),’r.’)

axis([-pi,pi,-0.67,0.67]);

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

projections(:,m+1)=hist(x1(:,1),xbins);

subplot(2,1,2); bar(xbins,projections(:,m+1)); xlim([-pi,pi])

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

pause(0.001)

end

dlmwrite(’projections.dat’,projections,’\t’);

After the loop completes, all projections are saved in a file with dlmwrite().

The tomographic reconstruction of the original phase-space distribution in tomography

analyze projections.m first sets the same parameters as the previous script, reads the
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saved projections with dlmread(), and extracts the number of projections nstep from it.
Since we do not a-priori know the distribution in the “vertical” phase-space dimension ϕ̇,
we simply assume that each projection originates from an evenly distributed spread dp in
a given range. After allocating the space for the image im that will hold the reconstructed
phase space image, we loop over m, the sequence of projections. Inside this loop, we launch a
second loop over each slice in phase ϕ, enumerated by kbin, and abort, if the bin is empty.
If its contents is non-zero, we create the vector x1, which contains the phase of the bin, but
a uniform distribution of ϕ̇, as defined earlier by dp. This essentially creates a distribution
of particles that have the same phase value, but are smeared out vertically along the ϕ̇–axis.
Then we use pendulumtracker() to propagate this vertical strip backwards in time (note
the minus sign in the third argument) to the reference time, here chosen to coincide with
the time when the first projection was recorded. In the next step, we use hist3() to place
the back-propagated coordinates on a grid, specified by the values in xbins and dp. After
weighing with the amount of beam in the original slice of the projection, we add it to im.

Once all slices of a given projection are added, we use contourf() to display the recon-
structed phase-space distribution. As we add the information from successive projections,
the original distribution appears with increasing accuracy.

% tomography_analyze_projections.m

clear all; close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/elliptic

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas; dt=0.05*Ts; % must match values in

xbins=-pi:pi/128:pi; nbin=length(xbins); % the above function

projections=dlmread(’projections.dat’);

nstep=size(projections,2);

%.................reconstruct from projections

dp=-1:0.01:1; dpbin=length(dp); % the vertical "spread"

im=zeros(nbin,dpbin); % reconstructed initial phase space image

for m=1:nstep

for kbin=1:nbin

if projections(kbin,m)==0, continue; end; % abort, if empty

x1=[xbins(kbin)*ones(dpbin,1),dp’];

parfor n=1:dpbin % spread out "vertically"

x1(n,:)=pendulumtracker(x1(n,:),Omegas,-(m-1)*dt); % back-prop

end

im=im+hist3(x1,{xbins,dp})*projections(kbin,m); % add to image

end

contourf(xbins,dp,im’)

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

title([’Projection ’,num2str(m),’ of ’,num2str(nstep)]);

pause(0.2)

end

figure(2); % display the projections

subplot(2,1,1); plot(xbins,sum(im,2),’k’); xlim([-pi,pi]);

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})

subplot(2,1,2); plot(dp,sum(im,1),’k’)

After the reconstruction of initial phase-space distribution is completed, we open a second
figure(2) to display its projections onto the two axes.
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B.5.12 Section 5.6, Acceleration

The longitudinal potential for the two synchronous phase angles, shown in Figure 5.8, are
produced in two runs of the following script longitudinal potential.m. The upper plot
displays Veff , as given by the equation given 5 lines below Equation 5.59. The separatrices
in the lower plot are calculated from g(phi) which defines the expression in the brackets
under the root in Equation 5.61.

% longitudinal_potential.m

clear all; close all

degree=pi/180;

phis=15*degree; % set the synchronous phase

Veff=@(phi)-(cos(phi)+phi*sin(phis));

hold off

subplot(2,1,1)

phi=-4*pi:pi/20:4*pi;

plot(phi,Veff(phi),’k’)

xlabel(’\phi’); ylabel(’V_{eff}/\Omega_s^2’)

axis([-4*pi,4*pi,-4,4]);

set(gca,’xtick’,[-4*pi,-2*pi,0,2*pi,4*pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-4\pi’,’-2\pi’,’0’,’2\pi’,’4\pi’})

hold on

plot(2,Veff(2)+0.15,’ko’);

plot(2,Veff(2)+0.15,’k*’)

plot([pi-phis,pi-phis],[-4,4],’k:’)

plot([4.86,4.86],[-4,4],’k:’)

subplot(2,1,2)

for n=-2:3

g=@(phi)cos(phis)-(2*n+1)*pi*sin(phis)+(phi+phis)*sin(phis)+cos(phi);

phim=fzero(g,-2)

phi=phim+1e-6:0.02:(2*n+1)*pi-phis;

separatrix=@(phi)sqrt(2*g(phi));

plot(phi,separatrix(phi),’k’,phi,-separatrix(phi),’k’);

axis([-4*pi,4*pi,-2,2]);

set(gca,’xtick’,[-4*pi,-2*pi,0,2*pi,4*pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-4\pi’,’-2\pi’,’0’,’2\pi’,’4\pi’})

hold on

end

xlabel(’\phi’);

ylabel(’(d\phi/dt)/\Omega_s’)

plot([pi-phis,pi-phis],[-4,4],’k:’)

plot([4.86,4.86],[-4,4],’k:’)

The stable phase region, shown on the left-hand side in Figure 5.9, is produced by the
first half of the script smaller buckets.m.It is given by the range in which the expression
under the root in Equation 5.61 is positive. The region between the two values, at which it
becomes zero, defines the stable range. One is the stable fixed point at π−ϕs and the other
is found by using MATLAB’s zero-finder fzero(). Once both extremes are known for all
values of ϕs, they are plotted.

% smaller_buckets.m
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clear all; close all; degree=pi/180;

k=0;

for phideg=1:90

k=k+1;

phis=phideg*degree;

pp(k)=phideg;

g=@(phi)cos(phis)-pi*sin(phis)+(phi+phis)*sin(phis)+cos(phi);

phi1(k)=fzero(g,-2);

phi2(k)=pi-phis;

end

plot(pp,phi1/degree,’k’,pp,phi2/degree,’k’,pp,pp,’k:’)

axis([0,90,-180,180])

xlabel(’\phi_s [degree]’); ylabel(’\phi_{min}, \phi_{max} [degree]’)

figure

k=0;

for phideg=1:90

k=k+1;

phis=phideg*degree;

pp(k)=phideg;

g=@(phi)cos(phis)-pi*sin(phis)+(phi+phis)*sin(phis)+cos(phi);

bh(k)=sqrt(2*g(phis));

end

plot(pp,bh,’k’);

xlabel(’\phi_s [degree]’); ylabel(’(d\phi/dt)_{max}/\Omega_s’)

The right-hand side in Figure 5.9 is produced by the lower part of the script. Since the height
of the separatrix is maximum above the stable phase ϕs, it defines the bucket-half-height
bh, which is plotted as a function of ϕs.

B.5.13 Section 5.7, Simple linac model

The simple linac simulation, described in Section 5.7, is based on two helper functions;
celltm() returns the transfer matrix for one cell in a doublet lattice with a geometry
explained in the header of the function

% Calculate the 2x2 transfer matrix for a doublet lattice with

% the following setup <--(L)(F)(L2)(-F)(L)<--

% Usage: R=celltm(l,l2,f)

function R=celltm(l,l2,f)

R(1,1)=1+l2/f-l*l2/f^2;

R(2,2)=1-l2/f-l*l2/f^2;

R(2,1)=-l2/f^2;

R(1,2)=2*l+l2-l2*l^2/f^2;

and R2beta() is similar to the one encountered earlier. It receives the transfer matrix R as
input and returns the Twiss parameters and the phase advance.

% Calculates the periodic betafunctions and phase advance

% for a transfermatrix R

% Usage: [beta, alpha, phirad]=R2beta(R)

function [beta, alpha, phirad]=R2beta(R)
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c=0.5*(R(1,1)+R(2,2));

phirad=acos(c);

beta=R(1,2)/sin(phirad);

alpha=0.5*(R(1,1)-R(2,2))/sin(phirad);

The simulation itself is available in the following script energy profile.m. In the script,
first parameters are defined and commented. Then several arrays are allocated for the phases
and energies at every position along the linac. In particular, the energy-gain of the cavities
is defined in the array g but some of the cavities are “broken” and have reduced gradient.
Therefore, the linac must be first “phased” to adjust the phases, such that the design arrival
phase is always equal to the design phase dpsi. After this section the energy profile of
the linac is known and stored.

The rest of the script is subdivided into blocks of if 0 ... end or if 1 ... end that
can be switched on or off by setting the zero to one or vice-versa. In the first such block,
the nominal conditions are displayed, as shown in Figure 5.11. If the first block is turned
off and the second block is turned on, it generates the left-hand side in Figure 5.12, where
the energy and phase profile for two different initial arrival phases are shown and the third
block varies the arrival phases and displays the achievable final energy.

% energy_profile.m

% Rudimentary simulation of the single particle stability in a

% superconduction proton linac like SPL or the ESS

% Volker Ziemann, 180215

clear all; close all

degree=pi/180; % convert degree to radian

c=3e8; % speed of light in m/s

m_proton=938; % proton mass in MeV

T=200; % kinetic energy in MeV

ncell=30; % number of cells

dgamma=50/m_proton; % energy gain per section in units of rest mass

L=10; % section length in meter

f=2; % design quadrupole focal length

omega=2*pi*704e6; % RF frequency

dpsi=75*degree; % phase offset (for off-crest) for the cavities

%.......................................initial values

gstart=1+T/m_proton; % gamma, energy

phistart=0*degree; % phase in radian

%.....................................set the gradients

g=dgamma*ones(1,ncell); % cavity gradients in dV/mp

psi=zeros(1,ncell); % cavity phases

phi=zeros(1,ncell); % phase just before accelerating structure

gamma=zeros(1,ncell); % energy just after accelerating structure

trasta=zeros(1,ncell); % trace of transfer matrix

emitgrowth=zeros(1,ncell);% emittance growth

z=L*(1:ncell);

%

% calculate the periodic beta functions for the double cell

%

R=celltm(4.5,1,f);

[beta0,alpha0,phirad]=R2beta(R);

%
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% first determine the optimum phases to get the maximum energy gain

% this means that all effective phases (the argument of the cosine)

% are zero and this depends on the arrival time in the cavity which

% in turn depends on the energy accumulated up to just after the

% previous acceleration section.

%

% broken cavities

g(14:17)=0.1*g(14:17);

%

phi(1)=0; % set initial arrival phase to optimum, on-crest

psi(1)=-dpsi;

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(phi(k),2*pi);

psi(k)=phi(k)-dpsi;

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi(k));

end

kinetic_energy=m_proton*(gamma-1);

final_kinetic_energy=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

% save the nominal energy profile

ke0=kinetic_energy;

gamma0=gamma;

psi0=psi;

if 1 %....................display the nominal conditions

subplot(4,1,1)

plot(z,g*m_proton,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylim([0, 55]); ylabel(’Gain [MV]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

subplot(4,1,2)

plot(z,psi/degree,’k’,z,phi/degree,’k:’,...

z,(phi-psi)/degree,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylabel(’\psi, \phi [degree]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

subplot(4,1,3)

plot(z,kinetic_energy,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylabel(’kinetic Energy [MeV]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

subplot(4,1,4)

plot(z,sqrt(gamma.^2-1),’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’z [m]’);

ylabel(’\beta\gamma’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

return

end

if 0 %.....two different arrival phases

phi(1)=-0.31*degree; % initial arrival phase to optimum, on-crest

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi0(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(phi(k),2*pi);

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi0(k));

R=celltm(4.5,1,f*sqrt((gamma(k)^2-1)/(gamma0(k)^2-1)));
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trasta(k)=trace(R);

end

ke1=m_proton*(gamma-1); phi1=phi; tr1=trasta;

final_kinetic_energy=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

phi(1)=0.77*degree; % initial arrival phase to optimum, on-crest

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi0(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(phi(k),2*pi);

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi0(k));

R=celltm(4.5,1,f*sqrt((gamma(k)^2-1)/(gamma0(k)^2-1)));

trasta(k)=trace(R);

end

ke2=m_proton*(gamma-1); phi2=phi; tr2=trasta;

final_kinetic_energy=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

subplot(3,1,1)

plot(z,ke1,’k’,z,ke2,’k-.’,z,ke0,’k:’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylabel(’kinetic Energy [MeV]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

subplot(3,1,2)

plot(z,(phi1-psi0)/degree,’k’,z,(phi2-psi0)/degree,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylim([-180 180]); ylabel(’\phi-\psi [degree]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

subplot(3,1,3)

xx=2*ones(1,ncell);

plot(z,tr1,’k’,z,tr2,’k-.’,z,xx,’k:’,z,-xx,’k:’,’LineWidth’,2)

ylim([-2.5 2.5]); ylabel(’trace(R(z))’); xlabel(’z [m]’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

return

end

if 0 % scan the arrival phase

ic=0;

for pp=-1:0.01:1

ic=ic+1;

phi(1)=pp*degree; % set initial arrival phase to optimum, on-crest

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi0(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(real(phi(k)),2*pi);

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi0(k));

R=celltm(4.5,1,f*sqrt((gamma(k)^2-1)/(gamma0(k)^2-1)));

trasta(k)=trace(R);

end

fe(ic)=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

xxx(ic)=pp;

[ic,pp,fe(ic)]

end

plot(xxx,fe,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’Arrival phase \phi_0 [degree]’)

ylabel(’Final kinetic Energy [MeV]’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);
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return

end

if 0 %.....two different arrival energies

phi(1)=0*degree;

gstart=1+200.27/m_proton;

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi0(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(real(phi(k)),2*pi);

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi0(k));

R=celltm(4.5,1,f*sqrt((gamma(k)^2-1)/(gamma0(k)^2-1)));

trasta(k)=trace(R);

end

ke1=m_proton*(gamma-1); phi1=phi; tr1=trasta;

final_kinetic_energy=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

phi(1)=0*degree;

gstart=1+198.97/m_proton;

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi0(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(real(phi(k)),2*pi);

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi0(k));

R=celltm(4.5,1,f*sqrt((gamma(k)^2-1)/(gamma0(k)^2-1)));

trasta(k)=trace(R);

end

ke2=m_proton*(gamma-1); phi2=phi; tr2=trasta;

final_kinetic_energy=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

subplot(3,1,1)

plot(z,ke1,’k’,z,ke2,’k-.’,z,ke0,’k:’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylabel(’kinetic Energy [MeV]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

subplot(3,1,2)

plot(z,(phi1-psi0)/degree,’k’,z,(phi2-psi0)/degree,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylim([-180 180]); ylabel(’\phi-\psi [degree]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

subplot(3,1,3)

xx=2*ones(1,ncell);

plot(z,tr1,’k’,z,tr2,’k-.’,z,xx,’k:’,z,-xx,’k:’,’LineWidth’,2)

ylim([-2.5 2.5]); ylabel(’trace(R(z))’); xlabel(’z [m]’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

return

end

if 0 % scan the arrival energy

ic=0;

for T0=199:0.01:201

ic=ic+1;

gstart=1+T0/m_proton;
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phi(1)=0*degree; % set initial arrival phase to optimum, on-crest

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi0(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(real(phi(k)),2*pi);

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi0(k));

R=celltm(4.5,1,f*sqrt((gamma(k)^2-1)/(gamma0(k)^2-1)));

trasta(k)=trace(R);

end

fe(ic)=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

xxx(ic)=T0;

end

plot(xxx,fe,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’Initial kinetic energy T_0 [MeV]’)

ylabel(’Final kinetic Energy [MeV]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

return

end

if 1 %..........................random phases

gstart=1+200/m_proton;

phasemax=1.2*degree;

ic=0;

ndice=1000;

for idice=1:ndice

ic=ic+1;

dphase=2*phasemax*(rand(1,ncell)-0.5) ;

psi=psi0+dphase;

phi(1)=0*degree; % set initial arrival phase to optimum, on-crest

gamma(1)=gstart+g(1)*cos(phi(1)-psi0(1));

for k=2:ncell

phi(k)=phi(k-1)+(omega*L/c)/sqrt(1-1/gamma(k-1)^2);

phi(k)=rem(real(phi(k)),2*pi);

gamma(k)=gamma(k-1)+g(k)*sin(phi(k)-psi(k));

end

fe(ic)=m_proton*(gamma(ncell)-1);

end

hist(fe,50); xlabel(’final energy [MeV]’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

end

The next two blocks vary the energy, first two different energies are explored and lead
to the left-hand side in Figure 5.13, while a scan leads to the right-hand side. The last
block simulates random phase jitter of the cavities and running with two different values of
phasemax results in the two plots shown in Figure 5.14.

B.5.14 Section 6.2, Waveguides

The TE-modes in a rectangular waveguide, referred to in Section 6.2, are calculated in the
following script TEwaveguide.m, which defines the geometry, consisting of only a rectangle
for the inner region of the waveguide. Then the geometry, the mesh, the boundary conditions,
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and the material properties are defined in exactly the same way as for magnets in Chapter 4.
But instead of defining currents or charge sources and using the solvepde() function,
here we use the eigen-value solver solvepdeeig(). It returns the structure result, which
contains eigen vectors and eigen values in the range specified as the second argument to
solvepdeeig().

% TEwaveguide.m

clear all; close all; model=createpde(1);

waveguide=[2; 4; 0; 0.1; 0.1; 0; 0.05; 0.05; 0; 0];

gd=[waveguide]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’waveguide’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’waveguide’; [dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis equal

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:4],’q’,0,’g’,0); % von Neumann

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.002);

figure; pdemesh(model); axis equal;

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,1,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

result=solvepdeeig(model,[1,5000]);

eigenvalues=result.Eigenvalues; Hz=result.Eigenvectors;

[p,e,t]=meshToPet(model.Mesh);

[dHx,dHy]=pdegrad(p,t,Hz(:,2)); Hx=-dHx; Hy=-dHy; Ex=-dHy; Ey=dHx;

figure; pdesurf(p,t,Hz(:,1)); axis equal; %view(2)

figure;

subplot(2,1,1); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Ex;Ey]);

axis equal; title(’Electric field’);

subplot(2,1,2); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Hx;Hy]);

axis equal; title(’Magnetic field’);

We also call meshToPet(), which returns information about the points p, edges e, and
triangles t of all mesh points, which is required to calculate the gradients with pdegrad()

from Equation 6.1. Finally, arrow plots of the fields are shown in two subplots.
The TM-modes in the circular waveguide, shown in Figure 6.1, are generated by the

following script TMcircular2.m, which defines the geometry, consisting of a sole circle for
the waveguide. Then the geometry, the mesh, the boundary conditions, and the material
properties are defined in exactly the same way as before. Again, we use solvepdeeig(),

which returns the structure result, which contains eigen vectors and eigen values in the
range specified as the second argument.

% TMcircular2.m

clear all; close all; model=createpde(1);

waveguide=[1;0;0;0.1];

gd=[waveguide]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’waveguide’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’waveguide’; [dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis equal

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.002);

figure; pdemesh(model); axis equal;
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applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:4],’u’,0); % Dirichlet

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,1,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

result=solvepdeeig(model,[1,2000]);

eigenvalues=result.Eigenvalues; Ez=result.Eigenvectors;

[p,e,t]=meshToPet(model.Mesh);

mymode=1;

[dEx,dEy]=pdegrad(p,t,Ez(:,mymode)); Hx=dEx; Hy=-dEy; Ex=-dEx; Ey=-dEy;

subplot(2,3,1); pdesurf(p,t,Ez(:,mymode)); axis square; view([70,30]);

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); zlabel(’E_z [arb. units]’)

subplot(2,3,2); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Ex;Ey]);

xlim([-0.12,0.12]); ylim([-0.12,0.12]); axis square;

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); title(’Transverse electric field’);

subplot(2,3,3); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Hx;Hy]);

xlim([-0.12,0.12]); ylim([-0.12,0.12]); axis square;

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); title(’Transverse magnetic field’);

mymode=2;

[dEx,dEy]=pdegrad(p,t,Ez(:,mymode)); Hx=dEx; Hy=-dEy; Ex=-dEx; Ey=-dEy;

subplot(2,3,4); pdesurf(p,t,Ez(:,mymode)); axis square; view([70,30]);

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); zlabel(’E_z [arb. units]’)

subplot(2,3,5); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Ex;Ey]);

xlim([-0.12,0.12]); ylim([-0.12,0.12]); axis square;

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); title(’Transverse electric field’);

subplot(2,3,6); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Hx;Hy]);

xlim([-0.12,0.12]); ylim([-0.12,0.12]); axis square;

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); title(’Transverse magnetic field’);

Also in this script, we call meshToPet() as a prerequisite to call pdegrad(), which deter-
mines the fields from Equation 5.9 and displays them as arrow plots for the first two modes,
as specified by mymode.

The TEM-waves and their fields in a coaxial waveguide can be calculated from an elec-
trostatic calculation in which the potential Φ is determined by Equation 6.8. It is solved in
the following script TEMcoax.m. First, the inner and outer conductor of the coaxial waveg-
uide are defined and their difference sf=’outer-inner’ defines the volume in which to
calculate the solution. It follows the well-known pattern of meshing and specifying bound-
ary conditions and materials. Note that we specify the potential on the inner and outer
cylinder as boundary conditions. Calling solvepde() returns result, which contains the
potential Φ as the NodalSolution and the fields as gradients XGradients and YGradients.

% TEMcoax.m

clear all; close all; model=createpde(1);

outer=[1;0;0;0.1]; inner=[1;0;0;0.02];

gd=[outer,inner]; ns=char(’outer’,’inner’)’; sf=’outer-inner’;

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns); geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis equal

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:4],’u’,0); % outer

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[5:8],’u’,1); % inner

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.01);
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figure; pdemesh(model); axis equal;

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

result=solvepde(model); Phi=result.NodalSolution;

Ex=-result.XGradients; Ey=-result.YGradients; Hx=-Ey; Hy=Ex;

[p,e,t]=meshToPet(model.Mesh);

figure; subplot(1,3,1); pdesurf(p,t,Phi); axis square; view([70,30]);

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); zlabel(’\Phi [V]’);

subplot(1,3,2); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Ex,Ey]);

xlim([-0.12,0.12]); ylim([-0.12,0.12]); axis square;

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); title(’Transverse electric field’);

subplot(1,3,3); pdegplot(model);

hold on; pdeplot(model,’flowdata’,[Hx,Hy]);

xlim([-0.12,0.12]); ylim([-0.12,0.12]); axis square;

xlabel(’x [m]’); ylabel(’y [m]’); title(’Transverse magnetic field’);

Also here we need the information about the mesh and call meshToPet(), which allows us
to generate the surface plot, shown on the left-hand side in Figure 6.2. The arrow plots,
shown to the right-hand side, are generated in the following calls to pdeplot().

B.5.15 Section 6.4, Cavity with PDE toolbox

The pill-box cavity with beam pipes attached to either end, shown on the left-hand side in
Figure 6.8, as well as the field distributions, shown on the right-hand side, are generated
in the following script PDE pillbox with beampipe.m. Of course, in the beginning the
geometry is defined, processed, and the mesh is generated. Next, the boundary conditions are
specified; we use von Neumann conditions on the symmetry axis and the vertical boundaries
and Dirichlet conditions on all other boundaries. Here we have to deal with a rotational
symmetric geometry and we have to “put the differential equation into divergence form,”
which is accomplished by defining the two auxiliary function cfun and dfun, as explained in
Section 6.4.2. They are passed as arguments to specifyCoefficients(), before calculating
the result with the eigen values and the eigen vectors (or modes) with solvepdeeig().

% PDE_pillbox_with_beampipe.m

clear all; close all; model=createpde(1);

rr=0.01; % beam pipe radius

cr=0.23795; cr=0.23; cl=0.3; % Cavity radius and length

Cav=[2;4; -cl/2;cl/2;cl/2;-cl/2; 0.0;0.0;cr;cr]; % cavity

Pl=[2;4; -0.4;-cl/2;-cl/2;-0.4; 0.0;0.0;rr;rr]; % pipe left

Pr=[2;4; cl/2;0.4;0.4;cl/2; 0.0;0.0;rr;rr]; % pipe right

gd=[Cav,Pl,Pr]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’Cavity’,’Pl’,’Pr’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’Cavity+Pl+Pr’; % geometry relations

[dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns); geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’)

%return; % check for domain labels

figure; generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.02); pdemesh(model);

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1,2,3,9,10],’u’,0); % Dirichlet

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[6,7,8,5,12],’q’,0,’g’,0); % Neumann

cfun=@(location,state)-location.y;

dfun=@(location,state)-location.y;
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specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,dfun,’c’,cfun,’a’,0,’f’,0);

result=solvepdeeig(model,[1,800]);

k2=result.Eigenvalues; Ez=result.Eigenvectors;

freq_GHz=sqrt(k2’)*3e8/(2*pi*1e9) % display the eigenfrequencies

[p,e,t]=meshToPet(model.Mesh);

mode=1; % mode to view and analyze

F=pdeInterpolant(p,t,Ez(:,mode)); Ez0=evaluate(F,0,0);

figure; pdesurf(p,t,Ez(:,mode)/Ez0); view(2); colorbar

figure; pdecont(p,t,Ez(:,mode)/Ez0);

figure; pdeplot(model,’xydata’,Ez(:,mode)/Ez0,’contour’,’on’);

figure; pdegplot(model); hold on; pdecont(p,t,Ez(:,mode)/Ez0);

xlabel(’z [m]’); ylabel(’r [m]’);

figure;

y=0:0.01:cr; x=0*cl*ones(1,length(y)); DD2=evaluate(F,x,y)/Ez0;

EEz=besselj(0,2.405*y/cr);

subplot(2,1,1); plot(y,DD2,’k’,y,EEz,’k*’,’LineWidth’,2);

legend(’Numerical’,’J_0(2.405*r/R)’)

xlabel(’r [m]’); ylabel(’E_z/E_{z,max}’); xlim([0,cr]); ylim([0,1.08]);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

%hold on; plot(y,EEz,’r*’) % analytic solution

x=-0.4:0.01:0.4; y=0*ones(1,length(x)); DD3=evaluate(F,x,y)/Ez0;

y=0.5*cr*ones(1,length(x)); DD4=evaluate(F,x,y)/Ez0;

subplot(2,1,2); plot(x,DD3,’k’,x,DD4,’k:’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’z [m]’); ylabel(’E_z/E_{z,max}’); ylim([0,1.08]);

legend(’E_z ar r=0’,’E_z at r=R/2’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

From the result, we extract the field distribution and show it in various display formats.
Finally, we calculate the fields along different paths, for which we need to set up an in-
terpolating function F as a pdeInterpolant(). It can be used to evaluate the fields at
arbitrary points or along paths. The numerical solution along a vertical line in the middle of
the cavity is compared with the analytic solution from Equation 5.21 for the TM010–mode.

B.5.16 Section 6.6, Beamloading

The static beamloading compensation, discussed in Section 6.6.2, leads to values for the
optimum coupling β and detuning angle tanψ and generator drive current Ig/n that are
given in Equation 6.48 and 6.49. Their calculation is encapsulated in the function blcomp(),

which receives the peak cavity voltage V̂ , the shunt impedance R, the synchronous phase
angle ϕs, and the beam current Ib as input and returns the optimum values for the first-
named quantities to the calling program.

% blcomp.m, static beamloading compensation

function [Ig,beta,tanpsi]=blcomp(Vhat,R,phisdeg,Ib)

phis=phisdeg*pi/180;

Pc=Vhat^2./(2*R);

Pb=Ib.*Vhat.*cos(phis);

beta=1+Pb./Pc;

tanpsi=-tan(phis).*(beta-1)./(beta+1);

Ig=(1+i*tanpsi).*(1+beta).*Vhat.*exp(i*phis)./R + 2.*Ib;
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Figure 6.11 is based on the script transient beamloading0.m, reproduced below. After
defining a number of parameters for the simulation, the optimum values for the static
beamloading compensation are calculated with blcomp() and used to fill the arrays Ig

and Ib for the generator and beam currents as a function of time. They are shown in the
upper plot in Figure 6.11. Next, sys defines the dynamics of the system with cavity and
beam, according to Equation 6.54, and the subsequent command lsim() exposes sys to
the stimulus of generator and beam current, also according to Equation 6.54.

% transient_beamloading0.m

clear all; close all;

degree=pi/180; % convert to radians

Vhat=1e6; % Peak voltage

R=1e6; % Shunt resistance

Ib0=0.1; % Beam current

phisdeg=-15; % synchronous phase

psi_g=-15*degree; % in radians

t=0:0.01:5; % time in milliseconds

tauf=0.1; % filling time in ms, tauf=2Q/omega

[Ig0,beta,tanpsi]=blcomp(Vhat,R,phisdeg,Ib0); % beam loading comp.

Ig=Ig0*ones(length(t),1); Ig(1:100,1)=0; Ig(401:end)=0;

Ib=Ib0*ones(length(t),1); Ib(1:135)=0; Ib(350:end)=0;

sys=tf(R/(1+beta),[tauf,1+i*tanpsi]);

Vs=lsim(sys,Ig-2*Ib,t);

subplot(3,1,1);

plot(t,abs(Vs)/1e6,’k’,t,abs(Ig-2*Ib),’k--’,’LineWidth’,2);

ax=plotyy(t,abs(Vs)/1e6,t,abs(Ig-2*Ib)); xlim([0.7,4.5]);

xlabel(’Time [ms]’); ylabel(ax(1),’abs(V_s) [MV]’);

ylabel(ax(2),’abs(I_g-2I_b) [A]’);

legend(’Cavity voltage V_s’,’Drive current abs(I_g-2I_b)’)

hold on; plot(ax(1),t,Vhat/1e6*ones(length(t),1),’k:’,’LineWidth’,2);

phase=(180/pi)*angle(Vs);

phase(1:101)=NaN; phase(401:end)=NaN;

subplot(3,1,2);

plot(t,phase,’k’,t,phisdeg*ones(length(t),1),’k:’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’Time [ms]’); ylabel(’Phase [degree]’)

legend(’Cavity phase’,’Synchronous phase \phi_s’)

xlim([0.7,4.5]); ylim([-16.5,-11.5]);

Vminus=Vs-0.5*R*Ig/beta; % reflected voltage pulse

subplot(3,1,3); plot(t,Vminus/1e6,’k’,’LineWidth’,2); xlim([0.7,5]);

xlabel(’Time [ms]’); ylabel(’n V_- [MV]’)

legend(’Reflected voltage pulse’); xlim([0.7,4.5]);

The lsim() function returns the accelerating voltage in the complex-valued cavity voltage
Vs, as “seen” by the beam. The phase is shown in the middle plot in Figure 6.11. Note
that we set the calculated phase to NaN (not a number) at times when there is no beam or
no generator current, which prevents the values from being displayed. On the lower plot, we
show the reflected voltage pulse Vminus, which travels backwards towards the generator,
and is calculated near the end of Section 6.6.3.
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B.5.17 Section 7.2, BPM in octagonal beam pipe

The beam position monitor in the octagonal beam pipe, featured in Section 7.2, and whose
field distribution is shown in Figure 7.4, is calculated in the following script bpmgeometry.m.
The problem is based on solving Poisson’s equation with a small, point-like, charge causing a
field, enclosed in the grounded beam pipe. We therefore use the PDE toolbox and set up the
geometry with the octagonal pipe and a small circle, representing the beam. Then we mesh
and apply boundary conditions to the outer walls. The calls to specifyCoefficients()

give a small charge to the beam and define everything else as vacuum, before solving the
problem with solvepde().

% bpmgeometry.m

clear all; close all; model=createpde(1);

bpm=[2; 8; -0.030;0.030;0.050;0.050;0.030;-0.030;-0.050;-0.050; ...

0.020;0.020;0.010;-0.010;-0.020;-0.020;-0.010;0.010];

dx=0.005; dy=-0.002; % beam offset

beam=[1;dx;dy;0.001;zeros(14,1)];

gd=[bpm,beam]; % assemble geometry

ns=char(’bpm’,’beam’)’; % names of the regions

sf=’bpm+beam’; [dl,bt]=decsg(gd,sf,ns);

geometryFromEdges(model,dl);

pdegplot(model,’EdgeLabels’,’on’,’SubDomainLabels’,’on’); axis equal

generateMesh(model,’Hmax’,0.002);

figure; pdemesh(model); axis equal;

applyBoundaryCondition(model,’Edge’,[1:8],’u’,0);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,0,’Face’,1);

specifyCoefficients(model,’m’,0,’d’,0,’c’,1,’a’,0,’f’,5.6e9,’Face’,2);

result=solvepde(model); u=result.NodalSolution;

Ex=-result.XGradients; Ey=-result.YGradients;

[p,e,t]=meshToPet(model.Mesh); % needed for pdecond and pdesurf

figure; pdegplot(model); hold on;

plot(-0.02,0.02,’r*’,0.02,0.02,’r*’,-0.02,-0.02,’r*’,0.02,-0.02,’r*’)

text(-0.021,0.024,’S_A’,’FontSize’,16);

text(0.019,0.024,’S_B’,’FontSize’,16);

text(-0.021,-0.025,’S_D’,’FontSize’,16);

text(0.019,-0.025,’S_C’,’FontSize’,16);

pdecont(p,t,Ey,200); axis([-0.054,0.054,-0.0299,0.0289]);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

[Ex,Ey]=evaluateGradient(result,-0.02,0.02); Sa=abs(Ey);

[Ex,Ey]=evaluateGradient(result,0.02,0.02); Sb=abs(Ey);

[Ex,Ey]=evaluateGradient(result,0.02,-0.02); Sc=abs(Ey);

[Ex,Ey]=evaluateGradient(result,-0.02,-0.02); Sd=abs(Ey);

xpos=(Sb+Sc-Sa-Sd)/(Sa+Sb+Sc+Sd)

ypos=(Sa+Sb-Sc-Sd)/(Sa+Sb+Sc+Sd)

The structure result, returned from solvepde(), has members for the the potential
in NodalSolution and the fields in XGradients and YGradients. We also need to call
meshToPet(), because the contour plotting function pdecont() requires the information
about the points p and the triangles t of the solution. The fields at the location of the BPM
electrodes are returned by the call to the evaluateGradient() function and the derived
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signals xpos and ypos, proportional the position of the beam, are calculated in the last two
lines.

B.5.18 Section 8.3, Stopbands

The plot with the stopbands, shown on the right-hand side in Figure 8.6, is produced by the
script skew stopband2.m, reproduced below. It starts by defining a 2× 2 rotation matrix
OO and then combines two such matrices to a 4× 4 matrix RR. Then the 2× 2 matrix Q and
the 4 × 4 matrix S are constructed according to Equation 8.37. Moreover, the matrix SS

describes an additional thin-lens quadrupole. In the double-loop over Qx and Qy a transfer
matrix R is constructed, as the product of SS, S, and RR. All stable matrices have eigen
values with modulus unity. We therefore test, whether there is an eigen value larger than
one and plot an asterisk in the plane, spanned by the tunes Qx and Qy.

% skew_stopband2.m

clear all; close all

OO=@(mu)[cos(mu),sin(mu);-sin(mu),cos(mu)];

RR=@(mux,muy)[OO(mux),zeros(2);zeros(2),OO(muy)]

kappa=0.1;

Q=[0,0;kappa,0];

S=[eye(2),Q;Q,eye(2)];

k1=0.1; SS=eye(4); SS(2,1)=k1; SS(4,3)=-k1;

hold on

for Qx=0:0.01:1;

for Qy=0:0.01:1

R=SS*S*RR(2*pi*Qx,2*pi*Qy);

if (max(abs(eig(R)’))>1.0001)

plot(Qx,Qy,’k+’);

end

end

pause(0.001)

end

xlabel(’Q_x’); ylabel(’Q_y’)

B.5.19 Section 9.2, BetheBloch and Landau distribution

The energy loss as a function of momentum, as described by the Bethe-Bloch Equation 9.6,
is shown on the left-hand side in Figure 9.2, which is produced by the following script,
named bethebloch.m. Note that the small correction factor δ is not taken into account. In
the script, the parameters for the beam are defined first, including the range of energies,
as specified by the relativistic factor γ. Later, the parameters of the target elements are
specified. Next, the right-hand side of Equation 9.7 Wmax is defined as a function of the
beta and gamma. Then, arrays dEdxXX are prepared, where XX specifies the respective target
material. Finally, the energy loss of the three materials is displayed with the horizontal axis
using the logarithmic scale, before the axes are labeled and a legend is produced.

% bethebloch.m

clear all; close all

me=0.511; % electron mass in MeV

gamma=logspace(0.02,3,300); % range of energies

beta=sqrt(1-1./gamma.^2); % speed beta=v/c
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bg=beta.*gamma;

Wmax=2*me*beta.^2.*gamma.^2; % max kinetic energy of electron

Z=1; % proton beam

%.....................Lithium

rho =0.534; % g/cm^3

Zt=3; % number of electrons

At=6.94; % mass number of atom

II=16e-6*Zt^0.9; % ionization energy in MeV

dEdxLi=0.307.*Z.^2*(Zt./At).*(1./beta.^2).*(log(Wmax./II)-beta.^2); %.*rho;

%.....................frozen Hydrogen (Pellet target)

rho =0.0708; % g/cm^3

Zt=1; % number of electrons

At=1; % mass number of atom

II=16e-6*Zt^0.9; % ionization energy in MeV

dEdxH=0.307.*Z.^2*(Zt./At).*(1./beta.^2).*(log(Wmax./II)-beta.^2); %.*rho;

%.....................Tungsten or Wolfram

rho =19.3; % g/cm^3

Zt=74; % number of electrons

At=183.84; % mass number of atom

II=16e-6*Zt^0.9; % ionization energy in MeV

dEdxW=0.307.*Z.^2*(Zt./At).*(1./beta.^2).*(log(Wmax./II)-beta.^2); %.*rho;

semilogx(bg,dEdxH,’k-.’,bg,dEdxLi,’k’,bg,dEdxW,’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([0.3,1000]); ylim([0,14]);

xlabel(’\beta\gamma’); ylabel(’dE/\rhodx [MeV/(g/cm^2)]’)

legend(’frozen Hydrogen (H)’,’Lithium (Li)’,’Tungsten (W)’)

The simulation of the energy loss of a proton in water, shown on the right-hand side in
Figure 9.2, is prepared with the following script, named braggpeak.m. First, the param-
eters of the simulation are defined in the beginning of the script where the initial kinetic
energy T of the proton is specified. The while–loop calculates the scaled energy gamma and
the velocity beta in order to determine the energy loss according to Equation 9.6, which,
multiplied by the step length dx, gives the loss. The latter is then subtracted from the
kinetic energy. The current position is stored in the array xx and the kinetic energy in TT.

The loop terminates, once the energy becomes zero or less.

% braggpeak.m, depth-dose distribution of proton in water

clear all; close all

me=0.511; % electron mass in MeV

mp=938.3; % proton mass in MeV

Z=1; % proton charge

Zt=10; % H2O has 8+2=10 electrons

At=18; % Atomic mass of Oxygen and two hydrogen atoms

rho=1; % density of water

II=16e-6*Zt^0.9; % ionization energy in MeV approximately

dx=0.1; % step size =0.01 cm

x=0; % starting position

T=200; % Initial kinetic energy of protons

loss=zeros(200,1); xx=loss; TT=loss;

ic=1;

while T>0

ic=ic+1;
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gamma=1+T/mp;

beta=sqrt(1-1./gamma.^2);

Wmax=2*me*beta.^2.*gamma.^2;

dEdx=0.307.*Z.^2*(Zt./At).*(1./beta.^2).*(log(Wmax./II)-beta.^2)*rho;

loss(ic)=dEdx*dx;

T=T-loss(ic);

xx(ic)=xx(ic-1)+dx;

TT(ic)=T;

end

ic=ic+1; xx(ic)=xx(ic-1)+dx; loss(ic)=0; TT(ic)=0;

loss(1)=loss(2); TT(1)=TT(2);

plot(xx,loss,’k’,xx,TT/20,’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’z [cm]’); ylabel(’dE/dz [MeV/mm]’)

legend(’dE/dz [MeV/mm]’,’kin. Energy T/20 [MeV]’)

ylim([0,9.2]); set(gca,’FontSize’,20)

After adding a final data point with kinetic energy T = 0, the loss and the remaining
energy TT are plotted as a function of the depth xx. Note that we divided the numerical
value of the kinetic energy by 20 in order to be able to plot both curves on the same graph.

The profile of the Landau distribution, shown on the left-hand side in Figure 9.3, is
generated by the following script landau distribution.m, which numerically evaluates
the integral in Equation 9.8.

% landau_distribution.m

clear all; close all

x=-3:0.01:20;

landau=zeros(1,length(x));

for k=1:length(x)

pint=@(t)exp(-t.*log(t)-x(k).*t).*sin(pi*t)/pi;

landau(k)=integral(pint,0,Inf);

end

plot(x,landau,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’\lambda’); ylabel(’p_L(\lambda)’);

The energy profile of a proton beam after passing a 2mm lithium target, shown on the
right-hand side in Figure 9.3, is produced in the following script lithium target.m. It is
also based on Equation 9.8 and the equations that define xi and lambda, immediately below
Equation 9.8 in Section 9.2. After defining all relevant parameters for beam and target, we
calculate the average loss dE according to Equation 9.6 for the given target thickness. Then,
we loop over the potential losses Eloss and calculate what fraction of particles Psi has
Ef=T-Eloss as final energy. Finally, we plot Psi as a function of Ef and annotate the plot.

% lithium_target.m

clear all; close all

me=0.511; % electron mass in MeV

Z=1; % proton charge

mp=938.3; % proton mass

T=100; % proton beam kinetic energy

gamma=1+T/mp;

beta=sqrt(1-1./gamma.^2);

Wmax= 2*me*beta.^2.*gamma.^2;
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Zt=3; % lithium charge

At=6.94; % lithium mass

rho=0.534; % lithium density in g/cm^3

dx=0.2; % thickness in cm

II=16e-6*Zt^0.9; % in MeV

dEdx=0.307.*Z.^2*(Zt./At).*(1./beta.^2).*(log(Wmax./II)-beta.^2).*rho

dE=dEdx*dx % in MeV

xi=0.1534*(Z^2/beta^2)*(Zt/At)*rho*dx; % in MeV

Ef=zeros(50,1); lam=Ef; Psi=Ef; % allocate memory

ic=0;

for Eloss=-1:0.01:2

lambda=(Eloss-dE)/xi-1+0.577215-beta^2-log(xi/Wmax);

if lambda>-3

ic=ic+1;

Ef(ic)=T-Eloss;

lam(ic)=lambda;

pint=@(t)exp(-t.*log(t)-lambda.*t).*sin(pi*t)/pi;

landau=integral(pint,0,Inf);

Psi(ic)=landau/xi;

end

end

plot(Ef,Psi,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlabel(’Energy [MeV]’); ylabel(’\Psi(E,\Deltax)’)

hold on

plot([T-dE,T-dE],[0 5],’k--’,[T,T],[0,5],’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([98.5,100.1]);

quiver(T,2,-dE,0,1,’k’,’LineWidth’,2,’MaxHeadSize’,0.3);

text(99.6,2.3,’\DeltaE_{BB}’,’FontSize’,16)

B.5.20 Section 9.3, Beambeam hourglass effect

The reduction factor R(0, σs/β
∗
y) as a function of a = σs/β

∗
y , shown on the right-hand side

in Figure 9.6, is prepared in the following script hourglass.m, which numerically evaluates
the integral that appears in Equation 9.25 for a range of values. Note that here we only
calculate the integral over the interval from zero to infinity, which explains the factor 2.
Finally, R is plotted as a function of the ratio a = σs/β

∗
y .

% hourglass.m for symmetric ’transparent’ beams

clear all; hold off

a=0:0.1:5; % sigma_s/beta_y

R=zeros(length(a),1); % Hourglass reduction factor

for k=1:length(a)

integrand=@(u)exp(-u.^2)./sqrt(1+a(k)^2.*u.^2);

R(k)=2*integral(integrand,0,Inf)/sqrt(pi);

end

plot(a,R,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’\sigma_s/\beta^*_y’); ylabel(’R(0,\sigma_s/\beta^*_y)’)
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B.5.21 Section 9.7, Coherent beambeam oscillations

Scanning the relative positions of colliding beams at the interaction point in a storage-ring
collider causes the beams to mutually kick each other. At the same time, the strong electro-
magnetic fields will act as lenses and change the betatron tune of the beams. Figure 9.8
shows these effects for a horizontal and a vertical position bump. The plots are generated
with the functions defined below. First, we have a function F0(), given by Equation 9.28,
which returns the beam-beam kick from elliptic beams. It receives the horizontal x and
vertical position y, as well as the reduced sigma matrix (only the transverse positions, no
angles with σ11, σ33, σ13 but in the code we use a 2 × 2 matrix sig). If the sigma matrix
describes an almost round beam, the round-beam deflection curve is returned. Moreover,
the complex error function w(z) grows exponentially along the negative imaginary axis,
which leads to numerical instabilities. They are circumvented by methods described in [44].
The evaluation of Faddeeva w() for some arguments returns NaN or Inf and we have to
replace these with zeros in order to prevent NaN as output. This is needed, because MATLAB
evaluates 0*NaN to NaN.

% F0.m, beam-beam kick

% requires the Faddeeva package from matlab central

% https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/ ...

% 38787-faddeeva-package-complex-error-functions

function out=F0(x,y,sig)

r=1/sqrt(2*(sig(1,1)-sig(2,2)+2*i*sig(1,2)));

detsig=sig(1,1)*sig(2,2)-sig(1,2)^2;

if abs(r) > 1e8 % round beam

out=i*(x-i*y).*(1-exp(-0.5*(x.^2+y.^2)./sig(1,1)))./(x.^2+y.^2+1e-10);

return

end

a1=r;

a2=i*r;

b1=r*(sig(2,2)-i*sig(1,2))/sqrt(detsig);

b2=i*r*(sig(1,1)+i*sig(1,2))/sqrt(detsig);

g=0.5*(sig(2,2)*x.^2-2*sig(1,2).*x.*y+sig(1,1)*y.^2)/detsig;

z1=a1*x+a2*y;

z2=b1*x+b2*y;

zz1=conj(z1);

zz2=conj(z2);

q1=(imag(z2)>=0); % use one or the other form , depending on sign of

q2=1-q1; % imaginary part of argument of w(z)

out1=Faddeeva_w(z1)-exp(-g).*Faddeeva_w(z2);

out1(isnan(out1))=0; out1(isinf(out1))=0;

out2=conj(Faddeeva_w(zz1)-exp(-g).*Faddeeva_w(zz2));

out2(isnan(out2))=0; out2(isinf(out2))=0;

out=sqrt(pi)*r*(q1.*out1-q2.*out2);

In order to evaluate the complex-error function w(z) this routine requires the Faddeeva
package, available from the Matlab-central web page.

When calculating the closed orbit x⃗ just upstream of the non-linear beam-beam kick θ⃗,
we have to find the periodic solution to x⃗ = R(x⃗ + θ⃗), which is similar to Equation 8.25;

except here we try to find the orbit before the kick. Solving for x⃗ yields x⃗ = (1− R)−1Rθ⃗,

where the matrix (1 − R)−1R turns the kick θ⃗ into orbit distortions x⃗. It is given in the
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function fitco2() by RSe and RSp for electrons and positrons, respectively. Then, we iterate
for up to 20 times to determine the bunch separation xsep and ysep, determine the kicks
xk and yk in a call to F0() and determine the deflections angles for electrons and positrons,

which correspond to θ⃗ and determine the new orbit positions.

% fitco2.m, closed-orbit finder

function y=fitco2(y,xbump,ybump)

global Re Rp kapsig Ne Np egamma pgamma Relec

RSe=inv(eye(4)-Re)*Re;

RSp=inv(eye(4)-Rp)*Rp;

ic=20; % iteration counter

while ic>0

ic=ic-1;

xsep=y(1)-y(5)+xbump; % separation between bunch centers

ysep=y(3)-y(7)+ybump;

q=F0(xsep,ysep,kapsig); % the beam beam kick

xk=imag(q); yk=real(q);

exdef=-2e12*Relec*Np*xk/egamma; % electron deflection angle

eydef=-2e12*Relec*Np*yk/egamma;

pxdef=2e12*Relec*Ne*xk/pgamma; % positron deflection angles

pydef=2e12*Relec*Ne*yk/pgamma;

y(1:4)=RSe*[0;exdef;0;eydef];

y(5:8)=RSp*[0;pxdef;0;pydef];

end

The function trak(), reproduced below, tracks electrons and positrons through one turn
with beam-beam interaction included. It is used to obtain tracking data to find the tunes
from a FFT.

% trak.m

function y=trak(y,xbump,ybump)

global Re Rp kapsig Ne Np egamma pgamma Relec

xsep=y(1)-y(5)+xbump; % separation between bunch centers

ysep=y(3)-y(7)+ybump;

q=F0(xsep,ysep,kapsig); % the beam beam kick

xk=imag(q); yk=real(q);

exdef=-2e12*Relec*Np*xk/egamma; % electron deflection angle

eydef=-2e12*Relec*Np*yk/egamma;

pxdef=2e12*Relec*Ne*xk/pgamma; % positron deflection angles

pydef=2e12*Relec*Ne*yk/pgamma;

y(2)=y(2)+exdef; y(4)=y(4)+eydef; % electron deflection angle

y(6)=y(6)+pxdef; y(8)=y(8)+pydef; % Positron deflection angle

y(1:4)=Re*y(1:4); % electron transport through the ring

y(5:8)=Rp*y(5:8); % positron transport through the ring

Finally, these functions are called from beambeam tracking.m, shown below. First, we
define all parameters needed to specify both rings, including the construction of the transfer
matrices and the transverse sigma matrix esigxy and psigxy, as well as their sum as
kapsig (Σ). Note that the electron and positron orbits are combined in the vector y with
the electron’s x, x′, y, and y′ occupying the first four slots in y and the corresponding values
for the positron the slots 5 to 8.
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Then the horizontal bump is scanned. Inside the loop, first the closed orbit is determined
with fitco2() and the values for the horizontal and vertical position for both electrons and
positrons are stored in the array data, to be displayed later. Then the electron position
is slightly perturbed by 10micron and trak() is used to follow the system for Nfft turns,
while the horizontal electron position y(1) is saved to pos on consecutive turns. Once the
acquisition is complete, the peaks of the FFT of the position data reveal the tunes with the
help of the built-in function findpeaks(). The location of the highest peaks are stored in
locs(1) and locs(2). They are subsequently converted to tune units and also stored in
data. After all bump amplitudes are analyzed, the results, stored in data, are displayed.
The upper plot ion the left-hand side in Figure 9.8 shows the positions of the beams and
the lower plot the tunes.

After the horizontal scan is complete, the script repeats the same exercise with a vertical
bump. Note that the scale of the bump is much smaller, because the vertical beam sizes are
much smaller. After finding the closed orbit, instead of exciting a horizontal oscillation, here
we excite a vertical oscillation, and then save the vertical positions to pos to be passed to
an FFT. Note that the vertical tune Qy = 0.64 was chosen to lie above the half-integer and
here we have to ensure that the peak in the FFT is actually an alias. Finally a second figure
with the orbit and the tunes is produced. It is shown on the right-hand side in Figure 9.8.

% beambeam_tracking.m, V. Ziemann

% requires fitco2.m, trak.m, F0.m

clear all; close all;

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/Faddeeva/

global Re Rp kapsig Ne Np egamma pgamma Relec

degree=pi/180;

Nfft=1024; tune=(0:Nfft/2-1)/Nfft; % axis for fft plots

Relec=2.8179e-15; % classical electron radius

%...electron ring parameters, betas at IP

egamma=9e9/511e3; % 9 GeV

Ne=3.883e10; % particles per bunch

emitx=4e-8; betax=1; Qx=0.64;

emity=2e-9; betay=0.05; Qy=0.57;

%...positron ring parameters, betas at IP

pgamma=3.1e9/511e3; % 3.1 GeV

Np=5.632e10; % particles per bunch

pmitx=4e-8; pbetax=1; pQx=0.64;

pmity=2e-9; pbetay=0.05; pQy=0.57;

%...electron transfer matrices

Rx=[cos(2*pi*Qx),betax*sin(2*pi*Qx);-sin(2*pi*Qx)/betax,cos(2*pi*Qx)];

Ry=[cos(2*pi*Qy),betay*sin(2*pi*Qy);-sin(2*pi*Qy)/betay,cos(2*pi*Qy)];

Re=[Rx,zeros(2,2);zeros(2,2),Ry];

esigxy=[emitx*betax, 0; 0, emity*betay]; % electron sigma_xy at IP

%...positron transfer matrices

Rx=[cos(2*pi*pQx),pbetax*sin(2*pi*pQx);-sin(2*pi*pQx)/pbetax,cos(2*pi*pQx)];

Ry=[cos(2*pi*pQy),pbetay*sin(2*pi*pQy);-sin(2*pi*pQy)/pbetay,cos(2*pi*pQy)];

Rp=[Rx,zeros(2,2);zeros(2,2),Ry];

psigxy=[pmitx*pbetax, 0; 0, pmity*pbetay]; % positron sigma_xy at IP

kapsig=1e12*(esigxy+psigxy); % KapSigma_xy at IP, converted to micron

%..............................horizontal van der Meer scan

pos=zeros(Nfft,1); % array for positions for FFT
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y=zeros(8,1);

bump=-1000:50:1000;

data=zeros(length(bump),6);

for k=1:length(bump)

y=fitco2(y,bump(k),0); % finds closed orbit with beambeam kick

data(k,1:4)=[y(1),y(2),y(5),y(6)]; % store orbits for later display

y(1)=y(1)+10; % excite a betatron oscillation with 10 micron amplitude

for m=1:Nfft % iterate to get tunes from FFT

y=trak(y,bump(k),0); pos(m)=y(1);

end

[peaks,locs]=findpeaks(2*abs(fft(pos))/Nfft,’MinPeakHeight’,2);

data(k,5)=(locs(1)-1)/Nfft; data(k,6)=(locs(2)-1)/Nfft;

end

subplot(2,1,1); plot(bump,data(:,2),’k’,bump,data(:,4),’k--’);

xlabel(’Horizontal bump amplitude [\mum]’)

ylabel(’Deflection angle [\murad]’)

legend(’Electrons’,’Positrons’)

subplot(2,1,2); plot(bump,data(:,5),’k+’,bump,data(:,6),’k+’);

xlabel(’Horizontal bump amplitude [\mum]’); ylabel(’Tune Q_x’)

ylim([0.3,0.4]);

%..............................vertical van der Meer scan

figure

y=zeros(8,1);

bump=-100:5:100;

data=zeros(length(bump),4);

for k=1:length(bump)

y=fitco2(y,0,bump(k)); % finds closed orbit with beambeam kick

data(k,1:4)=[y(3),y(4),y(7),y(8)]; % store vertical orbits

y(3)=y(3)+10; % excite a vertical betatron oscillation

for m=1:Nfft % iterate to get tunes from FFT

y=trak(y,0,bump(k)); pos(m)=y(3);

end

[peaks,locs]=findpeaks(2*abs(fft(pos))/Nfft,’MinPeakHeight’,0.5);

Q1=(locs(1)-1)/Nfft; if Q1>0.5 Q1=1-Q1; end % avoid aliasing

Q2=(locs(2)-1)/Nfft; if Q2>0.5 Q2=1-Q2; end

data(k,5)=Q1; data(k,6)=Q2;

end

subplot(2,1,1); plot(bump,data(:,2),’k’,bump,data(:,4),’k--’);

xlabel(’Vertical bump amplitude [\mum]’)

ylabel(’Deflection angle [\murad]’)

legend(’Electrons’,’Positrons’)

subplot(2,1,2); plot(bump,data(:,5),’k+’,bump,data(:,6),’k+’);

xlabel(’Verical bump amplitude [\mum]’); ylabel(’Tune Q_y’)

ylim([0.37,0.45]);

B.5.22 Section 9.8, Linear collider beambeam simulation

The simulation of the disruptive collisions in a linear collider with nm beam sizes, leading to
the plots in Figure 9.9, is based on the following routines. Since the simulation is based on
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using a linear approximation for the beam-beam force, we provide a convenience function
CTM.m, which sandwiches focusing from thin quadrupoles with inverse focal length fxinv

and fyinv between two drift spaces of length dz/2 and returns the transfer matrix R of this
system.

% CTM.m, collision transfer matrix

function R=CTM(dz,fxinv,fyinv)

D=eye(4); D(1,2)=0.5*dz; D(3,4)=0.5*dz;

Q=eye(4); Q(2,1)=-fxinv; Q(4,3)=-fyinv;

R=D*Q*D;

The function CTM() is used when colliding two longitudinal slices with the function
collide slices(), which receives the 4 × 4 sigma matrix siga and sigb of the colliding
slices, their centroid positions (not used here) Xa and Xb, as well as the particle numbers Na
and Nb. Moreover, the beam energy is needed and provided as the kinematic factor gamma.
The routine returns the updated beam matrices siga2 and sigb2 and the updated centroid
positions, as well as the contribution lumi of the two colliding slices to the total luminos-
ity. Inside the function, first the beam sizes sx and sy are determined and the equivalent
inverse focal lengths fxinv and fyinv of the slice are calculated according to equations
given in Section 9.8. Then the transfer matrix Ra, with which beam a affects beam b, is
returned from CTM(). In the following lines the same procedure is applied with the roles of
the beams reversed and Rb is calculated. In the last two lines, the beam centroids and the
sigma matrices of the slices are updated.

% collide_slices.m

% siga = 4x4 sigma matrix of beam a

% Xa = 4x1 centroid positions of beam a

% Na = number of particles in beam a

function [siga2,Xa2,sigb2,Xb2,lumi] ...

=collide_slices(siga,Xa,Na,sigb,Xb,Nb,dz,gamma)

Relec=2.8179e-15; % classical electron radius

sx=sqrt(sigb(1,1)); sy=sqrt(sigb(3,3));

fxinv=2*Nb*Relec/(gamma*sx*(sx+sy));

fyinv=2*Nb*Relec/(gamma*sy*(sx+sy));

Ra=CTM(dz,fxinv,fyinv); % Field from b to deflect a

sx=sqrt(siga(1,1)); sy=sqrt(siga(3,3));

fxinv=2*Na*Relec/(gamma*sx*(sx+sy));

fyinv=2*Na*Relec/(gamma*sy*(sx+sy));

Rb=CTM(dz,fxinv,fyinv); % Field from a to deflect b

ssig=[siga(1,1)+sigb(1,1),siga(1,3)+sigb(1,3); ...

siga(1,3)+sigb(1,3),siga(3,3)+sigb(3,3)];

lumi=Na*Nb/(2*pi*sqrt(det(ssig)));

Xa2=Ra*Xa; siga2=Ra*siga*Ra’; % update beam a

Xb2=Rb*Xb; sigb2=Rb*sigb*Rb’; % and beam b

This routine constitutes the heart of the simulation in the script disruption.m, which
first defines the relevant parameters for the simulation. Note that we have to propagate the
beam size of the slices backwards to a time before even the first slice arrives at the IP. Since
the beta functions are very small, the transverse beam sizes are larger at that time and
only reach their design values at the IP. It turned out that this effect, which corresponds
to the hourglass effect, had to be included in the simulation. Once the slices are initialized,
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we start colliding the slices in the loop with loop variable t, which labels the time steps.
The loop with j as index matches the slices that actually meet at the time step t. Several
tests to avoid collisions between slices that do not “see” each other are included in the loop.
Once two slices that actually meet are identified, a call to collide slices() updates their
beam sizes, and the contribution of the two colliding slices to the luminosity is added to
lumi total.

% disruption.m, V. Ziemann

% requires collide_slices.m, CTM.m

clear all; % close all;

Relec=2.8179e-15; % classical electron radius

Energy=1500e9; gamma=Energy/511e3;

Nbunch=3.72e9; sigz=44e-6;

epsx=2.286e-13; betax=7e-3; % sigx=40 nm

epsy=1.471e-14; betay=68e-6; % sigy=1 nm

sigx=sqrt(epsx*betax); sigy=sqrt(epsy*betay);

Nslices=100; % over plus-minus 3 sigmaz

z=-3*sigz:6*sigz/(Nslices-1):3*sigz;

dz=z(2)-z(1); % length of longitudinal slice

Na=exp(-0.5*(z./sigz).^2); Na=Nbunch*Na/sum(Na); Nb=1*Na;

siga=zeros(4,4,Nslices); sigb=siga;

Xa=zeros(4,1,Nslices); Xb=Xa;

siga(1,1,1)=epsx*betax; siga(2,2,1)=epsx/betax;

siga(3,3,1)=epsy*betay; siga(4,4,1)=epsy/betay;

for k=1:Nslices % initialize the sigma matrices in all slices

R=eye(4); R(1,2)=-(k-1)*dz; R(3,4)=R(1,2); % propagate backwards

siga(:,:,k)=R*siga(:,:,1)*R’;

sigb(:,:,k)=siga(:,:,k);

end

ssig=[siga(1,1)+sigb(1,1),siga(1,3)+sigb(1,3); ...

siga(1,3)+sigb(1,3),siga(3,3)+sigb(3,3)];

lumi_total0=sum(Na)*sum(Nb)/(2*pi*sqrt(det(ssig)))

sax=zeros(1,Nslices); say=sax; sbx=sax; sby=sax; % for display

lumi_total=0;

for t=0:2*Nslices-2 % loop over time steps

disp([’at time step t=’ num2str(t)])

for j=1:Nslices % loop over the slices that meet at time t

k=t+2-j; % plus 2 because of indexing that starts at 1

if ((k<1) || (k>Nslices)) continue; end % abort if slices do not meet

disp([’ slice ’ num2str(j) ’ meets slice ’ num2str(k)])

% get here for each pair of meeting slices

[sa,xa,sb,xb,lumi]=collide_slices(siga(:,:,j),Xa(:,:,j),Na(j), ...

sigb(:,:,k),Xb(:,:,k),Nb(k),dz,gamma);

siga(:,:,j)=sa; Xa(:,:,j)=xa; % copy back updated values

sigb(:,:,k)=sb; Xb(:,:,k)=xb;

lumi_total=lumi_total+lumi; % sum the luminosity per slice

end

for k=1:Nslices % copy to display-arrays in nm

sax(k)=1e9*sqrt(siga(1,1,k)); say(k)=1e9*sqrt(siga(3,3,k));

sbx(k)=1e9*sqrt(sigb(1,1,k)); sby(k)=1e9*sqrt(sigb(3,3,k));
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end

za=1e6*dz*((1:Nslices)-t/2-1); zb=1e6*dz*(-Nslices+(1:Nslices)+t/2);

subplot(3,1,1);

plot(za,Na,’k’,zb,flip(Nb),’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([-Nslices*dz*1e6,Nslices*dz*1e6]); ylabel(’N/slice’)

text(180,8e7,[’t = ’,num2str(1e15*t*dz/(2*3e8),4),’ fs’],’FontSize’,20)

subplot(3,1,2);

plot(za,sax,’k’,zb,flip(sbx),’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([-Nslices*dz*1e6,Nslices*dz*1e6]); ylabel(’\sigma_x [nm]’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

subplot(3,1,3);

plot(za,say,’k’,zb,flip(sby),’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([-Nslices*dz*1e6,Nslices*dz*1e6]);

ylabel(’\sigma_y [nm]’); xlabel(’z [\mum]’)

legend(’Beam a’,’Beam b’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

pause(0.02)

%if t>0.6*Nslices break; end

%if t>1.3*Nslices break; end

end

LL0=lumi_total/lumi_total0

After all slices have met in a given time-step t, the beam sizes are copied to arrays sax,
say, sbx, and sby and scaled to convenient units for display. The arrays za and zb shift
the longitudinal axis, such that the bunches are moving into their respective direction of
propagation. Three plots, all using za and zb as their respective axis, are generated. they
show the intensities (upper), the horizontal (middle), and the vertical beam size (lower)
along the bunch (lower). One plot for every time slice is prepared such that the collisions
can be viewed as a movie as the collision progresses. Near the end of the loop, if–statements
break the simulation at the two selected times, leading to the plots shown in Figure 9.9.

B.5.23 Section 10.2, Spectrum from dipole magnet

The normalized spectra, shown in Figure 10.2, are produced in the following script
spectra.m, which shows the function S(y) from Equation 10.2 and H2(y), appearing in
Equation 10.23 and defined immediately below it.

% spectra.m, display S(y) and H2(y) for y=omega/omegac

clear all; close all

bk53=@(x)besselk(5/3,x);

S=@(y)(9*sqrt(3)/(8*pi))*y.*integral(bk53,y,Inf);

H2=@(y)y.^2.*besselk(2/3,0.5*y).^2;

y=logspace(-3,1);

SS=zeros(length(y),1);

for k=1:length(y)

SS(k)=S(y(k));

end

loglog(y,SS,’k’,y,H2(y),’k--’,[1,1],[1e-6,100],’k:’,’Linewidth’,2)

legend(’Power spectrum: S(\omega/\omega_c)’, ...

’Number spectrum: H_2(\omega/\omega_c)’)

xlabel(’y=\omega/\omega_c=\epsilon/\epsilon_c’); ylabel(’S(y),H_2(y)’)
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ylim([2e-3,3])

B.5.24 Section 10.3, Phasespace of freeelectron laser

The dynamics of the electrons in the ponderomotive potential of the laser field, which is
assumed to have constant amplitude, is governed by the equation of motion of a math-
ematical pendulum, just as the longitudinal dynamics of the particles in the potential of
the radio-frequency system. We discussed the latter in Appendix B.5.10 and there we used
the pendulumtracker() function to simulate the dynamics. Here, we will do likewise. The
following script fel phase space.m was used to prepare the left-hand side in Figure 10.5.

After defining parameters for the simulation and the variable phi to be used for the
horizontal axis, the separatrix is plotted. The small pause is necessary to give MATLAB’s
graphical system a little time to update the plot. Then a table with two values for the initial
“energy” eta0 is defined and phi is redefined to have fewer points. A loop over the values
in eta0 is launched and maps particles with evenly distributed initial phases phi to a later
time. Both the initial and the final phase-space position are displayed by a + and a * for
the two values in eta0. Again, a short pause is included to allow MATLAB to update the
display. Finally, the axes are annotated.

% fel_phase_space.m

clear all; close all

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas;

dt=0.1*Ts;

phi=-pi:0.01:pi;

separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*phi);

hold off; plot(phi,separatrix,’k’,phi,-separatrix,’k’)

axis([-pi,pi,-0.7,0.7]); hold on; pause(0.001)

eta0=[0,0.4];

phi=-pi:0.1:pi; % fewer points

hold on

for m=1:length(eta0)

for k=1:length(phi)

switch m

case 1,

plot(phi(k),eta0(m),’k+’)

case 2,

plot(phi(k),eta0(m),’k*’)

end

x=pendulumtracker([phi(k),eta0(m)],Omegas,dt);

switch m

case 1,

plot(x(1),x(2),’k+’)

case 2,

plot(x(1),x(2),’k*’)

end

pause(0.001)

end

end

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi,-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi’,’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’})
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xlabel(’\psi’); ylabel(’$$\dot\psi$$’,’interpreter’,’latex’)

The plot on the right-hand side in Figure 10.5 is prepared by the following script
fel small signal gain.m. After defining the parameters and displaying the separatrix,
an array eta0 with starting energies is defined and space for the gain is allocated. Then,
for each value in eta0, particles with evenly distributed phases are tracked for the dura-
tion dt. Just before the end of the loop the difference of the average final “energy” to the
initial eta0 is calculated, which describes the energy exchanged between the laser field and
the electrons. Finally, after the loop completes, which can take a few minutes, the axes are
annotated.

% fel_small_signal_gain.m, FEL gain curve

clear all; close all

Omegas=0.25; Ts=2*pi/Omegas;

dt=0.1*Ts;

phi=-pi:2*pi/201:pi;

separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*phi);

eta0=-5.002:0.2:5;

gain=zeros(1,length(eta0));

for m=1:length(eta0)

hold off; plot(phi,separatrix,’k’,phi,-separatrix,’k’)

axis([-pi,pi,-0.8,0.8]); hold on; pause(0.001)

hold on

for k=1:length(phi)

plot(phi(k),eta0(m),’r*’)

x=pendulumtracker([phi(k),eta0(m)],Omegas,dt);

gain(m)=gain(m)+x(2);

plot(x(1),x(2),’b+’)

end

xlabel(’\psi’); ylabel(’\eta’)

gain(m)=eta0(m)-gain(m)/length(phi);

disp([num2str(m),’: gain=’,num2str(gain(m))])

pause(0.1);

end

figure

hold off

plot(eta0,gain,’k*’); xlim([-5,5])

xlabel(’\eta_0 = (\gamma_0-\gamma_r)/\gamma_r’);

ylabel(’<\eta_f> - \eta_0’)

save(’gaincurve.mat’) % save for posterity

Note that we saved the workspace at the end of the script to the file gaincurve.mat. This
allows us to load the data generated in the somewhat time-consuming simulation and, for
example, add the small inserted momentum distribution, shown on the right-hand side in
Figure 10.5.

% plot_gaincurve.m

clear all; close all

load(’gaincurve.mat’)

plot(eta0,gain,’k*’);

xlabel(’$$\dot\psi_{0}\propto(\gamma_0-\gamma_r)/\gamma_r$$’, ...
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’interpreter’,’latex’)

ylabel(’$$\langle\Delta\dot\psi\rangle$$’,’interpreter’,’latex’)

xlim([-5,5])

hold on % add the insert

x=0.2:0.01:2.1;

plot(x,-0e-3+3e-3*exp(-4*(x-1.1).^2),’k--’)

After the small-signal FEL, we now turn to a simulation for the high-gain SASE mode.

B.5.25 Section 10.4, SASE simulation

The high-gain regime of the FEL, as described by Equation 10.32, can be simulated by
using the pendulumtracker.m function to describe the electron dynamics and continu-
ously updating the amplitude a to adapt the amplitude and phase of the “synchrotron-
oscillations” in the “buckets” created by the laser field. To do so, we must slightly adapt
the pendulumtracker.m function in order to be able to handle the phase ϕ of the laser, as
well as to use ζ = ψ + π/2 instead of ψ. The adapted function is the following:

% pendulumtracker2_phase.m, stable fixed point at pi/2

function xout=pendulumtracker2(x,omega,phi,dt)

x(1)=x(1)-pi/2+\phi; % adjust to new phase

k2=(0.5*x(2)/omega)^2+sin(0.5*x(1))^2; k=sqrt(k2);

if (x(1)>pi) x(1)=x(1)-2*pi; end

if (x(1)<-pi) x(1)=x(1)+2*pi; end

s=1; if (x(1)<0) s=-s; x(1)=-x(1); end

s1=1; if (x(2)<0) s1=-s1; end

if (k>1) % outside separatrix; check this part next

% disp(’outside’)

kelf=ellipke(1/k2);

trev=2*kelf/(k*omega);

t0=mod(dt,trev);

tmp=s1*k*omega*t0+s*elliptic12(0.5*x(1),1/k2);

[sn,cn,dn]=ellipj(tmp,1/k2);

if (abs(tmp) > kelf) sn=-sn; end

xout(1)=2*asin(sn);

xout(2)=2*s1*omega*k*dn;

else % inside separatrix

%disp(’inside’)

trev=4*ellipke(k2)/omega;

t0=mod(dt,trev);

z0=asin(min(1,sin(0.5*x(1))/k));

tmp=s1*omega*t0+s*elliptic12(z0,k2);

[sn,cn,dn]=ellipj(tmp,k2);

xout(1)=2*asin(k*sn);

xout(2)=2*s1*omega*k*cn;

end

x(1)=x(1)+pi/2-phi; % adjust phase back

xout(1)=xout(1)+pi/2-phi;

if (xout(1)>3*pi/2) xout(1)=xout(1)-2*pi; end % cast in range

if (xout(1)<-pi/2) xout(1)=xout(1)+2*pi; end
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The inside of the routine is unchanged, only in the beginning, the phases are adjusted by
adding ϕ− π/2. At the end, after the final coordinates are known, ϕ− π/2 is subtracted.

The following script sase simulation.m simulates Equation 10.32 by first defining pa-
rameters, such as the initial amplitude and phase of the laser, the normalized beam current
j as jcurr, the initial electron distribution as x0 and dx, and the number of particles used
in the simulation. The number of time steps nstep is set to 100, but can also be changed
further below. Then the initial distribution is prepared in a for loop and stored in the array
x1. Note that this section of the code is very similar to longitudinal matching example.m

from Section B.5.10. A commented return allows to break here and inspect the initial dis-
tribution.

% sase_simulation.m, FEL simulation

clear all; close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/elliptic % needed for elliptic12

a0=1; phi=0; a=a0*exp(i*phi); % initial amplitude and phase of laser

jcurr=200; % scaled current from Equation 10.32

x0=[pi/2,0]; dx=[2*pi,0.1]; % center and spread of distribution

N=1000; % number of particles

Omegas=sqrt(a0); Ts=2*pi/Omegas; % synchrotron frequency

axis_scale=[-pi/2,3*pi/2,-17,17];

ypos=0.95*axis_scale(3)+0.05*axis_scale(4); % where to place text

zeta=-pi/2:0.01:3*pi/2; separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*(zeta-pi/2+phi));

hold off; plot(zeta,separatrix,’k’,zeta,-separatrix,’k’)

axis(axis_scale); xlabel(’\zeta’); ylabel(’\nu’)

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi,3*pi/2],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’,’3\pi/2’})

hold on;

x1(:,1)=x0(1)+(rand(N,1)-0.5)*dx(1); % initial distribution

x1(:,2)=x0(2)+(rand(N,1)-0.5)*dx(2);

plot(x1(:,1),x1(:,2),’g.’); pause(1);

title(’Initial Distribution’)

% return % keep for debugging

nstep=100; dt=1/nstep; tau=(1:nstep)/nstep; % steps along the undulator

tic; data=zeros(nstep,4); % storage for plot data

for m=1:nstep

hold off; % draw new image

Omegas=sqrt(abs(a)); phi=phase(a); % needed for electron dynamics

separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*(zeta-pi/2+phi));

plot(zeta,separatrix,’k’,zeta,-separatrix,’k’);

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi,3*pi/2],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’,’3\pi/2’})

axis(axis_scale); xlabel(’\zeta’); ylabel(’\nu’)

hold on

parfor k=1:N % update electron phase space, use "for" or "parfor"

x1(k,:)=pendulumtracker2_phase(x1(k,:),Omegas,phi,dt);

end

plot(x1(:,1),x1(:,2),’r.’);

bf=sum(exp(-i*x1(:,1)))/size(x1,1); % bunching factor <exp(-i*zeta)>

a=a-jcurr*bf*dt; % update laser field, Eq. 10.32

text(-1.4,ypos,[’bf = ’,num2str(bf,’%6.3f’),’ ’],’fontsize’,16)
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Figure B.2 SASE phase space (left) with electron distribution and the evolution

(right) of amplitude, phase, bunching factor, and gain along the undulator.

text(pi,ypos,[’\tau = ’,num2str(tau(m),4),’ ’],’fontsize’,16)

title([’ abs(a) = ’,num2str(abs(a),3),’ gain = ’ num2str(data(m,4),3)])

data(m,1)=abs(a); % laser amplitude

data(m,2)=phase(a)*180/pi; % laser phase

data(m,3)=abs(bf); % bunching factor

data(m,4)=(abs(a)-a0)/a0; % gain

pause(0.01)

end

toc; growth_theo=0.5*sqrt(3)*(jcurr/2)^(1/3);

mm=0.3*nstep:nstep; p=polyfit(tau(mm)’,log(data(mm,1)),1);

growth_rate=p(1);

figure; % second figure with evaolution along the undulator tau=s/L

subplot(4,1,1); plot(tau,data(:,1),’k’); ylabel(’abs(a)’);

title([’Growth rate [theo/exp] = ’,num2str(growth_theo,3),’ / ’, ...

num2str(growth_rate,3)])

subplot(4,1,2); plot(tau,data(:,2),’k’); ylabel(’phase(a) [deg]’);

subplot(4,1,3); plot(tau,data(:,3),’k’); ylabel(’<exp(-i\zeta)>’);

subplot(4,1,4); plot(tau,data(:,4),’k’); ylabel(’Gain’);

xlabel(’\tau = s/L_u’)

After defining the number of steps nstep in the undulator, we start a loop over m, in which
we first calculate the “synchrotron frequency” Omegas and phase ϕ, before defining the
separatrix, plotting it, and annotating the axes. The following loop over the particles updates
the positions of the electrons with the modified pendulumtracker2 phase.m function. Since
updating the particles is independent, parfor can be used instead of for to use all available
cores of the CPU. Once the new coordinates are known, we plot them with a dot, as shown
in the left-hand side in Figure B.2, and calculate the bunching factor bf. It is used to
update the amplitude a and phase ϕ of the laser. In the remainder of the loop, we only
save the relevant information to the array data. After the loop, we calculate the theoretical
growth rate, given in Section 10.4, and then determine the growth rate from the simulation
by fitting a straight line to the logarithm of the absolute value of a in the last 70% of the
undulator. Finally, all data are plotted, as shown on the right-hand side in Figure B.2.

This simulation serves as the base for an exercise in Chapter 10 and parameters can
be easily modified to investigate their influence on the output field. Note that the small
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number of particles N is responsible for some initial noise that affects the amplitude a at
the end of the undulator.

B.5.26 Section 10.4, Oscillator FEL

The script for the FEL process is easily adapted to simulate an oscillator FEL, where a
moderately low current jcurr on the order of unity or smaller produces only a small gain
on the order to a few percent. This small gain can be counteracted by capturing the light
pulse in an optical resonator with two mirrors and repeatedly amplify it with consecutive
electron bunches. The bunches must arrive synchronized with the resonator round-trip time.

The following script oscillator.m simulates this situation. Note that we specify a small
current jcurr=1 and the mirror losses, which describe losses and out-coupling of some
of the light for experimental purposes. Note that we set nstep to 5 here, because, due to
the small gain, the amplitude a changes only little during one pass through the undulator.
This has the added benefit to speed up the simulation. Then, we launch into the loop
over Nrep consecutive bunches, here we simulate 100 passes through the undulator. For
each pass we initialize the electron distribution, because a fresh electron bunch has evenly
distributed phases, simulate its passage through the undulator, and include the effect of the
mirror losses. After the pass a number of variables, such as the amplitude a, the phase,
and the increase in electron momentum spread are stored in the array data.

% oscillator.m, low-gain FEL simulation

clear all; close all; tic

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/elliptic % needed for elliptic12

mirror_losses=0.01; % 0.01=1% extracted

a0=1e-8; phi=0; a=a0*exp(i*phi); % initial amplitude and phase of laser

jcurr=1; % scaled current from Equation 10.32

x0=[pi/2,2.6]; dx=[2*pi,0.1]; % center and spread of distribution

N=1000; % number of particles

Omegas=sqrt(a0); % synchrotron frequency

axis_scale=[-pi/2,3*pi/2,-17,17];

ypos=0.95*axis_scale(3)+0.05*axis_scale(4); % where to place text

zeta=-pi/2:0.01:3*pi/2; separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*(zeta-pi/2+phi));

nstep=5; dt=1/nstep; tau=(1:nstep)/nstep; % steps along the undulator

Nrep=100; data=zeros(Nrep,4);

for rep=1:Nrep

hold off

a00=abs(a);

x1(:,1)=x0(1)+(rand(N,1)-0.5)*dx(1); % initial distribution

x1(:,2)=x0(2)+(rand(N,1)-0.5)*dx(2);

plot(x1(:,1),x1(:,2),’g.’)

if (rep==1) dx0=dx(2); rms0=std(x1(:,2)); end

hold on;

for m=1:nstep % one pass through the undulator

Omegas=sqrt(abs(a)); phi=phase(a); % needed for electron dynamics

parfor k=1:N % update electron phase space

x1(k,:)=pendulumtracker2_phase(x1(k,:),Omegas,phi,dt);

end

bf=sum(exp(-i*x1(:,1)))/size(x1,1); % bunching factor <exp(-i*zeta)>

a=a-jcurr*bf*dt; % update laser field, Eq. 10.32
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end

plot(x1(:,1),x1(:,2),’r.’); rms1=std(x1(:,2));

a=a*(1-mirror_losses);

title([’Iteration ’,num2str(rep),’ of ’,num2str(Nrep)])

separatrix=2*Omegas*cos(0.5*(zeta-pi/2+phi));

plot(zeta,separatrix,’k’,zeta,-separatrix,’k’);

set(gca,’xtick’,[-pi/2,0,pi/2,pi,3*pi/2],’fontsize’,14, ...

’xticklabels’,{’-\pi/2’,’0’,’\pi/2’,’\pi’,’3\pi/2’})

axis(axis_scale); xlabel(’\zeta’); ylabel(’\nu’)

text(-pi/4,ypos,[’abs(a) = ’,num2str(abs(a),3),’ ’],’fontsize’,16)

data(rep,1)=abs(a);

data(rep,2)=phase(a)*180/pi;

data(rep,3)=(abs(a)-a00)/a00;

data(rep,4)=rms1/rms0;

pause(0.001);

if (mod(rep,100)==0) toc; end

end

figure; rep=1:Nrep;

subplot(4,1,1); plot(rep,data(:,1),’k’,’LineWidth’,2); ylabel(’abs(a)’);

subplot(4,1,2); plot(rep,data(:,2),’k’,’LineWidth’,2); ylabel(’\phi [deg]’);

subplot(4,1,3); plot(rep,data(:,3),’k’,’LineWidth’,2); ylabel(’Gain’);

ylim([0,2]);

subplot(4,1,4); plot(rep,data(:,4),’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

ylabel(’\sigma/\sigma_0’); xlabel(’Repetition’);

After the loop over the Nrep passes through the undulator completes, four plots with the
evolution of the amplitude, phase, gain, and momentum spread for the Nrep passes are
displayed.

B.5.27 Section 10.4, SASE pulseenergy spectrum

The distribution of pulse energies of a SASE pulse, shown in Figure 10.6, is produced
by the simply plotting Equation 10.34 for M = 1, 3, and 10 in the following script
sase power spectrum.m. Note that the equation is coded as an anonymous function
power() that is called several times, each time with a different M in the plot() command.

% sase_power_spectrum.m

close all

power=@(M,v)(M^M).*(v.^(M-1)).*exp(-M.*v)/gamma(M);

v=0.0:0.01:3;

plot(v,power(1,v),’k’,v,power(3,v),’k--’,v,power(10,v),’k-.’);

ylim([0,1.37])

xlabel(’v=U/<U>’); ylabel(’p_M(v)’)

legend(’M=1’,’M=3’,’M=10’)

B.5.28 Section 11.1, 2Dtracking

The phase-space plots for the toy-model with a single sextupole, shown in Figure 11.1, are
generated in the following script henonsext.m. After the parameters for the simulation are
specified, the first loop iterates over initial positions x0 and then the inner loop iterates
Equation 11.3, making a dot on the phase space diagram after each turn. If the particle
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position x(1) exceeds 3, tracking stops and the next starting amplitude x0 is used. The two
plots in Figure 11.1 differ only by the values of the tune used.

% henonsext.m

clear all; close all;

Nturn=1024; % number of turns

Q=0.2526; % or Q=0.31 % tune

dx=0.0; % misalignment

R=@(mu)[cos(mu),sin(mu);-sin(mu),cos(mu)];

RR=R(2*pi*Q);

hold on

for x0=0.05:0.05:2

x=[x0;0];

pos=zeros(1,Nturn);

for n=1:Nturn

x=RR*[x(1);x(2)-(x(1)-dx)^2];

if (abs(x(1))>3) break; end

plot(x(1),x(2),’k.’);

end

title(num2str(x0))

pause(0.001)

end

axis([-1.2,1.2,-1.2,1.2]);

xlabel(’$\hat x$’,’interpreter’,’latex’);

ylabel(’$\hat x’’$’,’interpreter’,’latex’);

title(’’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

B.5.29 Section 11.2, 4Dtracking

The plots in Figure 11.2 rely on the following helper function survived turns(), which
receives the maximum number of turns N, the transfer matrix R, the starting positions
x0 and y0, and the misalignments dx and dy. It returns the number of turns that survive
iterating Equation 11.4 with the specified initial values. The maximum number possible is
N.. Note that the initial angles are assumed to be zero when specifying x. Inside the loop,
first the kicks thetax and thetay are calculated and then subtracted from x before the
transfer matrix R is applied. The loop breaks prematurely, if either horizontal or vertical
amplitude exceeds 3.

% survived_turns.m

function out=survived_turns(N,R,x0,y0,dx,dy)

x=[x0;0;y0;0]; out=N;

for k=1:N

thetax=(x(1)-dx)^2-(x(3)-dy)^2; thetay=-2*(x(1)-dx)*(x(3)-dy);

x=R*[x(1);x(2)-thetax;x(3);x(4)-thetay];

if ((abs(x(1))>3) || (abs(x(3)>3))) out=k; return; end

end

This function survived turns() is the heart of the script that produces the plot on the
left-hand side in Figure 11.2. After the parameters of the simulation are defined and the
transfer matrix R constructed, three very similar blocks of code follow. They differ only in the
specification of the misalignment, the last two arguments in the call to survived turns().
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The loop over phi scans all angles and the construction with the while loop scans the
radial direction with a bisection method to determine the boundary between NN survived
turns and smaller values, which indicates particle loss in less that NN turns. For each phi,

a marker, *, +, or x is plotted to signify this boundary of stability—the dynamic aperture.

% henon2D_threecurves.m, dynamic apertures

clear all; close all;

NN=1000; % maximum number of turns

Qx=0.31; Qy=0.28;

R1D=@(mu)[cos(mu),sin(mu);-sin(mu),cos(mu)];

R=[R1D(2*pi*Qx),zeros(2);zeros(2),R1D(2*pi*Qy)];

hold on;

for phi=0:pi/100:pi % no misalignment, dx=dy=0

nmax=12; dr=10; r=dr;

while (nmax)

dr=0.5*dr;

x0=r*cos(phi); y0=r*sin(phi);

if (survived_turns(NN,R,x0,y0,0,0)==NN) r=r+dr; else r=r-dr; end;

nmax=nmax-1;

end

plot(x0,y0,’k*’);

end

ylim([0,0.52]);

for phi=0:pi/100:pi % dx=-0.05, dy=0

nmax=12; dr=10; r=dr;

while (nmax)

dr=0.5*dr;

x0=r*cos(phi); y0=r*sin(phi);

if (survived_turns(NN,R,x0,y0,-0.05,0)==NN) r=r+dr; else r=r-dr; end;

nmax=nmax-1;

end

plot(x0,y0,’k+’);

end

for phi=0:pi/100:pi % dx=-0.1, dy=0

nmax=12; dr=10; r=dr;

while (nmax)

dr=0.5*dr;

x0=r*cos(phi); y0=r*sin(phi);

if (survived_turns(NN,R,x0,y0,-0.1,0)==NN) r=r+dr; else r=r-dr; end;

nmax=nmax-1;

end

plot(x0,y0,’kx’);

end

xlim([-0.39,0.52])

plot([0,0.4],[0,0.4],’k:’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’$\hat x$’,’interpreter’,’latex’);

ylabel(’$\hat y$’,’interpreter’,’latex’);

The survival plot, shown on the right-hand side in Figure 11.2, is generated by the following
script henon2D.m. It shows the number of survived turns while scanning starting positions
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along a radial direction at an angle of 45 degrees. The same misalignments as in the previous
example are considered. Finally the three curves are plotted using double logarithmic scales.

% henon2D.m, survival plots

clear all; close all;

NN=1000; % number of turns

Qx=0.31; Qy=0.28;

R1D=@(mu)[cos(mu),sin(mu);-sin(mu),cos(mu)];

R=[R1D(2*pi*Qx),zeros(2);zeros(2),R1D(2*pi*Qy)];

phi=45*pi/180;

r=2:-0.0001:0.1; turns=zeros(1,length(r)); turns2=turns; turns3=turns;

for k=1:length(r)

x0=r(k)*cos(phi); y0=r(k)*sin(phi);

turns(k)=survived_turns(NN,R,x0,y0,0,0);

turns2(k)=survived_turns(NN,R,x0,y0,-0.05,0);

turns3(k)=survived_turns(NN,R,x0,y0,-0.1,0);

end

loglog(r,turns,’k’,r,turns2,’k--’,r,turns3,’k-.’,’LineWidth’,2)

axis([0.1,2,2,1700])

legend(’d_x = 0’,’d_x = -0.05’,’d_x = -0.1’)

xlabel(’Starting position r’); ylabel(’Survived turns’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16);

B.5.30 Section 11.4, Hamiltonians

In Section 11.4, only the main functions to manipulate Hamiltonians are described. Here,
on the other hand, we describe all needed functions and a few test programs that illustrate
using the software. The function thamlie() receives the strength knL and order M of a
Hamiltonian H0 and returns it as a column vector with 14 components. Here M=3 refers to
a sextupole.

% Constructs Hamiltonians

function H0=thamlie(strength,M)

H0=zeros(14,1);

switch (M)

case 2 % quadrupole

H0(3)=strength/2;

case 3 % sextupole

H0(6)=strength/6;

case 4 % octupole

H0(10)=strength/24;

otherwise

disp(’ERROR(thamlie): unsupported code’)

end

The bookkeeping arrays MO and MM, referred to in Section 11.4, are constructed in the
function hamini(), which must be called once before using the other functions that deal
with Hamiltonians. Its operation is already described in Section 11.4, so we do not have to
repeat it here.

% returns the array M0, MM, CN
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% M0(ii,1) is the power of x in monomial ii

% M0(ii,2) is the power of xp in monomial ii

% ii=MM(n+10*m) position ii with x^n*xp^m

% CN strings with the monomials, nice to have for display

function [M0,MM,CN]=hamini

global BAS3 BAS3I BAS4 BAS4I

N=2; NM=14;

M0=zeros(NM,N);

MM=-1000*ones(40,1);

%.....................first

ii=0;

for i1=1:N

ii=ii+1;

M0(ii,:)=0;

M0(ii,i1)=1;

MM(M0(ii,1)+10*M0(ii,2))=ii;

end

%.....................second

for i1=1:N

for j1=i1:N

ii=ii+1;

M0(ii,:)=0;

M0(ii,i1)=M0(ii,i1)+1;

M0(ii,j1)=M0(ii,j1)+1;

MM(M0(ii,1)+10*M0(ii,2))=ii;

end

end

%.....................third

for i1=1:N

for j1=i1:N

for k1=j1:N

ii=ii+1;

M0(ii,:)=0;

M0(ii,i1)=M0(ii,i1)+1;

M0(ii,j1)=M0(ii,j1)+1;

M0(ii,k1)=M0(ii,k1)+1;

MM(M0(ii,1)+10*M0(ii,2))=ii;

end

end

end

%.....................fourth

for i1=1:N

for j1=i1:N

for k1=j1:N

for l1=k1:N

ii=ii+1;

M0(ii,:)=0;

M0(ii,i1)=M0(ii,i1)+1;

M0(ii,j1)=M0(ii,j1)+1;
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M0(ii,k1)=M0(ii,k1)+1;

M0(ii,l1)=M0(ii,l1)+1;

MM(M0(ii,1)+10*M0(ii,2))=ii;

end

end

end

end

%.....................................

CN={’X’,’XP’,’X^2’,’X*XP’,’XP^2’, ...

’X^3’,’X^2*XP’,’X*XP^2’,’XP^3’, ...

’X^4’,’X^3*XP’,’X^2*XP^2’,’X*XP^3’,’XP^4’};

%................................. *sqrt(2*Jx)^3

BAS3=[3/4,0,1/4,0; % cos(x)

0,1/4,0,3/4; % sin(x)

1/4,0,-1/4,0; % cos(3*x)

0,1/4,0,-1/4]; % sin(3*x)

BAS3I=inv(BAS3);

%................................. *sqrt(2*Jx)^4

BAS4=[3/8,0,1/8,0,3/8; % 1

1/2,0 , 0, 0, -1/2; % cos(2*x)

0,1/4,0,1/4,0; % sin(2*x)

1/8,0,-1/8,0,1/8; % cos(4*x)

0,1/8,0,-1/8,0]; % sin(4*x)

BAS4I=inv(BAS4);

Near the end of hamini the array CN with strings describing the monomials is defined. This
will make reading output more convenient. Moreover, the array BAS3 and BAS4, as well as
their inverses are defined. They translate between the the representation of the Hamiltonians
as a sum of monomials to the representation using the resonance base of action and angle
variables. In particular, BAS3 is defined in Equation 11.27 in Section 11.6 and explained
further there.

The function dispham() displays the Hamiltonian H0 in a human-readable form, using
the names of the monomials in the array CN. The second input argument is a string that
prepends the list of monomials.

% displays a hamiltonian

function dispham(H0,TXT)

global M0 MM CN

disp(’ ’); disp(TXT)

for ii=1:length(H0)

if (abs(H0(ii))>1e-10)

disp(sprintf(’%3d %12g * %s’,ii,H0(ii),char(CN(ii))));

end

end

For convenience, we introduce the inverse of a symplectic 2× 2 matrix, which consists only
of re-ordering the matrix elements, because the determinant of a symplectic matrix is unity.
This inversion works without loss of numerical accuracy and is normally much faster than
the built-in inv(). This is not really essential for our simple systems, but may be worth to
remember for more complex situations.
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% Symplectic inverse

function S=sinv(R);

S=zeros(2);

S(1,1)=R(2,2);

S(1,2)=-R(1,2);

S(2,1)=-R(2,1);

S(2,2)=R(1,1);

The function adjoint3() receives a transfer matrix R as input and returns the matrices
S(1), S(2), S(3), and S(4), which map the coefficients of a Hamiltonian, as described, for
example, in Equation 11.21 for S(2).

% constructs the matrices to propagate the hamiltonian coefficients

% remember, they transform with the transpose of the inverse

% transpose is done at the end

function [S1,S2,S3,S4]=adjoint3(R)

global M0 MM CN

N=2; N1=N; N2=N*(N+1)/2; N3=N2*(N+2)/3; N4=N3*(N+3)/4;

IR=zeros(1,N);

R=sinv(R); % first invert the transfer matrix

%................first order

S1=R;

%...............second order

S2=zeros(3);

ii=0;

for i1=1:N

for j1=i1:N

ii=ii+1;

for i2=1:N

for j2=1:N

IR(:)=0;

IR(i2)=IR(i2)+1;

IR(j2)=IR(j2)+1;

jj=MM(IR(1)+10*IR(2))-N1;

S2(ii,jj)=S2(ii,jj)+S1(i1,i2)*S1(j1,j2);

end

end

end

end

%...............third order

S3=zeros(4);

ii=0;

for i1=1:N

for j1=i1:N

for k1=j1:N

ii=ii+1;

for i2=1:N

for j2=1:N

for k2=1:N

IR(:)=0;

IR(i2)=IR(i2)+1;
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IR(j2)=IR(j2)+1;

IR(k2)=IR(k2)+1;

jj=MM(IR(1)+10*IR(2))-N1-N2;

S3(ii,jj)=S3(ii,jj)+S1(i1,i2)*S1(j1,j2)*S1(k1,k2);

end

end

end

end

end

end

%...............fourth order

S4=zeros(5);

ii=0;

for i1=1:N

for j1=i1:N

for k1=j1:N

for l1=k1:N

ii=ii+1;

for i2=1:N

for j2=1:N

for k2=1:N

for l2=1:N

IR(:)=0;

IR(i2)=IR(i2)+1;

IR(j2)=IR(j2)+1;

IR(k2)=IR(k2)+1;

IR(l2)=IR(l2)+1;

jj=MM(IR(1)+10*IR(2))-N1-N2-N3;

S4(ii,jj)=S4(ii,jj)+S1(i1,i2)*S1(j1,j2)*S1(k1,k2)*S1(l1,l2);

end

end

end

end

end

end

end

end

% return the transpose, because that maps the hamiltonian coefficients

S1=S1’; S2=S2’; S3=S3’; S4=S4’;

The following function propham3() receives a transfer matrix R and a Hamiltonian H0 as
input and returns the Hamiltonians H1, which is H0 “pushed” with the help of the matrix R.
Inside the function, first the matrices S(1), S(2), S(3), and S(4) are prepared in adjoint3()

and then applied to respective parts of a given order in H0.

% Propagates a Hamiltonian through transfer matrix R

function H1=propham3(R,H0)

N=2; N1=N; N2=N*(N+1)/2; N3=N2*(N+2)/3; N4=N3*(N+3)/4;

NM=length(H0);

H1=zeros(NM,1);

[S1,S2,S3,S4]=adjoint3(R); % this returns the S-matrices with transpose
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H1(1:N1)=S1*H0(1:N1);

H1(N1+1:N1+N2)=S2*H0(N1+1:N1+N2);

H1(N1+N2+1:N1+N2+N3)=S3*H0(N1+N2+1:N1+N2+N3);

H1(N1+N2+N3+1:N1+N2+N3+N4)=S4*H0(N1+N2+N3+1:N1+N2+N3+N4);

With these routines it is possible to set up Hamiltonians and move them to different reference
points, but in order to concatenate two Hamiltonians H1 and H2, we need the functionality
of the Poisson bracket, which is provided in the function PB(). It returns a new Hamiltonian
H3 that is constructed with Equation 11.22 and already discussed there.

% Poisson bracket

function H3=PB(H1,H2)

global M0 MM

NM=length(H1); H3=zeros(NM,1);

for ii=1:NM

if abs(H1(ii))<1e-10, continue; end

i1=M0(ii,1); i2=M0(ii,2);

for jj=1:NM

if abs(H2(jj))<1e-10, continue; end

j1=M0(jj,1); j2=M0(jj,2);

x12=H1(ii)*H2(jj); l1=i1*j2-i2*j1;

if (l1==0), continue; end

k1=i1+j1-1; if (k1<0 || k1>4), continue; end

k2=i2+j2-1; if (k2<0 || k2>4), continue; end

if (k1+k2>4), continue; end % limit to octupole order

kk=MM(k1+k2*10);

H3(kk)=H3(kk)+x12*l1;

end

end

Using the Poisson bracket it is straightforward to implement the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff
formula, which is reproduced below.

% Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff

function H3=CBH(H1,H2)

Haux=PB(H1,H2);

H3=H1+H2+0.5*Haux+PB(H1-H2,Haux)/12;

Using this framework of functions to deal with Hamiltonians, we can move Hamiltonians
to the end of a beam line and concatenate them there in order to obtain a single Hamilto-
nian H0 that represents the action of all non-linearities, combined in a single Hamiltonian.
All cancellations among different Hamiltonians are automatically taken into account. The
function fulham3() receives the beamline as input and returns the combined Hamilto-
nian H0. Inside the routine, we loop through the beam line and whenever a non-linearity,
indicated by a code above 1000, is found, the order M of the Hamiltonian is determined
and the Hamiltonian Htmp constructed with thamlie(). Then we use the function TM()

(explained below) to determine the transfer matrix R to the end of the beam line and use
propham3() to propagate Htmp to the end of the beam line, where it is concatenated with
whatever Hamiltonians have accumulated there, previously. Once the loop terminates, H0
is the sought Hamiltonian.

% calculate the Hamiltonian H0 for the beamline
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% calcmat must be called beforehand for the transfer matrices

function H0=fulham3(beamline)

nlines=size(beamline,1); H0=zeros(14,1);

for k=nlines:-1:1

if (beamline(k,1)>1000) % its a nonlinearity

M=beamline(k,1)-1000; % order of non-linearity

Htmp=thamlie(beamline(k,4),M);

R=TM(k,nlines); % TM to the end

Htmp=propham3(R,Htmp); % propagate hamiltonian

H0=CBH(Htmp,H0); % concatenate with what is already there

end

end

Note that the function TM(), reproduced below, returns the transfer matrix R between
elements residing in lines ibl1 and ibl2 in the beamline. Since it relies on the accumulated
transfer matrices Racc, we can simply calculate it by left-multiplying the inverse of Racc
from the start of the beam line with the matrix to the second position.

% Transfer matrix from ibl1 to ibl2

function R=TM(ibl1,ibl2)

global Racc spos ipos nlines

if ibl2==nlines

i2=length(spos);

else

i2=ipos(min(ibl2+1,length(ipos)))-1;

end

i1=ipos(ibl1);

R=Racc(:,:,i2)*sinv(Racc(:,:,i1-1));

Note that using repeat-codes for the elements causes two types of ordering to appear:
one referring to one of the nlines in the beamline and a second to the nmat matrices
Racc. The correspondence is stored in the array ipos, which contains the index of Racc
for the corresponding element in a beam line. This array ipos is easily calculated when
determining the transfer matrices in calcmat(). We reproduce the latter below, where we
see that calcmat() now also returns ipos. It is filled, whenever a new element in the
beamline is found.

% calcmat.m, calculate the transfer-matrices

function [Racc,spos,nmat,nlines,ipos]=calcmat(beamline)

ndim=size(DD(1),1);

nlines=size(beamline,1); % number of lines in beamline

ipos=zeros(nlines,1);

nmat=sum(beamline(:,2))+1; % sum over repeat-count in column 2

Racc=zeros(ndim,ndim,nmat); % matrices from start to element-end

Racc(:,:,1)=eye(ndim); % initialize first with unit matrix

spos=zeros(nmat,1); % longitudinal position

ic=1; % element counter

for line=1:nlines % loop over input elements

ipos(line)=ic+1; % <--------------------set up ipos

for seg=1:beamline(line,2) % loop over repeat-count

ic=ic+1; % next element
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Rcurr=eye(ndim); % matrix in next element

switch beamline(line,1)

case 1 % drift

Rcurr=DD(beamline(line,3));

case 2 % thin quadrupole

Rcurr=Q(beamline(line,4));

k1=0.29979*beamline(line,4)/beamline(line,6);

Rcurr=QQ(k1,beamline(line,3));

case 5 % thick quadrupole

Rcurr=QQ(beamline(line,3),beamline(line,4));

case 201 % phase advance or tune

cc=cos(2*pi*beamline(line,4));

ss=sin(2*pi*beamline(line,4));

Rcurr=[cc,ss;-ss,cc];

case {0,1000,1002,1003,1004}

Rcurr=eye(ndim);

otherwise

disp(’unsupported code’)

end

Racc(:,:,ic)=Rcurr*Racc(:,:,ic-1); % concatenate

spos(ic)=spos(ic-1)+beamline(line,3); % position of element

end

end

Note that we also added a new code 201 to describe a rotation matrix, which receives the
tune from its fourth column in the beamline.

With all helper-functions defined, we are ready to analyze simple systems in the following
script testham1.m. It first defines a few variables to be global, so we only need to calculate
them once in the calling program, such as we do inside hamini(). Then three beam-
line descriptions henon, onesext, and twosext are defined and eventually one of them is
assigned to define the beamline and the matrices are calculated.

% testham1.m

clear all; close all;

global M0 MM CN

global Racc spos ipos nlines

[M0,MM,CN]=hamini;

henon=[

201,1,10,0.31;

1003, 1, 0, -6 % sextupole

];

onesext=[

1003, 1, 0, -6; % sextupole

1, 1, 2, 0 % 2 m drift

];

twosext=[

1003, 1, 0, -6;

1, 1, 2, 0;

1003, 1, 0, -6;

1, 1, 2, 0

];
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% beamline=henon;

% beamline=onesext;

beamline=twosext;

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines,ipos]=calcmat(beamline);

H0=fulham3(beamline);

dispham(H0,’H0 = ’)

Finally, the Hamiltonian H0, which represents the cumulative effects of all non-linearities,
is calculated in fulham3() and displayed with dispham().

B.5.31 Section 11.7, Normal forms

The normal form Hamiltonians, discussed in Section 11.7, are calculated by the function
nrnf(). Its inner workings are already explained in Section 11.7 and we do not have to
repeat it here.

% non-resonant normal forms

function [K,C]=nrnf(H0,R)

N=2; N1=N; N2=N*(N+1)/2; N3=N2*(N+2)/3; N4=N3*(N+3)/4; % size of subspaces

MM3=N1+N2+1:N1+N2+N3; MM4=N1+N2+N3+1:N1+N2+N3+N4; % ranges of indices

K=0*H0; C=0*H0; % initialize output arrays

[S1,S2,S3,S4]=adjoint3(R); % calculate the S matrices

K(MM3)=inv(eye(N3)-S3)*H0(MM3); % calculate K^(3)

S3K3=0*K; S3K3(MM3)=S3*K(MM3); % calculate S^(3)*K(3)

H3=0*H0; H3(MM3)=H0(MM3); H4=0*H0; H4(MM4)=H0(MM4); % init H^(3) and H^(4)

H4tmp=0*H0; H4tmp=H4-0.5*PB(-S3K3,-H3); % minus sign flips poisson bracket

[U,LAM,V]=svd(eye(N4)-S4); % svd of 1-S^(4)

[val,pos]=min(diag(LAM)); % find position of smallest eigenvalue

P0=zeros(N4);

if (abs(val)< 1e-10) P0=V(:,pos)*U(:,pos)’/(U(:,pos)’*V(:,pos)); end;

C(MM4)=P0*H4tmp(MM4);

H4tmp(MM4)=H4tmp(MM4)-C(MM4); % subtract from fourth order

for j=1:N4

if abs(LAM(j,j))>1e-10 LAM(j,j)=1/LAM(j,j); else LAM(j,j)=0; end

end

K(MM4)=V*LAM*U’*H4tmp(MM4); % calculate K^(4)

Below, we show a small test program in which the function nrnf() is used to find the
tune-shift polynomial of a ring with tune Q = 0.31 and a single sextupole. The beamline

contains one element with code 201, which simply describes a rotation matrix with phase
advance µ = 2πQ, which is calculated in calcmat(). Then, we calculate the matrix for
the ring R and, as before, use fulham3() to find the Hamiltonian H0 for the beamline.

Finally, we call nrnf(), with H0 and R provided, and receive the coordinate transformation
K and the tune-shift polynomial C. The latter we can transform to action-angle variables by
left-multiplying with the matrix BAS4 and the first element is the one which only depends
on the action-variable Jx. Its coefficient is printed to the display. We refer to the discussion
at the end of Section 11.7 for further details.

% test_hamiltonians3.m

clear all; close all;

global M0 MM CN
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global Racc spos ipos nlines

global BAS3 BAS3I BAS4 BAS4I

[M0,MM,CN]=hamini;

N=2; N1=N; N2=N*(N+1)/2; N3=N2*(N+2)/3; N4=N3*(N+3)/4; % size of subspaces

MM3=N1+N2+1:N1+N2+N3; MM4=N1+N2+N3+1:N1+N2+N3+N4; % ranges of indices

henon=[

201, 1, 10, 0.31;

1003, 1, 0, -6

];

beamline=henon;

[Racc,spos,nmat,nlines,ipos]=calcmat(beamline);

H0=fulham3(beamline); dispham(H0,’H0 = ’)

R=Racc(:,:,end);

[K,C]=nrnf(H0,R); % non-resonant normal form code

dispham(K,’K = ’);

dispham(C,’C = ’);

TS=BAS4(1,:)*C(MM4);

disp([’Tuneshift polynomial= ’ num2str(4*TS) ’ * Jx^2’])

B.5.32 Section 12.1, Spacecharge simulation

In Section 12.1, we investigate the influence of space-charge forces on the beam size in a
beam line with a FODO optics, where 1m-long quadrupoles are spaced by 4m, such that
each cell is 10m long. The quadrupole gradients are adjusted to produce 60 degrees phase
advance in both planes. The software from Chapter 3 was used to find these excitations and
the periodic Twiss parameters in the middle of a drifts space. The highly regular pattern
allows us to prepare a function k1(), which returns the k1(s) for each longitudinal location
s is the beam line. We simply calculate s modulo the cell length of 10m and if this is
between 2 and 3, k1() returns a positive k1 to signify a focusing quadrupole, and if it is
between 7 and 8, k1() returns a negative value.

% lattice focusing function

function out=k1(s)

kk1=0.29979*0.716792; % quadrupole strength

out=zeros(length(s),1);

out(mod(s,10)>=2 & mod(s,10)<=3)=kk1;

out(mod(s,10)>=7 & mod(s,10)<=8)=-kk1;

We determine the evolution of the beam sizes σx and σy by numerically integrating Equa-
tion 12.4 with the MATLAB function ode45(). To do so, we first have to transform the
two second order ordinary differential equations to a set of four first order equations, as
previously explained in Appendix B.2. The right-hand side of the differential equation is
encoded in the function sachfun(), reproduced below. It receives the position s in the
lattice and the four variables as input and returns the derivatives.

% sachfun.m, the right hand side of the derivatives

% x(1)=sigx, x(2)=sigx’, x(3)=sigy, x(4)=sigy’

function dxds=sachfun(s,x)

global epsx epsy Kperv

dxds=zeros(4,1);

dxds(1)=x(2);
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dxds(2)=-k1(s).*x(1)+epsx^2./x(1).^3+Kperv./(x(1)+x(3));

dxds(3)=x(4);

dxds(4)=k1(s).*x(3)+epsy^2./x(3).^3+Kperv./(x(1)+x(3));

The following script sacherer.m first defines a number of parameters used in the simu-
lation, such as the initial beta functions and the perveance, which is proportional to the
beam current. Then initial values x0 are assigned and passed to ode45() along with the
definition of the differential equation in sachfun(). Note that we increase the accuracy of
the integration by reducing MaxStep. This was necessary to avoid missing the start and
end points of rather abruptly starting quadrupoles.

% sacherer.m, integrate sacherer equations

% x(1)=sigx, x(2)=sigx’, x(3)=sigy, x(4)=sigy’

clear all; close all

global epsx epsy Kperv % needed in sachfun.m

epsx=1e-6; epsy=1e-6; Kperv=5e-8; % parameters

betax=10.19292; alphax=-1.238978; % initial values

betay=10.19292; alphay=1.238978;

x0=zeros(4,1); % initial sigmas

x0(1)=sqrt(epsx*betax); % sigmax

x0(2)=-alphax*sqrt(epsx/betax); % sigmax’

x0(3)=sqrt(epsy*betay); % sigmay

x0(4)=-alphay*sqrt(epsy/betay); % sigmay’

[s,x]=ode45(@sachfun,[0,100],x0,odeset(’MaxStep’,1e-2));

plot(s,1e3*x(:,1),’k’,s,1e3*x(:,3),’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

ylim([2.3,4.7])

xlabel(’s [m]’); ylabel(’\sigma_x,\sigma_y [mm]’)

legend(’\sigma_x’,’\sigma_y’)

The integrator ode45() returns arrays with the points at which the functions were evaluated
by the adaptive step-size algorithm and the array x with the beam sizes. The latter are
plotted and the axes are annotated. Running the simulation once with Kperv=0 yields the
left-hand plot in Figure 12.1 and with Kperv=5e-8 in the plot on the right-hand side.

B.5.33 Section 12.3, Wake fields and loss factor

The wake potentials, shown on the right-hand side in Figure 12.2, are generated in the
following script wake plot.m, which encodes W (t) from Equation 12.8 and displays it for
a resonator with Q0 = 1 and for Q0 = 3.

% wake_plot.m, display wake potentials

clear all; close all

omega0=2*pi;

Q0=1; taud=2*Q0/omega0;

omegahat=omega0*sqrt(1-1/(4*Q0^2));

t=0:0.02:2;

W=@(t)exp(-t/taud).*(cos(omegahat*t)-sin(omegahat*t)./sqrt(4*Q0^2-1));

W1=W(t);

Q0=3; taud=2*Q0/omega0;

omegahat=omega0*sqrt(1-1/(4*Q0^2));

W=@(t)exp(-t/taud).*(cos(omegahat*t)-sin(omegahat*t)./sqrt(4*Q0^2-1));
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W3=W(t);

plot(t,W1,’k’,t,W3,’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’\omega_0t/2\pi’); ylabel(’(Q_0/\omega_0R) W(t)’)

legend(’Q_0=1’,’Q_0=3’)

The two plots in Figure 12.3 are produced by the script wake and loss.m, reproduced
below. Note that it requires the Faddeeva package, already mentioned in Appendix B.5.21,
in order to evaluate the complex error function w(z). First, the wake function G(t) from
Equation is plotted for two values of the frequency, normalized to the bunch length σt, and
the axes are annotated. Second, the loss factor, according to Equation 12.10, as a function
of ωrσt is plotted.

% wake_and_loss.m

clear all; close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/Faddeeva

gauss=@(t)exp(-0.5*t.^2)/sqrt(2*pi);

Q0=1; omega0=2*pi;

omegap=(omega0/2*Q0)*(i+sqrt(4*Q0^2-1));

wake1=@(t)exp(-0.5*t.^2).*real(omegap.* ...

Faddeeva_w(omegap/sqrt(2)-i*t/sqrt(2)));

omega0=0.2*pi;

omegap=(omega0/2*Q0)*(i+sqrt(4*Q0^2-1));

wake=@(t)exp(-0.5*t.^2).*real(omegap.* ...

Faddeeva_w(omegap/sqrt(2)-i*t/sqrt(2)));

t=-4:0.1:10;

plot(t,gauss(t),’k’,t,wake(t),’k--’,t,wake1(t),’k:’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([-4,10]); ylim([-0.31,0.43])

xlabel(’ t/\sigma_t’);

legend(’Bunch distribution’,’G(t) with \omega_r\sigma_t=0.2\pi’, ...

’G(t) with \omega_r\sigma_t=2\pi’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

figure %..........second figure with the loss factor

lossfactor=@(sigmat)real(omegap*Faddeeva_w(omegap*sigmat));

sigmat=0.01:0.03:5;

plot(omega0*sigmat,lossfactor(sigmat),’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlim([0,3])

xlabel(’\omega_r\sigma_t’); ylabel(’k_{||} [arb. units]’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

B.5.34 Section 12.4, Stability diagram

The stability diagram, shown in Figure 12.4, is generated with the following script
stability diagram.m. Note that it also requires the Faddeeva package for the complex
error function w(z). First, the dispersion integral ID(Ω) from Equation 12.19 is defined as
an anonymous function and then evaluated for a range of scaled frequencies ξ1, first with
real ξ1 and then with a small imaginary part. Following the argument from Section 12.4,
we plot the imaginary part V versus the real part U of U + iV = i/ID(ξ1) in the complex
plane for real and complex ξ1. Finally, we add the embedded unit circle, indicating the
Keil-Schnell stability criterion.

% stability_diagram.m
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clear all; close all

addpath /home/ziemann/matlab/Faddeeva

% dispersion integral for gaussians

ID=@(xi1)1+i*sqrt(pi/2).*xi1.*Faddeeva_w(xi1/sqrt(2));

xi1=-3.3:0.1:3.3; % range of ’frequencies’

z=ID(xi1); u=real(i./z); v=imag(i./z);

xi2=xi1-i*0.03; % add a little damping, Im(Omega)>0 --> Im(xi1)<0

z=ID(xi2); u2=real(i./z); v2=imag(i./z);

phi=0:2*pi/100:2*pi; % for Keil-Schnell circle

plot(u,v,’k’,u2,v2,’k--’,sin(phi),cos(phi),’k:’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’U’); ylabel(’V’);

legend(’Real frequency \Omega’, ...

’and with small Im(\Omega)>0’,’Keil-Schnell circle’)

ylim([-6.2,1.2]); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

B.5.35 Section 12.5, Bunchlengthening simulation

The single-bunch instability, discussed in Section 12.5, is based on [97] and maps the first
moments X and second moments sigma of the longitudinal phase space through maps for
(a) synchrotron oscillations, (b) radiation damping and excitation, and (c) wake fields. The
map for synchrotron oscillations is defined by Equation 12.21 and coded in the function
hirata synosc(). It receives the rotation matrix U, which depends on the synchrotron
tune νs, and the initial values for X and sigma as input. It returns X2 and sigma2 after one
turn.

% hirata_synosc.m

function [X2,sigma2]=hirata_synosc(U,X,sigma)

X2=U*X;

sigma2=U*sigma*U’;

Likewise, the function for radiation damping ξ and excitation σ0 is called hirata radamp().

It receives xi, sig0 and X, sigma as input and returns the new values, which are updated
according to Equation 12.22.

% hirata_radamp.m

function [X2,sigma2]=hirata_radamp(xi,sig0,X,sigma);

X2=[X(1);xi*X(2)];

sigma2=sigma;

sigma2(1,2)=xi*sigma(1,2);

sigma2(2,1)=sigma2(1,2);

sigma2(2,2)=xi^2*sigma(2,2)+(1-xi^2)*sig0^2;

The wake field is represented by the model encoded in the function hirata wake(). It
receives the “strength” of the wake f0 and X, sigma as input and returns the updated
values according to Equation 12.23.

% hirata_wake.m

function [X2,sigma2]=hirata_wake(f0,X,sigma)

X2=[X(1);X(2)-0.5*f0];

sigma2=sigma;

sigma2(1,2)=sigma(1,2)-0.5*f0*sqrt(sigma(1,1))/sqrt(pi);

sigma2(2,1)=sigma2(1,2);
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sigma2(2,2)=sigma(2,2)-f0*sigma(1,2)/sqrt(pi*sigma(1,1))+f0^2/12;

These maps are used, one after another, in the following function hirata iterate(), which
receives all defining parameters and the initial values of X and sigma, and then iterates for
N turns before returning the updated values.

% hirata_iterate.m

function [X,sigma]=hirata_iterate(N,U,xi,sig0,f0,X,sigma)

for k=1:N

[X2,sigma2]=hirata_synosc(U,X,sigma);

[X3,sigma3]=hirata_radamp(xi,sig0,X2,sigma2);

[X4,sigma4]=hirata_wake(f0,X3,sigma3);

X=X4; sigma=sigma4;

end

The simulation is run from the following script hirata simulation.m, which first defines
the parameters and various variables needed for the simulation. It produces a plot, which
shows the time evolution of the system for ten damping times and saves the arrival time
X(1), the bunch length sqrt(sigma(1,1)), and the momentum spread sqrt(sigma(2,2))

to the array data. After the iterations have finished, the stored values of X(1) and
sqrt(sigma(1,1)) are plotted versus the turn number.

The second simulation, shown in a newly opened window, runs the same type of simu-
lation for a number of values of f0. They are proportional to the beam current. Instead of
ten, here we only iterate for three damping times, 3*Nd turns, and display the final values
of various matrix elements of sigma as a function of f0, which results in the plot shown on
the left-hand side in Figure 12.5.

% hirata_simulation.m

% synchtotron oscillations

mus=2*pi*0.0196; U=[cos(mus),sin(mus);-sin(mus),cos(mus)];

% radiation and damping

Nd=1000; % damping time in turns

xi=exp(-1/Nd);

sig0=1;

Nsim=10*Nd;

% wake fields

f0=4;

data=zeros(Nsim,3);

X=[1;0]; sigma=[2,0;2,1]; % initial distribution

for k=1:Nsim

[X2,sigma2]=hirata_synosc(U,X,sigma);

[X3,sigma3]=hirata_radamp(xi,sig0,X2,sigma2);

[X4,sigma4]=hirata_wake(f0,X3,sigma3);

X=X4; sigma=sigma4;

data(k,1)=X(1); data(k,2)=sqrt(sigma(1,1)); data(k,3)=sqrt(sigma(2,2));

end

plot(1:Nsim,data(:,1),1:Nsim,data(:,2))

figure %....the equilibrium values

f0=0.0:0.01:3;

data=zeros(length(f0),3);

X=[0;0]; sigma=[1,0;0,1]; % initial values for f0=0
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for k=1:length(f0)

[X,sigma]=hirata_iterate(3*Nd,U,xi,sig0,f0(k),X,sigma);

data(k,1)=sqrt(sigma(1,1));

data(k,2)=sqrt(sigma(2,2));

data(k,3)=sqrt(abs(sigma(1,2)));

end

plot(f0,data(:,1),’k’,f0,data(:,2),’k--’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’f_0’); ylabel(’\sigma_{11}^{1/2}, \sigma_{22}^{1/2}’)

legend(’Bunch length \sigma_{11}^{1/2}’,’Energy spread \sigma_{22}^{1/2}’)

ylim([0,3.8]); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

B.5.36 Section 13.1, Arduino in EPICS

Connecting an Arduino UNO or Nano to EPICS, as mentioned in Section 13.1, consists
of programming the Arduino in order to respond to the requests mentioned. The following
Arduino sketch has the structure used and discussed extensively in [104]. In the setup()

function, the Serial port is opened with baud rate 9600 specified, and the output pins are
declared and initialized. In the loop() function, which is repeated endlessly, the Serial
line is monitored for arriving strings and if a command is available, it is converted to
a character string line that is subsequently parsed with the strstr() function. If the
command matches one of the recognized commands: A0?, D4?, and DO5, the appropriate
action is taken.

// query_response_epics.ino, read A0, DI4, write D5

int val;

char line[30];

void setup() {

Serial.begin (9600);

pinMode(5,OUTPUT); digitalWrite(5,LOW);

while (!Serial) {;}

}

void loop() {

if (Serial.available()) {

Serial.readStringUntil(’\n’).toCharArray(line,30);

if (strstr(line,"A0?")) {

val=analogRead(0);

Serial.print("A0 "); Serial.println(5.0*val/1023);

} else if (strstr(line,"DI4?")) {

val=digitalRead(4);

Serial.print("DI4 "); Serial.println(val);

} else if (strstr(line,"DO5")) {

val=(int)atof(&line[4]);

if (val!=0) val=1;

digitalWrite(5,val);

} else {

Serial.println("unknown");

}

}

}
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The protocol, implemented on the Arduino, must be matched by an appropriate protocol
file on the EPICS system. In [104] a Raspberry Pi single-board computer is configured
as an EPICS input-output controller (IOC) and was actually used as the counterpart for
the Arduino. The following protocol file arduino.proto is used to implement the low-level
communication to the Arduino, as already discussed in Section 13.1.

# arduino.proto

Terminator = LF;

set_bit{out "DO\$1 %i"; ExtraInput = Ignore;}

get_bit{out "DI\$1?"; in "DI\$1 %i"; ExtraInput = Ignore;}

get_analog {out "A\$1?"; in "A\$1 %f"; ExtraInput = Ignore;}

This low-level protocol is connected to the EPICS process variables in the following database
file arduino.db. It links the protocol file arduino.proto to the name under which the
corresponding variable is published on the network to which all EPICS computers are
connected. Here, $(USER) is defined in the startup command st.cmd, as explained below
and \$1 is replaced at run-time. The three records, define the variable.

# arduino.db

record(ao, "$(USER):DO5") {

field(DESC, "Arduino digital output pin 5")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(OUT, "@arduino.proto set_bit(5) $(PORT)")

}

record(ai, "$(USER):DI4") {

field(DESC, "Arduino digital input pin 4")

field(SCAN, "1 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_bit(4) $(PORT)")

}

record(ai, "$(USER):A0") {

field(DESC, "Arduino analog pin 0")

field(SCAN, "5 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_analog(0) $(PORT)")

}

Most of the following startup file st.cmd is automatically generated, when writing an EPICS
IOC. The most important part we have to add is the definition of the SERIALPORT with
baud rate and other parameters. Once that is complete, the command dbLoadRecords()

links the database file arduino.db to the SERIALPORT and defines the variable USER as
raspi, such that the new process variables are available as raspi:A0, raspi:DI4, and
raspi:DO5.

#!../../bin/linux-arm/test2

## You may have to change test2 to something else

## everywhere it appears in this file

< envPaths

#......added

epicsEnvSet(STREAM_PROTOCOL_PATH,"../../test2App/Db")

cd "${TOP}"

## Register all support components
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dbLoadDatabase "dbd/test2.dbd"

test2_registerRecordDeviceDriver pdbbase

#......added

drvAsynSerialPortConfigure("SERIALPORT","/dev/ttyACM0",0,0,0)

asynSetOption("SERIALPORT",-1,"baud","9600")

asynSetOption("SERIALPORT",-1,"bits","8")

asynSetOption("SERIALPORT",-1,"parity","none")

asynSetOption("SERIALPORT",-1,"stop","1")

asynSetOption("SERIALPORT",-1,"clocal","Y")

asynSetOption("SERIALPORT",-1,"crtscts","N")

dbLoadRecords("db/arduino.db","PORT=’SERIALPORT’,USER=’raspi’")

cd "${TOP}/iocBoot/${IOC}"

iocInit

Once the command file st.cmd is started in its directory, the new process variables are
available from any computer on the network. For example, the analog port A0 is read with
caget raspi:A0 and pin 5 on the Arduino is set with caput raspi:DO5 1 and turned off
with caput raspi:DO5 0.

B.5.37 Section 13.5, Vacuum system simulation

The simulations of vacuum systems from Section 13.5.3 that result in Figure 13.7 are gen-
erated by the following version of VAKTRAK, called vtmini.m. Since the method is based
on transfer matrices for the elements of a vacuum system, the code closely resembles that
of the beam optics transfer matrices from Chapter 3.

The header of vtmini.m gives a short overview of the description of vacuum systems.
It is based on an array with six columns with the following meaning: the first column
contains a code, the second a repeat-count, the third contains the length of an element and
then follow the normalized values of conductance c, pump speed s, and out-gassing rate
q. For short elements with zero length, the pump speed is the integral speed S and the
out-gassing is the total value ∆Q. See Section 13.5.3 for a discussion. Next, anonymous
functions that return the transfer matrices for conductance, a short pump and a short gas
source, a leak, are defined. The matrix for the generic element will be discussed below. The
vacuum system is then defined as the array vaksys. It can be manipulated by flipping
it and multiplying it, just as normal beam lines in Chapter 3. Once the number of lines
and total number of segments are known, space for the matrices is allocated. We then step
through the beamline, which here represents a vacuum system, and assemble the matrices
Rcurr to build up Racc, one element at a time.

% vtmini.m, minimal vaktrak, V. Ziemann, 180710

% supported codes with ordering: CODE,repeat,L,c,s,q

% conductance only: 1, rep, L, c, 0, 0

% short pump: 2, 1, 0, 0, S, 0

% short gas source: 3, 1, 0, 0, 0, dQ

% generic element: 4, rep, L, c, s, q

% use repmat() and flip() to assemble larger systems

clear all; close all

conduc=@(C)[1,-1/C,0; 0,1,0; 0,0,1]; % matrix for conductance

pump=@(S)[1,0,0;-S,1,0;0,0,1]; % matrix for short pump

outgas=@(dQ)[1,0,0;0,1,dQ;0,0,1]; % matrix for gas source, leak

%function csql.m defined externally
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%

% CODE repeat L c s q

vaksys=[ 3, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1e-6; % outgas, dQ

1, 100, 0.1, 10, 0, 0; % conductance, c

2, 1, 0, 0, 100, 0]; % pump, S

v=[vaksys; flip(vaksys,1)];

beamline=repmat(v,2,1); % description of the complete system

nlines=size(beamline,1); % number of elements in beamline

nmat=sum(beamline(:,2))+1; % number of matrices, incl repeat count

Racc=zeros(3,3,nmat); % accumulated transfer matrices

Racc(:,:,1)=eye(3); % initialize the first one

spos=zeros(nmat,1); % array for element (end-)positions

ic=1;

for line=1:nlines % loop over elements

for seg=1:beamline(line,2) % and over the segements of each element

ic=ic+1; % element counter

Rcurr=eye(3); % initialize to unit matrix

switch beamline(line,1) % brach accoding to element

case 1 % pure conductance

C=beamline(line,4)/beamline(line,3); % C=c/L

Rcurr=conduc(C); % large C

case 2 % short pump, zero length

Rcurr=pump(beamline(line,5)); % large S

case 3 % point-like gas source, zero length

Rcurr=outgas(beamline(line,6)); % large dQ

case 4 % generic element, c,s,q,L are all given

Rcurr=csql(beamline(line,4),beamline(line,5),...

beamline(line,6),beamline(line,3));

otherwise

disp(’unsupported code’)

end

Racc(:,:,ic)=Rcurr*Racc(:,:,ic-1); % add new element

spos(ic)=spos(ic-1)+beamline(line,3); % update the position

end

end

R0=Racc(:,:,end); % alias for the start-to-end matrix

%....find solution with Qr=Ql=0

Pr=-R0(2,3)/R0(2,1);

Pl=R0(1,3)-R0(1,1)*R0(2,3)/R0(2,1);

P0r=[Pr;0;1]; % vector at start

pressure=zeros(nmat,1); gasflow=pressure; % allocate memory

for k=1:nmat % loop over all elements

PP=Racc(:,:,k)*P0r; % and calculate [P;Q;1] at end of each element

pressure(k)=PP(1); % stuff into arrays used for plotting

gasflow(k)=PP(2);

end

%...............make plots with pressure and gasflow profiles

subplot(2,1,1); semilogy(spos,pressure,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlim([0,spos(end)]); ylim([0.6*min(pressure),2.5*max(pressure)])
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xlabel(’z [m]’); ylabel(’Pressure [mbar]’);

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

subplot(2,1,2); plot(spos,gasflow,’k’,’LineWidth’,2);

xlim([0,spos(end)]); ylim([1.4*min(gasflow),1.4*max(gasflow)])

xlabel(’z [m]’); ylabel(’Gasflow [mbar l/s]’); set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

Once all matrices are assembled, we define the transfer matrix R0 for the whole system and
determine the solution where both ends of the system are flanged-off with Ql = Qr = 0,
map the found start vector through the system. Finally, we display pressure and gas flow
as a function of the position in the vacuum system. This example was used to prepare
Figure 13.7.

The generic matrix for a section of the vacuum system that has a finite conductance c,
pump speed s, and out-gassing q that has length L is given by Equation 13.3 and the
following function csql() encodes it. It is only provided for completeness and not used in
the above example.

% full vaktrak transfer matrix

function R=csql(c,s,q,L)

R=eye(3);

sq=sqrt(s/c); cc=cosh(sq*L); ss=sinh(sq*L);

R(1,1)=cc;

R(1,2)=-ss/(c*sq);

R(1,3)=-q*(cc-1)/s;

R(2,1)=-c*sq*ss;

R(2,2)=cc;

R(2,3)=q*ss/sq;

B.5.38 Appendix A.1, Beam profiles

The script that analyses the beam spots from a screen, shown in Appendix A.1 and named
analyze image.m, is reproduced below. It simply loads the image file with imread() and
converts it to gray-scale with rgb2gray(), before plotting the image in several ways, already
discussed in Appendix A.1.

% analyze_image.m, V. Ziemann, 181128

clear all; close all

im=rgb2gray(imread(’power1.jpg’));

subplot(2,2,1); roi=im(260:400,320:500); imshow(imcomplement(roi+4));

subplot(2,2,4); contour(flipud(roi));

xlabel(’x [pixel]’); ylabel(’y [pixel]’)

subplot(2,2,2); plot(sum(roi,2),’k’); xlim([0,size(roi,1)]);

camroll(270); set(gca,’YTick’,[]); xlabel(’y [pixel]’);

title([’FWHM = ’,num2str(fwhm(sum(roi,2))),’ pixel’])

subplot(2,2,3); plot(sum(roi,1),’k’); xlim([0,size(roi,2)]);

set(gca,’YTick’,[]); xlabel(’x [pixel]’)

title([’FWHM = ’,num2str(fwhm(sum(roi,1))),’ pixel’])

The function fwhm() to determine the full-width at half-maximum simply finds the base
line and the maximum value, from which it searches for the half-height point on both sides.
It is reproduced here.

% fwhm.m
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function fwhm=fwhm(data)

N=length(data);

xmax = -1e30;;

xmin=min(data);

imax=-1;

for i=1:N

if (data(i) > xmax)

xmax=data(i);

imax=i;

end

end

ileft=imax;

while (data(ileft) > (xmax+xmin)/2 && ileft>1)

ileft=ileft-1;

end

iright=imax;

while (data(iright) > (xmax+xmin)/2 && iright<N-1)

iright=iright+1;

end

fwhm=iright-ileft-1;

The setup with translation stages to control the position of the obstacle to progressively
obscure the laser and reading out the LDR with an Arduino micro-controller was extensively
discussed in Chapter 12 of [104]. Instead of repeating the discussion, we refer the interested
reader to that publication.

B.5.39 Appendix A.3, Halbach magnets

The Halbach magnets, shown in Figures A.6 and A.7 are designed with the following script
halbach M8 simple.m. At the top of the file the parameters for the magnet are specified
and the output file test.scad is opened. All of the following MATLAB commands write
openscad commands to this file. The frame is defined as the difference of two cylinders and
the cubes for the M magnet that are punched out from the remaining material.

% halbach_M8_simple.m, V. Ziemann, 180124

clear all

M=8; % number of permanent magnet cubes

k=3; % tumble factor: k=2 -> dipole, k=3 -> quadrupole

h=5; % size of cube

h2=h+0.4; % little extra space for tolerances

fp=fopen(’test.scad’,’w’);

fprintf(fp,’difference(){\n’);

fprintf(fp,’ cylinder(h=%6.2f,r=14);\n’,h+1.5);

fprintf(fp,’ translate([0,0,-0.5]) {cylinder(h=%6.2f,r=4.5);}\n’,10*h);

for j=0:M-1 % loop over segments

phi=j*360/M;

psi=k*phi-phi;

fprintf(fp,’ rotate([0,0,%8.3f]) {translate([9.5,0,1.5]) {\n’,phi);

fprintf(fp,’ rotate([0,0,%8.3f]) {translate([-2.7,-2.7,0]) ...

{cube([5.4,5.4,5.4]);}\n’,psi);

fprintf(fp,’ translate([-0.25,%6.2f,%6.2f]) ...
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{cube([0.5,0.5,10]);} }}}\n’,h2/2-0.02,h2-1);

end

fprintf(fp,’}\n’); fclose(fp);

system(’openscad test.scad &’);

After the file is closed, openscad is started from within MATLAB with the file just prepared
as input.

The undulator frame, shown in Figure A.8, is constructed by directly opening the fol-
lowing input file undulator10mm.scad in openscad, either from the command line or from
the open-file dialog window. No MATLAB is needed to prepare this frame.

// undulator10mm.scad

// run with "openscad undulator10mm.scad"

// Halbach undulator with 10mm gap, uncompensated field integrals

difference() {

union() {

cube([94,40,4]);

color("blue") {

translate([0,23,4]){cube([94,10,6]);}

translate([0,7,4]){cube([94,10,6]);}

}

}

for (i=[0:14]) {translate([4.95+i*6,27.5,8]) {

rotate([0,0,-90*i-90]) {

cube([5.4,5.4,6],center=true);

translate([2.75,0,6]) {cube([0.5,0.5,10],center=true);}

}}}

for (i=[0:14]) {translate([4.95+i*6,12.5,8]) {

rotate([0,0,90*i-90]) {

cube([5.4,5.4,6],center=true);

translate([2.75,0,6]) {cube([0.5,0.5,10],center=true);}

}}}

}

The frame is constructed from the union of the the base plate and the two blocks sitting
on top of it. From this frame the cubes for the holes into which the small magnets will be
inserted is subtracted (difference). Next to the cubes, a small 0.5mm notch is cut out to
indicate the direction of the easy axis.

B.5.40 Appendix A.4, Magnet measurements

The stepper motor that drives the Hall probe through the magnet is controlled by an
Arduino Nano with the Arduino sketch StepperControllerEndSwitchandHall2.ino, re-
produced below. The actual stepper motor used was part of a salvaged frame from an old
CD-rom drive. It is controlled by four wires and is equipped with an end-switch on one side.
Note that the control and data acquisition setup closely follows the systems discussed in
depth in [104].

We control the stepper by sending text strings over the Serial line. The Arduino listens
and responds to the following commands:

MOVE nnn: moves the stepper by nnn steps, which can be either positive or negative;
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HOME: moves towards the end-switch and stops there;

B?: read the Hall-sensor and return B value, where value is the measured value in
Gauss;

SCAN?: causes the system to move to the end-switch, sends the string SCAN to the Serial
line, then moves by 150 steps, records the Hall-sensor, and sends the measurement
value in every step. Note that the values are converted to Tesla.

At the top of the sketch, myStepper defines the stepper motor and how many steps per
turn it supports and to which pins on the Arduino, here 4,5,6, and 7, the four wires of
the stepper motor are attached. In the setup() function, the speed for the stepper is set
and the pin 8 is declared OUTPUT and set to LOW. It is connected to the enable pin on the
L293D stepper motor driver. This driver converts the small current that the Arduino can
supply to a current that can make the motor turn. Then, we attach the function homepos(),

which is defined at the end of the sketch, to the interrupt. It disables the stepper driver
output by pulling the enable pin 8 to LOW, but only when moving towards the end-switch
(if (steps>0)...). The interrupt is triggered, when the end-switch, which is connected to
pin 2, is engaged.

In the loop() function, which is executed incessantly, the Serial line is observed, and, if
something is available, stores it in the character-variable line. Then the strstr() function
is used to decode the string and takes action. The actions in the respective blocks are
commented and we need not discuss them further here. We only address the conversion
factors needed to convert the ADC counts from port A1 to Gauss or Tesla. First the 10-bit
value (0 to 1023) is converted to volts by multiplying it with 5/1023. Then the offset voltage
of 2.4V is subtracted. Finally, the resulting value is converted to Gauss by the conversion
factor from the data sheet of the A1302 Hall-sensor.

// StepperControllerEndSwitchandHall2.ino

#include <Stepper.h>

// a b c d

Stepper myStepper(200, 4, 5, 6, 7);

char line[30];

volatile int steps=0;

void setup() {

myStepper.setSpeed(60);

Serial.begin (9600); while (!Serial) {;}

pinMode(8,OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(8,LOW); // Enable pin

pinMode(2,INPUT_PULLUP);

attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(2),homepos,FALLING);

}

void loop() {

if (Serial.available()) {

Serial.readStringUntil(’\n’).toCharArray(line,30);

if (strstr(line,"MOVE ")) {

steps=(int)atof(&line[5]);

Serial.print("STEPS = "); Serial.println(steps);

Serial.println(digitalRead(2));

if ((digitalRead(2)==1) | (digitalRead(2)==0) & (steps<0)) {

digitalWrite(8,HIGH); // enable output

delay(200);
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digitalWrite(13,LOW); // turn limit switch indicator off

Serial.print("MOVE = "); Serial.println(steps);

myStepper.step(steps);

}

} else if (strstr(line,"B?")) {

float B=(5.0*analogRead(1)/1023-2.4)/1.3e-3;

Serial.print("B "); Serial.println(B);

} else if (strstr(line,"HOME")) {

if (digitalRead(2) == 1) {

digitalWrite(8,HIGH); // enable output

delay(200);

steps=200; myStepper.step(steps);

}

} else if (strstr(line,"SCAN?")) {

if (digitalRead(2) == 1) { // move to home position

digitalWrite(8,HIGH); // enable output

delay(200); steps=200; myStepper.step(steps);

delay(200);

}

Serial.println("SCAN");

digitalWrite(8,HIGH);

for (int i=0;i<150;i++) {

steps=-1; myStepper.step(steps);

delay(100);

float B=1e-4*(5.0*analogRead(1)/1023-2.4)/1.3e-3;

Serial.println(B,4);

}

}

digitalWrite(8,LOW);

}

}

void homepos() {

if (steps>0) { digitalWrite(8,LOW);} // disable output

digitalWrite(13,HIGH);

}

Once the Arduino is programmed, we can close the Arduino programming environment and
connect the Arduino to MATLAB with the following commands. We first define a file handle
s that is attached to the device file for the Serial port to which the Arduino is connected.
In Windows the device would be COMxx. After waiting 2 s, we open the port s.

s=serial(’/dev/ttyUSB0’,’BaudRate’,9600)

pause(2)

fopen(s)

pause(1)

A measurement is performed with the following script magnetic measurement.m. First, it
closes all windows and sends the SCAN? command to the Serial port, to which the Arduino
is attached. After allocating memory for the Bfield, it loops over the 150 lines with the
incoming data points. It reads every line with fscanf(), which returns a string, and converts
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it to a numerical format with the built-in function str2double(). Once all values are
received, they are plotted with axes annotated.

% magnetic_measurement.m

close all

fprintf(s,’SCAN?’)

fscanf(s); % jump over the echoed string "SCAN"

Bfield=zeros(1,150);

for i=1:150

Bfield(i)=str2double(fscanf(s));

[i, Bfield(i)]

end

xscale=0.18*(0:149); % 0.18 mm/step

plot(xscale,Bfield*1e-4,’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’s [mm]’); ylabel(’B [T]’)

xlim([0,max(xscale)]); ylim([0,0.178])

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

We can run this script several times in order to measure the same or different magnets
in sequence. But once we are finished, we need to close the Serial port with the following
command.

fclose(s);

If we later want to resume measuring magnets later, we need to open the port again.

B.5.41 Appendix A.5, Data analysis for cookiejar resonator

The analysis of the S-parameters, recorded from the network analyzer, is done by fitting
Equation 6.20 to the data points. The script fit resonance gamma.m loads the data file
f1b.csv, gives the columns in the data file some meaningful names, and scales the frequency.
Then it defines the anonymous function g() to represent Equation 6.20, albeit adapted to
handle the amplitudes given in dB. We then use the built-in command fit() to find the
parameters f0, Q, and β. Finally, both the measured data points and the fit are displayed
in the plot, shown on the right-hand side in Figure A.10.

% fit_resonance_gamma.m

clear all; close all

d=importdata(’f1b.csv’);

f=d.data(:,1)/1e9; amp=d.data(:,2); phase=d.data(:,3);

g=@(f0,Q,beta,x)20*log10(abs((beta-1-i*Q*(x./f0-f0./x)) ...

./(beta+1+i*Q*(x./f0-f0./x))))

res=fit(f,amp,fittype(g),’Start’,[1.15,200,1.1])

plot(f,amp,’k+’,f,g(res.f0,res.Q,res.beta,f),’k’,’LineWidth’,2)

xlabel(’f [GHz]’); ylabel(’S_{11} [dB]’); xlim([1.148,1.158])

legend(’Measurements’,’f_0=1.153 GHz, Q=100, \beta=1’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,16)

The data file saved from our network analyzer has the following structure: there are some
lines with information at the top and the columns are explained. Then three columns of data
follow. MATLAB’s importdata() function figured out the format all by itself. It extracted
and stored the relevant data without further ado in the array d.
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!CSV A.01.01

!Agilent Technologies,N5221A,MYxxxxxxxx,A.09.90.13

!Agilent N5221A: A.09.90.13

!Date: Thursday, November 29, 2018 21:13:26

!Source: Standard

BEGIN CH1_DATA

Freq(Hz),S11(DB),S11(DEG)

1144000000,-5.7587543,-24.930767

1144090000,-5.8000636,-25.877121

1144180000,-5.8454103,-26.89929

1144270000,-5.8882275,-27.792629

1144360000,-5.9353909,-28.72542

:

END


